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•FOREWORD
The study described herein, which was conducted by the AeroJet Liquid
Rocket Company, Sacramento, California, was performed under Contract
NAS 8-24859. It covers the period 30 June 1969 through 13 February 1970.
The contract was sponsored by the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center of
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. It was administered under
the technical direction of the Propulsion and Thermodynamics Division with
Mr. Lee Jones as Project Manager.
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ABSTRACT
A Low Cost Turbopumps Study was accomplished. It was aimed at develop-
ing a methodology for synthesizing lowest over-all cost turbopumps, which
means that turbopump resulting in the lowest cost for a particular mission.
This was done by examining the extent as well as manner that turbopump
requirements affect over-all costs, investigating the technological level of
cost-contrlbutlng operations, and evaluating the effect of this technological
level upon over-all costs. The results then were utilized to evolve an
optimal conceptual design of a selected turbopump configuration, along with
preliminary planning for the development, production, and acceptance of the
turbopump. The overwhelming conclusion from the study results is that a
relaxation in requirements to reduce turbopump costs is not a fruitful way to
decrease program costs. In effect, the potential exists for reducing turbo-
pump program costs by as much as 40% (or 200-million dollars) through the
appropriate tightening of design requirements to a degree that would permit
acceptance test operations to be eliminated. Additionally large over-all
program cost reductions could be accrued through this approach because of the
cost sensitivity to engine performance (Isp) .
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I. SUMMARY
The Low Cost Turbopumps Study was aimed at developing a methodology
for synthesizing lowest over-all cost turbopumps, which means that turbopump
resulting in the lowest cost for a particular mission. This was accomplished
by examining the extent as well as manner that turbopump requirements affect
over-all costs, investigating the technological level of cost-contributing
operations, and evaluating the effect of this technological level upon over-all
costs. These results then were utilized to evolve an optimal conceptual design
of a selected turbopump configuration, along with preliminary planning for the
development, production, and acceptance of the turbopump. More specifically,
the study was divided into the following three contractual tasks:
Relationship of Turbopump Design Requirements to
Over-All Costs
- Examinations of Cost-Contrlbuting Operations
- Conceptual Design
Integral considerations for this study were the misslon/vehlcle/
engine trade-offs, detailed subcomponent analyses, and subcomponent optimi-
zations. The representative design case selected was a half-size version of
an Advanced Multipurpose Large Launch Vehicle (AMLLV) with a 500,000 ib pay-
load capability to low earth orbit. The contract imposed study constraints
of a LOX/LH 2 propellant combination and a conventional packaging arrangement
with a bell nozzle, gas generator, and gimbal mount. Chamber pressure and
altitude thrust also were fixed at 1200 psia and 300,000 ib, respectively.
This resulted in the following design characteristics being defined as those
applicable to the base turbopump design:
i
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SYMBOL
AP
P
P
Ti
PR
TTI
WT
NPSH
CHARACTERISTIC
Pump Pressure Rise
Pump Flow Rate
Turbine Inlet Pressure
Turbine Pressure Ratio
Turbine Inlet Temperature
Turbine Flow Rate
Pump Net Positive Suction Head
TURBOPUMP VALUES
LH 2
1900 psi
125 ib/sec
1190 psia
7.5
1660°R
20 ib/sec
130 ft
LOX
1700 psi
585 Ib/sec
135 psia
3.4
1250°R
20 ib/sec
25 ft
These basic requirements were used to generate reference conceptual
designs for fuel and oxidizer turbopumps. Then, the operational costs for
producing these turbopumps were determined. Next, the requirements were
altered and changes in the cost-contrlbuting operations and performance were
noted. Following this, the changes in requirements and performance were
related to the mission level costs. The methodology developed was tested by
utilizing the study results as a basis for final conceptual designs as well
as the formulation of development, production, and acceptance plans for these
designs. It was shown that a turbopump program cost savings of 3% (or
10-million dollars) is available for a 17-million pound-to-orblt program.
However, when the sensitivity of over-all program costs to performance is
considered, these savings are nullified and, actually, increased costs could
result.
Consequently, the overwhelming conclusion from this study is that the
relaxation of requirements to reduce turbopump costs is not a fruitful way to
decrease program costs. In effect, the potential exists for reducing turbo-
pump program costs by as much as 40% (or 200-million dollars) through the
appropriate tightening of design requirements to a degree that would permit
acceptance test operations to be eliminated. Additionally large over-all
program cost reductions could be accrued through this approach because of the
cost sensitivity to engine performance (Isp). This can best be visualized
from the following qualitative curves:
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In the above curve, the general trend of the effect of turbopump
requirements upon the cost of the turbopump components is illustrated. Most
experienced engineering personnel will select a requirement that falls near
the "knee" of the curve even when data is unavailable.
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It can be seen from the above curve that turbopump performance is
rather gradually affected by requirements in the reasonably attainable
range.
When the above two trends are combined and superimposed, the follow-
ing curve is evolved:
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Program Cost Attri-
butable to Turbopump
Cost
Program Cost Attri-
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Performance
Note that a broad optimum results in terms of turbopump, requirements.
In highly performance-sensitive ve_icles_such as the existing Space Shuttle
concepts, thel totalprogram curve could Become steeper than that for the highly
performance-sensitive, single-stage to orbit MLLV. This would tend to drive
the cost optimum turbopump toward even=ore rigid requirements.
The detailed supporting data for the above summarized trends is
delineated in Section III of this report, along with other study results.
The following is a brief index of the categorical study results and is pro-
vided for reader convenience.
RESULTS CATEGORY: LOCATION IN TEXT:
Categorized Cost-Contributing Operations ............. Section III,A,I.
Categorized Design Requirements ...................... Section III,A,2 and
Appendix C.
Relationship Between Variations in Requirements
and Cost-Contributing Operations ..................... Sections III,A,2 and 3,
Appendix C, and Figures
No. 5, No. 6, and No. Ii
through No. 66.
Description of Alternative Methods for Performing
Cost-Contributing Operations and Recommendations
for Additional Technology ............................ Sections III,B and IV,C,
and Table XI
Relationship Between Turbopump Requirements
and Cost ............................................. Section III,A,4, Table X,
and Appendixes K and L.
Optimal Turbopump Requirements and Design
Criteria ............................................. Section III,A,4 and
Appendix L.
Low Over-All Cost Turbopump Conceptual Designs
and Associated Development, Production, and
Acceptance Plans ..................................... Sections III,C,I and 2,
Table XII, and Appendix L.
II. INTRODUCTION
As the NASA proceeds into the post-Apollo era, costs are emerging as a
dominant factor in selecting and promulgating alternative space goals. Con-
sequently, the orientation of the technology planners has become the evolve-
ment of a body of knowledge as well as a technical capability which will per-
mit the attainment of meaningful goals at the lowest over-all costs. The sub-
ject Low Cost Turbopump Study is part of this new approach.
The traditional methodology applied to obtain the lowest over-all costs
has been to generate a number of systems, all of which satisfy the specific
technical requirements, and to select the lowest cost system or component
from those generated. In the subject study, the objective was to develop a
new or modified methodology which would permit synthesis of the lowest over-all
F
L_
h
ICOSt system by including cost as a parameter at the outset. In this way_
costs are considered as one of the elements of the system during the earliest
apportionment of performance requirements. Additionally, any methodology
developed for the turbopump portion of a system offers a high potential for
applicability to the other elements of the engine/vehicle system.
The accomplishment of study objectives within contractual schedule
and budgetary constraints necessitated that the scope of the effort be
limited to a single representative application. Consequently, the following
guidelines were mutually established.
k¸
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CHARACTERISTIC CONSTRAINT/VALUE BASIS
l
Propellant Combination
Engine Type
Chamber Pressure
Altitude Thrust
Application
Fuel Turbopump Base
Configuration
Oxidizer Turbopump
Base Configuration
LOX/LH 2
Conventional: Bell Nozzle, Gas
Generator, and Gimbal Mount
1200 psla
300,000 ib
Half-Size AMLLV; 500,000 ib
Payload
Single-Stage Centrifugal Pump,
Two-Stage Axial Turbine,
Central-Propellant-Cooled
Bearings
Single-Stage Centrifugal Pump,
Single-Stage Axial Turbine,
Central-Propellant-Cooled
Bearings
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Contract
Proposal
Contract
Proposal
The Multipurpose Large Launch Vehicle (MLLV) is similar in design to the
Advanced Multipurpose Large Launch Vehicle (AMLLV) as defined by NASA Contract
NAS2-4079. The MLLV was sized toprovide a slngle-stage-to-orbit (i00 nautical
mile circular earth orbit) payload of approximately 500,000 lb. Greater pay-
load capability (approaching 2-million ib) could be lachieved by using injection
stage modules and/or strap-on solid propulsion stages.
Only the core vehicle is utilized in the mlsslon selected for this study,
which is to place approximately20_illlon Ib of payload into orbit.
Recurring costsare most realistically expressed in termsof cost-per-
unit while the maintenance of capability costs are best denoted in terms of
cost-per-unit-of-time. Consequently, a Program life and procurement rate were
needed to permit an adjustment between the two and provide a 5asis for con-
sistency. Two combinations of rate and lifehad to 5e investigated, but the
individual values were left to the discretion of the Project Engineer (see
Section III).
The results of Task I (Relationship of Turbopump Design Requirements
to Over-All Costs) in this three-task study provided the basic data for syn-
thesizing the lowest over-all cost design. These data included cost and per-
formance information in terms of identical variable requirements as well as
turbopump performance information in relationship to vehicle and mission costs.
Task II (Examination of Changes in Cost-Contributing Operations) pro-
vided cost data similar to that of task I but in terms of variable require-
ments for different technological levels of performing the significant (high
cost) operations. These data showed at what level of requirements signifi-
cant savings could be achieved by altering the method of designing, fabri-
cating, or testing a component of the system.
Task III (Conceptual Design) served to demonstrate that the design
methodology formulated from Tasks I and II actually could be applied to a
realistic program while resulting in a turbopump cost savings reaching as
high as 10-million dollars over the life of the program, but with negligible
over-all program cost savings. However, the same methodology can be applied
in a less conventional manner to provide a substantial reduction in over-all
program costs by tightening rather than relaxing requirements.
III. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
A, TASKI - RELATIONSHIP OF TURBOPUMP DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
TO 0VER-ALL COSTS
Task I was divided into the following four subtasks:
la - Identification and categorization of the cost-
contributing operations
Ib - Identification and categorization of design
requirements
Ic - Relationship of variations in design require-
ments to cost-contributing operations,
turbopump/vehicle costs, and over-all costs
Id - Synthesis of design requirements to yield
minimum over-all costs
The above subtask results, the basis of these results, the
methodology applied to obtain them, and the limitations of these results
are detailed in the ensuing discussions.
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1. Subtask Ia _ cost_contributing OperatiOns
To obtain the necessary data for this subtask, a realistic
conceptual design was essential to serve as the basis for selecting the oper-
ations and requirements. It was originally conceived that this would be an
extensive conceptual design effort to generate configurations for both
1,000,000 Ib and 300,000 ib thrust engines. However, budgetary and schedule
limitations caused the higher thrust level design to be eliminated during
contract negotiations and significantly reduced the effort devoted to gener-
ating the base designs at the 300,000 ibf level. Consequently, the configu-
rations selected (see Figures No. i and No. 2) are non-optimum and result
from a morphological evaluation as well as the necessary preliminary design
calculations.
Many configurations were eliminated during the morphological
evaluation based upon an objective consideration of fundamental turbopump
characteristics. As an example, previous studies have shown the single turbo-
pump to be unattractive because of the large difference in desired speeds for
L0X and LH 2 pumps. The single geared oxidizer unit is unattractive at higher
thrust levels because of its high development cost as well as the risk associ-
ated with gear drive systems. The twin-spool coaxial unit has an increased
mechanical complexity which makes sealing more difficult and has a potential
for causing a dramatic increase in development costs as well as risk.
Previous studies also have indicated that separate fuel and
oxidizer turbopumps are desirable, particularly at the high thrust levels,
because this arrangement permits independent optimum speed operation of the
individual pumps to produce the required pressure rise. Normally, the LH 2
pump operates at approximately four to five t_mes the speed of the LOX pumps
(in units without a boost pump) because of NPSH requirements and propellant
density differences. The best oxidizer pump selection generally has been a
single-stage centrifugal pump with either a single or dual inlet, with the
single inlet being the most common.
Fuel and oxidizer turbines can be arranged for either paral-
lel or series flow. Studies have indicated that the parallel turbine arrange-
ment is easier to control than the series system during engine throttling;
however, throttling could be achieved with the series arrangement by utilizing
proper by-pass valve sizing and control. The series turbine arrangement
offers a significant reduction in turbine gas flow over the parallel system,
but the ducting system is somewhat more Complicated. Consequently, the candi-
date configurations shown on Figures No. 1 and No. 2 were selected as the
bases for the Task I effort.
Having defined the basic configuration, it then was decided
to concentrate the effort upon the 300,000 ibf case because maximum cost and
design data were available forthatclassofmachinery from previous develop-
ment and operational programs. Theresultant requirements for the base case
turbopump designs are listed on Table I.
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TABLE I. - BASE CASE REQUIREMENTS
Propellants
Application
Throttlin 8
Startup
Duty Cycle
Reliability
Thrust
Parameter Engine
LOX/LH 2
MLLV (1/2 Size AMLLV)
None
3 sac + Prechill
1 Start 300 sec
0.97
Requirement
Fuel Turbopuap
LH 2
None
3 sec+ Prechill
10 Starts/10 Hours
0.998
Thrust Tolerance
Chamber Pressure
Chamber Pressure Tolerance
Specific Impulse
Specific Impulse Tolerance
Mixture Ratio
Mixture Ratio Tolerance
Pump Pressure Rise
Pump Pressure Rise Tolerance
Pump Flow Rate
Pump Flow Rate Tolerance
NPSH
NPSH Tolerance
Turbine Inlet Pressure
Turbine Pressure Ratio Tolerance
Turbine Pressure Ratio Tolerance
Turbine Flow Rate
Turbine Flow Rate Tolerance
Turbine Inlet Temperature
Turbine Inlet Temperature Tolerance
Static Seal Leakage
Dynamic Seal Leakage
300,000 ib
+ 3%
1200 psla
+ 1.5% (Control Value)
433 sac
+ 3 sec
5:1
+ 2.5%
1900 psi
+ 3%
125 lb/sec
Control Value
130 ft
Minimum Value
1190 psia
7.5
+ 2%
20 ib/sec
+ 5%
1660°R
+ 250 °
None
0.05 ib/sec
Oxidizer Turbopump
LOX
None
3 sec+ Prechill
i0 Starts/lO Hours
0.998
1700 psi
+ 3%
585 ib/sec
Control Value
25 ft
Minimum Value
135 psia
3.4
+ 2%
20 Ib/sec _
+ 5%
1250°R
+ 180 o
None
0.05 ib/sec
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Appendix A contains typical fuel turbopump preliminary design
calculations and assumptions which illustrate the method utilized to size the
components of the base case fuel turbopump shown on Figure No. i. Similar
simplified calculations were applied in sizing the base case oxidizer turbo-
pump shown on Figure No. 2. The preliminary characteristic dimensions gener-
ated for both base cases are listed on Table II.
Next, the cost-contributing operations were identified and
categorized in a number of variations. The final listing of these operations
is included as Appendix B. This listing, as presented, represents a realistic
level for investigating the cost of operations as they are influenced by
changes in requirements. It is recognized that other categorical breakdowns
are possible, but the listing offered is based upon the commonality of the
same requirements variations affecting the cost of both design operations,
primarily at the functional assembly level (i.e., pump, turbine, or power
transmission), and fabrication operations at the subcomponent level (i.e.,
impeller and pump volute).
The general categorized listing of Appendix B does not have
particular significance when viewed alone, but is highly useful as a checklist
or guide in gathering data to be applied in relating the costs of performing
operations for various requirements levels. However, this resultant listing
reveals a significant weakness in the original proposed program. Each of the
operations costs could be explicitly described and quantified in terms of man
and machine hours based upon the particular set of detailed requirements
assumed for the base case designs, but this would result in single point data
not useful by itself in performing optimizations or tradeoff studies. Deter-
mination of the relationship between variations in requirements and cost-
contributing operations required that the operations costs be quantified over
a range of requirements. Identical techniques and manpower would be used for
quantifying the base case operations costs and alternative requirements opera-
tions costs, but the original plan necessitated a redundant performance.
This would have resulted in accomplishing the same effort twice as well as
two separate tabulations of the data. Therefore, it was decided to defer
quantification of thebase case operations costs until quantified ranges of
design requirements were available. Accordingly, this quantification was
performed as part of Subtask Ic, where it is described.
. Subtask Ib - Identlficatlon/Categorization of
Design Requirements
Design requirements at the vehicle, engine, and turbopump
levels generally can be segregated into the two broad categories of perfor-
mance requirements and operational/mechanical requirements. At the sub-
component or part level, where the design requirements can be manipulated to
affect design, fabrication, and test operations costs, virtually all design
requirements must ultimately be mechanical or dimensional even though they
can stem from performance requirements. Early recognition of this led to the
13
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TABLE II. - PRELIMINARY CHARACTERISTIC DIMENSIONS
Characteristic Dimension
Impeller Inlet Diameter (Tip)
Impeller Inlet Diameter (Hub)
Impeller Discharge Diameter
Impeller Port Height
Base Circle Diameter
Fuel Turbopump
8.40
3.20
14.75
0.58
15.5O
Diffuser Height
Diffuser Width
Volute Size (max section equiv dia)
Turbine Inlet Size (max section equiv dia)
Rotor Mean Diameter
ist Rotor Blade Height
2nd Rotor Blade Height
ist Rotor Chord
2nd Rotor Chord
0.62
1.40
2.37
3.65
9.95
0.92
1.05
0.86
0.78
Value
LOX Turbopump
8.14
2.03
12.90
0.81
14.00
3.50
9.94
17.20
2.48
0.96
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realization that vehicle, engine, and turbopump level variations in design
requirements would result in an overwhelming number of subcomponent alterna-
tives because of the many possible ways of meeting a given set of the higher
order design requirements. Therefore, it was decided to select only a base
case set of vehicle, engine, and turbopump requirements from which to generate
base case turbopump subcomponent requirements. Variations in subcomponent
design requirements then could be selected and their impact upon both perfor-
mance and cost parameters assessed. Next, the effects of the subcomponent
requirements changes could be iterated at that level to synthesize realistic
designs and an optimum set of turbopump level design requirements.
The following discussions describe the results of the effort
to identify and categorize the design requirements and the variations selected
for investigation.
a. Vehlcle/Engine/Turbopump
The extensive categorized base case vehicle, engine,
and turbopump design requirements selected are presented in Appendix C along
with the basis for such selection. Requirements are segregated by the cate-
gories of performance, operational, and mechanical as well as by source
(vehicle/engine or turbopump).
b. Turbopump Subcomponents
All of the turbopump subcomponent requirements are
included under the mechanical category of Appendix C for the previously cited
reasons. Although the alternative ranges of subcomponent requirements shown
tend to reduce both the cost of manufacture and the hydraulic/aerodynamic
performance, the size variations presented provide data at higher as well as
lower NPSH, which reflects the higher and lower performance levels.
. Subtask Ic - Design Requirement Relationship to
Cost Parameters, Turbopump/Vehicle Costs, and
Over-All Costs
a. Data
The following three major segments of information were
needed to relate design requirement variations to over-all costs:
How design requirements influence component
costs
How design requirements influence component
performance
How component performance influences
over-all costs
15
Information concerning how design requirements influence
component costs and performance was generated as part of the subject study
program. The influence of component performance upon over-all costs was
extracted from existing data developed by the Boeing Company under Contract
NAS 2-5056 (Ref. i). The ensuing discussions deal with the methodology
utilized to generate or extract appropriate data, summarize the results, and
describe the techniques used to relate the data. These data are presented by
operation and requirement categories to facilitate comparison with the pre-
viously discussed operation and requirements listings.
(i) Cost versus Design Requirements
(a) Development Phase Design Operations
Aside from reliability and schedule require-
ments, the cost of design operations are relatively unaffected by design
requirements. Additionally, no reasonable alternatives to the existing
design methodology have presented themselves which will satisfy the mechanical
reliability levels now needed to assure that essentially no flight or mission
failures can occur during the life of the program. It is simply not possible
to attain and demonstrate the required engine reliability by a test-fail-flx
deslgn/development philosophy within a reasonable (i0 years or less) schedule.
The implicit series flow of such a program, along with the known lead times
for turbopump major subcomponents, makes it largely unfeasible to test
even two alternative subcomponents to failure within the schedular restraint.
The failure mode analyses performed for the
base case fuel and oxidizer turbopumps are summarized in Appendix D. They
show that when part total duty cycle reliabilities are estimated and appor-
tioned according to the method described below, the mean time to failure for
many subcomponents is on the order of i00 hours to i000 hours.
Stepl: All major turbopump subcomponents are listed.
Step 2: All modes wherein each subcomponent could fail are listed
by part (a mode is defined as the part or assembly
feature describing the failure).
Step 3: All mechanisms of failure are listed for each mode
(a mechanism is defined as the property exhibiting the
defect which precipitates the failure).
Step 4: All mechanisms of failure are rated by experienced
turbopump specialists using scales ranging from A through
D for design difficulty (A is well understood while D is
poorly understood) and 1 through 4 for degree of control
(i is for easily controlled while 4 is difficult to
control). The results then are averaged.
16
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Step 5: " elThe ratings are converted to-a weighted rating defined as r ative ....
failure potential" Oh_P) based upon the matrix;
Rating RFP
A-I = 0.I
A-2, B-I = 1.0
A-3, C-1 = i0.0
A-4, B-2, D-I = i00.0
B-3, C-2 = i000.0
B-4, D-2, C-3 = i0,000.0
C-4, D-3 = i00,000.0
D-4 = 1,000,000.0
Step 6: The relative failure potential is assumed equal to the number of
failures per mission.
Step 7: The potential reliability of the subcomponents are calculated
using the failure rate.
It is obviously that the turbopump reliability
calculated by the above method can be biased by the amount of weight given the
relative failure potential, but comparisons using the above scale factors have
shown good agreement with historical Titan data.
Current space goals require that all design
techniques be utilized in conjunction with one another rather than selecting
one which appears to offer the lowest cost of executing the design at a pos-
sibly lower turbopump reliability. In view of these factors and because the
NASA interest does not extend to totally redundant and expendable weapons
systems, no further attempt to relate requirements variations, other than
schedular, to the cost of performing design operations was made.
The schedular variations investigated included
the currently used "semiparallel" design and development effort as well as a
proposed "full series" approach. The over-all schedular impact of these vari-
ations upon the base case and alternative program schedules are shown on
Figures No. 3 and No. 4, respectively. Further amplification of the "full
series" program follows.
Six subcategories make up the design task and
each must be accomplished either during the proposal effort or in the con-
tractual program.
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Subcate_ory i: Recognized existing technology design limits are
established for pumps, seals, turbines, bearings,
and structural materials.
Subcategory 2: Parametric analysis of individual subcomponent
characteristics is made based upon the design
limits established.
Subcate_ory 3: Design point is selected based upon a combination
of the parametric analysis and the cost-contributing
operations. This gives specifications for turbo-
pump, engine, and vehicle performance levels and
tolerances.
Subcatesory 4: Conceptual and final design layouts along with
supporting stress and performance calculations.
Subcate_ory 5: Detailed drafting (turbopump).
Subcategory 6: Subcomponent test article design and turbopump
development fabrication release.
Although the above subcategories in them-
selves are similar to those of the "standard" design phase, they are accom-
plished sequentially and to a different degree of completion.
In practice, it is found that the establish-
ment of the design limits sets the "ground rules" for the entire task.
Government/Contractor technical specialists review these limits before actual
design activity is started. Necessary modifications are made at the outset
of the program to preclude the unproductive design activity associated with
controversial design limits. Once established, these design limits become
the basis for the parametric analysis, which serves to provide parametric
limits as well as the rate of change for the various dependent parameters as
a function of the variables (i.e., speed and NPSH). Thus, the design point
can be selected with a full awareness of the effects that small errors will
have in the assumed design limits or the cost-contributing operations. Again,
the technical specialists review the parametric trends as well as their effects
upon cost and performance before the actual design begins.
Next, conceptual design is initiated and pre-
liminary stress as well as performance characteristics are established. This
allows analytical determination of the transient and steady-state operation
with the interfacing engine/vehicle components. It also permits confirmation
of the selection of the parametrically-defined configuration. Fabrication
and assembly costs as well as quality control and maintainability are value
engineered. The conceptual design and the preliminary operating character-
istics are Government/Contractor reviewed for appropriate modification or
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final design approval. Upon approval, the design layout is completed in
detail (i.e., fluid passage shapes and coordinates, all tolerances, and
specifications for material procurement, processing, quality control, and
instrumentation fittings). The final stress and materials engineering is
accomplished during this last half of the layout subtask using existing
Government or Industry specifications defining material properties. The
final layout itself includes all pertinent dimensions, clearances, and toler-
ances as well as material, key fabrication/inspection processes along with the
handling, marking, and shipping specifications. It is sufficiently compre-
hensive to permit detailed drafting to be accomplished without need of any
further engineering activity. This completeness allows an in-depth final
design review, which includes the quality control and manufacturing require-
ments. After the final design is approved, most of the design engineering
personnel are reassigned in support of other programs. (In a turbopump design
activity for the Titan-MOL, the manloading started at five, rose to 24, and
returned to five over a 10-month period.) A minimal cadre of design project
personnel accomplishes the manufacturing liaison and defines the testing require-
ments. These personnel are included in estimates of the cost of design
operations.
The detailed drawings are completed and veri-
fied against the master layout. None of these drawings is released and no
fabrication is initiated until the entire set is completed as an additional
means for uncovering errors. Experience to date with the "full series"
approach shows a 40% reduction in drafting time over the previously-used
"standard" system. Also, the number of combined engineering-draftlng errors
subsequently discovered during manufacturing has been significantly reduced
(approximately i error per i0 drawings). Further, there is a considerable
reduction in release time because all of the detailed design material is
available before this effort starts which permits maximum utilization of
drafting personnel without regard for the availability of engineering
guidance. In addition, the master layout has already been appropriately
certified (i.e., manufacturing, stress, quality control, and design); there-
fore, individual detailed drawing certifications can await the drawing
release. Recently, the "full series" approach was utilized in the "Full-
Flow Inducer" effort (Contract NAS 3-7977) to produce some 60 drawings
defining all of a two-speed inducer system components. These drawings were
completed and released within three weeks.
As can be seen on Figures No. 3 and No. 4, the
only schedule changes attributable to the "full series" approach occur in the
development phase operations and result in an apparent delay of the turbopump
qualification program of approximately three to six months. The design costs
shown on Tables III and IV and Figures No. 5 and No. 6 reveal that the "full
series" approach offers a potential design cost saving of 8.7% or 340,000 for
the reference program design phase costs. These savings are probably con-
servative for an actual program because of the greatly reduced likelihood of
committing design errors, especially in the detail drafting operations.
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TABLE III. - DESIGN PHASE, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING STANDARD
PROGRAM MANPOWER SUMMARY
DISCIPLINE/ACTIVITY
STANDARD PROGRAM
Pump Hydraulics
Turbine Aerodynamics
Concept Layout
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Structural Analysis
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Design
Fabrication Drawings
Tester Design
Fabrication Liaison
Test Planning & Liaison
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(b) Development Phase Fabrication
Operations
Development fabrication operations costs are
strongly dependent upon design requirements at the part or subcomponent level.
The methodology followed in generating the data used in relating the costs to
the requirements was as follows.
The conceptual sketches (Figures No. i and
No. 2), similar sketches (Figures No. i through I0) prepared for higher and
lower NPSH requirements, the base case and alternative part level mechanical
requirements listing (Appendix C), and actual part fabrication drawings of
representative components selected from the Titan, NERVA, and M-I programs
were furnished to several typical aerospace and commercial subcomponent
fabricators, including Aerojet-General's own shops. Cost estimates and manu-
facturing plans were requested at the cost-contrlbuting operation level (see
Section III,A,I)for virtually all turbopump subcomponents. All costs wer-
requested in terms of both manhours and dollars for production quantities of
one (pilot model), i0 (typical R&D order), 40 (initial production quantity),
and more than 40 (production runs).
While the response to the requests for cost
information was generally quite good, there were several notable exceptions.
All of the commercial pump manufactures contacted declined to quote anything
other than over-all costs of producing the assembly, implying that their pro-
duction methods are proprietary information. Also, several vendors declined
to quote at any level below that of casting, machining, or welding. The
extensiviness of detail in the estimates received precludes their reproduction
in this report. However, three sample estimates are included as Appendices
E, F, and G. These sample estimates are for the base case fuel turbopump
subcomponents as received from two typical aerospace vendors and one com-
mercial job shop. These same data for the base case fuel turbopump reduced
composite form with appropriate support and overhead charges applied are pre-
sented as Appendix H. Similar data for the base case oxidizer turbopump is
included as Appendix I.
Although data in the form of Appendices H
and I would provide a solid over-all turbopump fabrication base cost for a
contractual program, it is too unwieldly for performing a cost optimization
because each requirement variation would result in a separate sheet as well
as a separate part cost. Accordingly, the data were interpreted and plotted
at the manhour and net dollars level for only those operations that were
significantly cost-affected by the requirements variations. The strong pro-
duction quantity price dependency shown in Appendices H and I further rein-
forced the conclusion discussed in Section III,A,I that a test-fail-fix
design/development philosophy is not practical and data interpretation was
generally limited to the higher quantity production lots.
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A review of the raw (as received) data yielded
one overwhelmingly significant fact along with several lesser conclusions.
The commercial jobber's prices were significantly lower than the aerospace
vendors as expected, but the apparent reason for the price differences was
surprising. The hourly dollar rate charged for performing a given operation
was for all practical purposes a constant for all vendors contacted, both
aerospace and commercial, but the hours estimated to be required to complete
an operation varied widely in direct contradiction to the expected result.
Extensive discussions with the various estimators provided the following
probable reasons for the surprising nature of the results:
Machinists base hourly pay rates are
relatively consistent from shop-to-
shop and industry-to-industry.
The major overhead factor affecting
all fabrication specialty shops is the
cost of their production machinery.
Hence, burdened rates at the various
suppliers do not vary significantly.
The commercial vendors do not fully
understand the lost time implications
of the quality control requirements
usually imposed upon aerospace hard-
ware as evidenced by their price
insensitivity to variations in the
QC requirements. All aerospace
vendors recall similar naivete
during their growth period, which
results in their listing the quality
control requirements as the factor
most affecting their higher time
estimates.
The commercial vendors are largely
unfamiliar with the difficulties
associated with machining the higher
strength materials typically used in
rocket engine turbopumps. The dme
estimated by the commercial vendors
to complete a given operation is,
therefore, significantly in error
and they would be unable to produce
the components for the prices or on
the schedules quoted.
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The overwhelming conclusion from the above
discussions is that a large body of the data collected during the course of
this study is not useful in determining cost optimum requirements. Further,
data interpretation was necessarily limited, for the most part, to that
obtained from the typical aerospace vendors. Limited use of the commercial
vendor data was made where subcomponents could be fabricated from conven-
tional strength materials and quality was easily controlled to the level
required by reliability considerations.
As a consequence the requirements versus cost
data in the ensuing discussions are almost exclusively derived from estimates
supplied by accredited aerospace vendors as well as Aerojet historical records.
Significant fabrication operations are discussed and plotted by fuel and
oxidizer subcomponent in the same order they are shown in Appendices H and I.
Cost versus NPSH/size data are shown for several representative fuel and
oxidizer subcomponents. Turbopump unit cost versus NPSH/size data also are
included.
i Fuel Turbopump Item 1 - Fuel
Pump Backplate/Bearing Housing
a Casting Tolerance
Figure No. ii shows the cost effect
of casting tolerance. The cost of the parts is almost entirely a function of
scrap rate. A typical tolerance of + 0.030 on flow passage and structural
features results in a scrap rate of approximately 12%; split one-third for
dimensional defects and two-thirds for casting flaws such as porosity and
inclusions. Only the dimensional defect rate is affected by the casting
tolerance, with the rate increasing four times at a tolerance of + 0.020 and
decreasing to zero at approximately _ 0.050. It is possible that the scrap
rate curve knee could be moved to lower tolerance levels by investment cast-
ing but at a sharply increased cost because of the technique development
required for such large sized components.
b Surface Finish
Figures No. 12 and No. 13 show the
cost effect of surface finish requirements for general machining and hand-
finishing operations. The reduction in costs shown would flatten dramatically
if extended to higher roughness values. At a roughness of approximately 250,
general machining time is dictated by dimensional tolerance and hand-finishing
becomes a simple deburring operation to remove sharp edges.
C Critical Dimension Tolerance
Figures No. 14 and No. 15 give the
cost effect of critical dimensional tolerances such as the tolerances on
pilot diameters, axial stacking planes, and bearing bores. Machining time
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Figure 15. - Cost Effect of Critical Dimension/Tolerance (Final Turning), Fuel
Turbopump Item 1
/ /. , ,
reduces rapidly by approximately 20% from + 0.0005 to + 0.003 tolerance but
little effect is noted at higher tolerances. Inspection time decreases
linearly by 25% over the range from _ 0.0005 to + 0.010 tolerance but the
plots are terminated at approximately + 0.005 where interference loads in
the pilot flanges become excessive.
d Size Effect
Figure No. 16 shows the cost effects
of over-all size for the casting and lumped machining operations at the base
case tolerances. Combinations at different tolerances can be scaled directly
using these data.
2 Fuel Turbopump Items 18 and 19 -
Fuel Turbine Rotors, Stages i and 2
a General Dimensional Tolerance
The cost effect of general dimen-
sional tolerances (i.e., outside diameter and axial length) is shown on
Figure No. 17. The rather small (4% to 5%) cost reduction shown occurs in
the range from + 0.001 to + 0.003 with no significant improvement from
+ 0.003 out to + 0.005.
b Surface Finish
Figure No. 18 displays a significant
(8% to 10%) cost effect of surface finish over the range from 32 microin, to
250 microin, roughness. For the pump backplate/bearing housing, the effect
would flatten at approximately 250 microln, when dimensional variations limit
machining time. Significant further improvement could be obtained if as-forged
or as-forged and sandblasted dimensional variations could be tolerated on the
disc surfaces.
C Blade Profile Tolerance
A very strong (20% to 25%) cost
effect of rotor blade profile tolerance is shown on Figure No. 19. Primary
reasons for the reduction is the reduced cutter replacement/sharpening time
and the increased depth of cuts possible at the higher tolerances.
d Size Effect
Cost effects of general size for
lumped forging and machining operations at the base case tolerance level are
shown on Figure No. 20.
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3 Fuel TurbopumpItem 21 - Fuel Turbine
Stator
a Vane Profile Tolerance
Figure No. 21 gives the cost effect
of stator vane profile tolerance for vane generating operations. The cost
trend line flattens at a tolerance of approximately +0.005 when surface finish
considerations limit the required machining time.
b Surface Finish Vanes
Figure No. 22 shows a significant
cost effect of vane surface finish over the 32 microin, to 250 microin, range.
Extrapolated reductions in cost below the level shown at 250 microin, where
hand finishing costs are eliminated would not be valid. Some additional cost
reduction could be obtained at higher roughness values but the rate of improve-
ment is sharply reduced.
c General Surface Finish
Similar reductions in the general
machining costs are shown on Figure No. 23. Again, significant further
improvement could be obtained if as-forged dimensional variations could be
tolerated.
d Size Effect
Figure No. 24 displays the effect of
over-all size upon lumped forging and machining operations at the base case
tolerances.
4 Fuel Turbopum p Item 29 - Fuel Pump
Diffuser
a Vane Profile Tolerance
The effect of pump diffuser vane
profile tolerance upon vane generating operations costs is shown on Figure
No. 25. The upper curves are for a fully-machined version using a typical
CRES material. The lower curves represent a combination die cast and machined
version using a tens-50 type aluminum alloy. Both sets of curves show signifi-
cant increases in cost at tolerances tighter than approximately +--0.005. It is
significant to note that the die cast model would incur no vane generating
costs if tolerances on the order of +0.010 can be tolerated.
b Surface Finish
Figure No. 26 gives similar hand-
finishing cost effects of surface finish for the two diffuser models. The cast
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Figure 25. - Cost Effect of Vane Profile Tolerance, Fuel Turbopump Item 29
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version again exhibits the zero cost property at the relatively high roughness
value of 125 microin. The machined version would presumably exhibit the same
effect if as-machined finishes are acceptable.
c Size Effect
The effect of over-all size upon
machining or lumped casting and machining costs are shown on Figure No. 27
for the two diffuser models. Part/feature tolerances are constant at the base
case values.
5 Fuel Turbopump Item 30 - Fuel Pump
Impeller
a Vane Outside Diameter Tolerance
The effect of vane outside diameter
tolerance upon cost of finish turning operations is displayed on Figure No. 28.
The primary reason for the lost reduction shown is the reduced tracer lathe
set-up time required at the larger tolerance. Quantitative lost data was not
obtained at tolerances larger than +_0.010 but discussions with suppliers indi-
cate that no additional reduction could be obtained at tolerances greater than
approximately +--0.015. Finish-turning might be eliminated entirely if part-to-
part blade height and outside diameter contour tolerances of approximately
+0.03 could be accomplished.
b Vane Profile Tolerance
Figure No. 29 shows the effect of
vane profile tolerance, including hub contour tolerance, upon vane generating
costs. The very strong (20%) variation in cost is almost entirely a function
of the number of cutter replacement/sharpening operations.
c Surface Finish
Figure No. 30 shows the very signi-
ficant effect of surface finish upon hand-finishing cost for two technological
levels of performing the operation. The cost of performance and the finishes
obtainable from the sandblast method are both somewhat speculative because
none of the suppliers contacted had actually used this method for finishing a
machined impeller. It is probable that the vane profile tolerance also would
have to be relaxed from the base case value to utilize the sandblast
alternative.
6 Fuel Turbopump Item 31 - Fuel Pump
Inducer
The cost effects of vane profile tolerance,
outside diameter contour tolerance, and surface finish are shown on Figures
No. 31 through No. 33. The data are subject to the same limitations and
uncertainties described for the fuel pump impeller (Item 30).
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Figure 27. - Cost Effect of Size, Fuel Turbopump Item 29
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Figure 31. - Cost Effect of Vane Profile Tolerance, Fuel Turbopump Item 31
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7 Fuel Turbopump Item 33 - Fuel Turbine
Manifold
a Critical Dimension Tolerance
Figure No. 34 gives the cost effect
of critical dimensional tolerance (i.e., tolerances on pilot diameters and
axial stacking planes). Machining time reduces rapidly by approximately 12%
from +0.002 to +0.005 tolerance but little effect is noted at higher
tolerances. Inspection time does not vary significantly over the +0.002 to
+0.005 tolerance range.
b Vane Profile Tolerance
The effect of vane profile tolerance
upon cost of generating the vanes is shown on Figure No. 35 for two technologi-
cal levels of performing the operation. The upper curves are for a fully-
machined forged ring with integral machined vanes while the lower curves
represent a model where integral vanes are first cast to some intermediate
tolerance and then machined to final tolerance. A third (as-cast) version is
implied but requires that vane profile tolerance be approximately _+0"010" A
fixed casting prime cost of $1,700 or ring forging prime cost of $400 must be
added to the appropriate curve value to compare alternative part production
costs.
8 Fuel Turbopump Item 34 - Fuel Pump Housing
a Casting Tolerance
Figure No. 36 shows that the cost
effect of casting tolerance is almost entirely dependent upon scrap rate. The
base case tolerance of +0.030 on flow passage and critical structural features
results in a dimensional defect scrap rate of approximately 4% which increases
to approximately 15% at +--0.020 tolerance and approaches zero at +__0.050
tolerance.
b Critical Dimension Tolerance
The effect of critical dimensional
tolerances upon final turning costs is given on Figure No. 37. Pilot diameter
and inside diameter contour tolerances were varied together in the ratio shown
to obtain the data and the effects are therefore inseparable.
9 Fuel Turbopump Assembly
a Stacking Dimension Tolerance
Assembly costs in terms of assembly
labor manhours and total assembly net dollars versus critical axial stacking
61
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dimension tolerance are shown on Figure No. 38. Tolerances are assumed to be
distributed equally for the several parts affecting pump and turbine vane and
thrust balancer clearances. Assembly cost differences are totally attributable
to the additional assembly operations required to custom-fit spacers/shlms for
larger tolerance parts.
b Size Effect
The cost versus size data shown on
Figures No. 16, No. 20, No. 24 and No. 27, along with similar data for all
other major turbopump subcomponents were utilized to produce the turbopump
level size effect data for the over-all machine. These data are displayed on
Figure No. 39 directly as a function of required NPSH. Only net costs in
dollars are shown because no single hourly rate is applicable to all sub-
components.
i0 LOX Turbopump Item 17 - LOX Pump Housing
a Casting Tolerance
Figure No. 40 shows the cost effect
of casting tolerance. The cost of the parts is almost entirely a function of
scrap rate. The typical tolerance of +__0.030 on flow passage and structural
features results in a scrap rate of approximately 12%; split one-third for
dimensional defects and two-thirds for casting flaws such as porosity and
inclusions. Only the dimensional defect rate is affected by the casting
tolerance, with the rate increasing four times at a tolerance of +--0.020 and
decreasing to zero at approximately +-0.050. It is possible that the scrap
rate curve knee could be moved to lower tolerance levels by investment casting
techniques but at a sharply increased cost because the technique would require
considerable development for this size machinery.
b Surface Finish
Figures No. 41 and No. 42 show the
cost effect of surface finish requirements for general machining and hand
finishing operations. The reduction in costs shown would flatten dramatically
if extended to higher roughness values. At a roughness of approximately 250,
general machining time is dictated by dimensional tolerance and hand-finishing
becomes a simple deburring operation to remove sharp edges.
C Critical Dimension Tolerance
Figure No. 43 and 44 gives the cost
effect of critical dimensional tolerances such as the tolerances on pilot
diameters, axial stacking planes, and bearing bores. Machining time reduces
rapidly by approximately 20% from +_0.0005 to +-0.003 tolerance, but little
effect is noted at higher tolerances. Inspection time decreases linearly by
66
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Figure 42. - Cost Effect of Surface Finish (Hand-Finish), LOX Turbopump Item 17
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25% over the range from +0.0005 to +O.010 tolerance, but the plots are termi-
nated at approximately +5.005 to_+O.O06 where interference loads in the pilot
flanges become excessive.
d Size Effect
Figure No. 45 shows the cost effects
of over-all size for the casting and lumped machining operations at the base
case tolerances. Combinations at different tolerances can be scaled directly
using these data.
ii LOX Turbopump Item 19 - LOX Pump Impeller
a Vane Profile Tolerance
Figure No. 46 shows the effect of
vane profile tolerance upon casting costs for two technological levels. Both
methods are subject to rejection rate effects similar to those previously
discussed for the pump housings.
b Seal Diameter Tolerance
The effect of seal diameter tolerance
upon final turning costs is displayed on Figure No. 47. The effect of the
alternative technology (investment casting) would far overshadow the cost
reductions because of tolerance relaxation, but at a prohibitively large
tolerance from a performance standpoint.
c Surface Finish
Figure No. 48 shows the very signifi-
cant effect of surface finish upon hand-finishing cost for two technological
levels of performing the operation. As was the case with the fully-machined
fuel impeller, the cost of performance and the finishes obtainable from the
sandblast method are both somewhat speculative because none of the suppliers
contacted had actually used this method of finishing a high performance
impeller. It is probable that the vane profile tolerance also would have to
be relaxed from the base case value to utilize the sandblast alternative.
d Size Effect
The effect of over-all size upon
lumped casting and machining operations is shown on Figure No. 49. All other
requirements are constant _t the base case values.
12 LOX Turbopump Item 20 - LOX Pump Inducer
The cost effects of vane profile tolerance,
outside diameter contour tolerance, surface finish and size are shown on
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Figure 49. - Cost Effect of Size, LOX Turbopump Item 19
Figures No. 50 through No. 53 for fully-machined, cast and cast and machined
inducers. The data for the machined version are subject to the same limita-
tions and uncertainties described for the fuel pump impeller and inducer. The
casting costs are relatively invariant over the range of tolerances investi-
gated because of the simple helicoidal shape assumed. More complex (cambered)
vane shapes would probably result in a variable rejection rate as a function
of tolerance but no quantitative data were obtained.
13 LOX Turbopump Item 25 - LOX Pump Inlet
Adapter
a Casting Tolerance
Figure No. 54 shows the cost effect
of casting tolerance. The change in cost is totally a function of dimensional
rejection rate for this part because material strength is not critical and
casting flaws can be tolerated.
b Critical Bore and Pilot Diameter
Tolerance
The effect of critical dimensional
tolerances upon final turning costs is given on Figure No. 55. Pilot diameter
and bore tolerances were varied together in the ratio shown to obtain the data
and the effects are therefore inseparable.
c Surface Finish
No appreciable cost differences were
noted over the 63 microin, to 250 microin, roughness range investigated.
14 LOX Turbopump Item 26 - LOX Turbine Rotor
a General Dimensional Tolerance
The cost effect of general dimen-
sional tolerances (i.e., outside diameter and axial length) is displayed on
Figure No. 56. The rather small (4% to 5%) cost reduction shown occurs in
the range from +_0.001 to +--0.003 with no significant improvement from +-0.003
out to +0.005.
b Surface Finish
Figure No. 57 shows a significant
(8% to 10%) cost effect of surface finish over the range from 32 microin, to
250 microin, roughness, but the effect would flatten at approximately 250
250 microin, when dimensional requirements limit machining time and hand work
in the blading is eliminated. Significant further improvement could be
obtained if as-forged/cast or as-forged/cast and sandblasted dimensional vari-
ations could be tolerated on the disc surfaces.
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c Blade Profile Tolerance
A very strong 20% and 50% cost
effect of rotor blade profile tolerance is shown on Figure No. 58 for two
technological levels of obtaining the desired blade profile. Primary reasons
for the reduction in both cast/machined and forged/machined versions is the
reduced cutter replacement/sharpening time and the increased depth of cuts
possible at the higher tolerances. A cast only version is not shown but would
display no vane generating costs.
d Size Effect
Cost effects of general size for
lumped forging and machining operations at the base case tolerance level are
the same as those shown in Figure No. 17 for fuel turbine rotors.
15 LOX Turbopump Item 28 - LOX Turbine
Manifold
a Critical Dimension Tolerance
Figure No. 59 gives the cost effect
of critical dimensional tolerance such as the tolerances on pilot diameters
and axial stacking planes. Machining time reduces rapidly by approximately
12% from +--0.002 to +-0.005 tolerance, but little effect is noted at higher
tolerances. Inspection time does not vary significantly over the +0.005
tolerance range.
b Vane Profile Tolerance
The effect of vane profile tolerance
upon the cost of generating the vanes is shown on Figure No. 60 for two tech-
nological levels of performing the operation. The upper curves are for a
fully-machined forged ring with integral machined vanes while the lower curves
represent a model where integral vanes are first cast to some intermediate
tolerance and then machined to final tolerance. A third (as-cast) version is
implied but requires that vane profile tolerance be approximately +0.010. A
fixed casting prime cost of $900 or ring forging prime cost of $400 must be
added to the appropriate curve value to compare alternative part production
costs.
16 LOX Turbopump Assembly
a Stacking Dimension Tolerance
Assembly costs in terms of assembly
labor manhours and total assembly net dollars versus critical axial stacking
dimension tolerance are shown on Figure No. 61. Tolerances are assumed to be
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Figure 61. - Cost Effect of Stacking Dimension Tolerance, LOX Turbopump Assembly
distributed equally for the several parts affecting pump, seal, and turbine
clearances. Assembly cost differences are totally attributable to the addi-
tional assembly operations required to custom-fit spacers/shims for larger
tolerance parts.
b Size Effect
Figure No. 62 shows turbopump level
size effect data for the total machine. These data were derived from the cost
versus size data of Figures No. 45, No. 49 and No. 53, along with similar data
for all major turbopumps subcomponents. Only net costs in dollars are shown
as a function of required NPSH because no single hourly rate is applicable to
all subcomponents.
(c) Development Phase Test Operations
Development test operations costs are not
strongly dependent upon any other requirements than schedule and reliability
for the class of machinery investigated in this study where the technology to
execute a successful design clearly exists. As in the case of the design
operations, the reliability levels required to assure that essentially no
flight or mission failures can occur dictates that only the most rigorous
development philosophy be used. It is not possible, within a reasonable
schedular restraint of i0 years or less, to attain or demonstrate the required
reliability without utilizing the full depth of every known turbopump develop-
ment technique.
Accordingly, only one development test plan
was formulated and costed as an implement for determining over-all program
cost. Figure No. 3 is an outline of the development program thus formulated
and forms the basis for the development test costs shown on Figure 63 and
Table V. The following discussion outlines the philosophy and ground rules
assumed in developing the costs.
To accomplish the development testing, it was
assumed that existing Government or contractor-owned facilities would be used.
Because all of these facilities currently exist at Aerojet, facilities cost
estimates were limited to the following facility activation operations.
- Loading of propellants into storage and
run tank systems.
- Dehydration and purging of facility system.
- Instrumentation of facility systems.
- Installation of flowmeters.
- Installation of flow spool.
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TABLE V. - DEVELOPMENT TEST COST SUMMARY
DEVELOPMENT TEST OPERATION
io Subcomponent test (part or feature level)
ao Subcomponent proof tests
(1) Rotor proof spin tests
(2) Housing pressure tests
o
o
bo Subcomponent Integrity Evaluation
(1) Vibration Characteristics Definition (Blading)
(2) Housing Burst Pressure
(3) Rotor Burst Speed
(4) Bearing Life Tests
Component Tests (Sub-Assy Level)
a. Pump Performance Evaluation
bo Power Transmission Performance Evaluation
c. Turbine Performance Evaluation
Turbopump Development Tests
Turbopump Acceptance Tests (Checkout for R&D Engines)
Total
COST
MANQUARTERS DOLLARS
Ii
Ii
6
8
8
70
120
0
0
835
14o
1211
132,ooo
132, ooo
72,000
96,000
96,000
840,000
1,440,000
0
0
9,900,000
i, 680,000
14,378,000
_D
- Conducting facility leakage checks at
ambient and cryogenic conditions.
- Functional sequencing of interacting
systems.
- System cryogenic flow testing, both oxidizer
and fuel.
- Installation of gas generator assembly and
turbopump assembly.
Gas generator assembly system functional
and leakage checking at ambient and cryo-
genic conditions.
- Flow spool removal.
- Gas generator assembly checkout firing.
Turbopump assembly mock-up installation for
fit-up of gas generator assembly, suction
line, discharge line, and exhaust line.
- Mock-up removal.
- Data review.
Development test manpower to support the pro-
gram outlined on Figure No. 3 including the above facility activation report
is shown by program quarter on Figure No. 63. The man loading displayed does
not include the design engineering manpower required to plan the tests and
interpret the results, because the engineering effort was included in the
design costs shown on Tables III and IV and Figures No. 5 and No. 6.
Propellants were assumed to be Government-
furnished and no consideration was given to the impact upon production
capability or availability (see Production Phase Test Operations for quantities).
i Turbopump Test Capabilities
A two-position turbopump test complex
would be required to meet the R&D test rate. Each of the two turbopump stands
would be capable of accommodating a gas generator, a single liquid oxygen pump,
or a single liquid hydrogen pump. Pump backpressure as well as transient and
steady-state characteristics would be controlled by programming high response
flow control valves. On-stand tankage for short duration start transient
testing would be necessary for both the oxygen and fuel pumps during the
development program. A set of high pressure run vessels would be required to
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supply propellant to the gas generators. The two test stands could be
controlled and instrumented from a common control room.
Basic test stand and propellant vessel
capability requirements would be as follows.
a Base Structure
The base concrete structure must be
capable of withstanding the forces generated by the gas generator and pump as
well as the loading of a stand tank and propellant flow transients.
b Superstructure
Superstructures must be capable of
carrying the full transient load condition which is expected to occur during
any test contemplated. This includes ramping of suction and discharge pres-
sures to simulate acceleration characteristics in the propellants.
c On-Stand Turbopump Assembly
Transient Vessels
LH 2 - One 5,000 gal, I00 psi vacuum
jacketed
LO 2 - One 22,000 gal, i00 psi;
insulated
d On-Stand Gas Generator Assembly
Vessels
LH 2 - One 7,000 gal, 2,000 psi,
vacuum jacketed
LO 2 - One 400 gal, 2,000 psi, non-
insulated
e Off-Stand Run and Catch Vessels
LH 2 Run and Catch - Two 75,000 gal,
i00 psi, vacuum jacketed, i0 in.
outlet
LO 2 Catch - One 22,000 gal, i00 psi
vacuum jacketed
f Propellant and Pressurant Storage
LH 2 - One i00,000 gal, i00 psi
vacuum jacketed and one 13,000 gal,
i00 psi for GH 2 conversion
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LO 2 - One 28,000 gal, i00 psi
vacuum jacketed
LN 2 - One 13,000 gal, i00 psi
vacuum jacketed
The LH 2 and LO 2 catch vessels listed
above also serve as storage vessels.
GN 2 Cascade - Two 1,300 ft 3,
5,000 psi vessels
GN 2 Cascade - Two 1,300 ft 3,
5,000 psi vessels
g Gas Conversion Systems
GN 2 - One 74,000 SCFH, 5,000 psi
GH 2 - Two 74,000 SCFH, 5,000 psi
h Instrumentation
The following minimum instrumenta-
tion capability should be provided and would be switched between the two stands
from a common control room:
Input: 72 pressure measurements
84 temperature measurements
24 special wide band measurements
84 miscellaneous traces and flow
Recording: 138 digital channels
40 visual displays
32 wide band channels
5 oscillographs
Servo Control Systems for Valves:
Tank pressurization, liquid flow control, and pump backpressure control.
i Test Duration
With the above capability a 300 sec
run duration is available.
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2 Turbopump Subcomponent Test Facilities
Turbopump subcomponent development test-
ing would require the following specialized facilities as well as universal
vibration, spin, and thermal shock test facilities.
a LH 2 Bearings and Seals Test Bays
With the criteria established for a
maximum test rate of 12 tests per week, it is necessary that two test positions
be provided. Each test position would be supplied with all necessary working
fluids from a common source (i.e., LH 2 run tanks). However, each position
should be equipped with an electrically-driven bearing tester which is capable
of variable speed control from 0 to 40,000 rpm.
Because the bearing tests are of
long duration, one centrally located, vacuum jacketed run tank of 8,650 gal
capacity with a preferred design pressure of 1,800 psi would be needed to pro-
vide high pressure liquid hydrogen to each test bay through 2.0-in.-vacuum
insulated piping.
b
N
L02 Bearings and Seals Test Bays
Two positions similar to those for
the above LH2 testing would be required for LO 2 to accommodate the same rate.
One centrally located, single-walled
vessel of 8,650 gal and 1,800 psi design pressure would be required.
LH 2 Storage
Two 14,000 gal, i00 psi vacuum-
jacketed storage vessels should be provided with one truck/trailer unloading
station in support. Two vessels are desirable to provide system flexibility
during concurrent LH 2 off-loading and transfer and LH 2 converter operation.
d
for the LH 2 would be required for LO 2.
LO 2 Storage
Storage similar to that described
e LN 2 Storage
One 13,000 gal, i00 psi vacuum-
jacketed storage vessel is needed to supply the LN 2 converters. This vessel
should be supported by a single trailer unloading station.
f
each, 5,000 psi converters are needed.
LH 2 Converter
One 74,000 SCFH or two, 36,000 SCFH
i01
11 .
LN 2 Converter
Two 74,000 SCFH, 5,000 psi converters
are required. Both LN 2 and LH 2 high pressure pumps should be electric-motor-
driven. All vaporizers should be of a steam or hot water heat exchanger type.
Liquid supply for each system should be provided from the test facility LN 2 or
LH 2 storage tank. No separate tank is needed for the converter supply.
h Support Facilities
In addition to the major facilities
described above, the following support facilities are needed at a readily
accessible location to the turbopump assembly and component test complexes.
Instrumentation Repair and Calibration
Shop
Flowmeter Calibration Facility
Valve Repair Shop
Mechanical Machine Shop
Clean Room Facilities
Vibration Facilities
Data Processing Equipment
Office and Engineering Buildings
(d) Production Phase Design Operations
Design operations during the production phase
of a high reliability rocket engine turbopump must be limited to those required
for performance-oriented modifications (to satisfy changing engine requirements)
and to mechanical feature modifications (to satisfy life/reliability require-
ments under unanticipated flight environments). Any redesign for ease of
production would invalidate the results of the development/qualification
program. Therefore, production phase design operations are not a definable
function of design requirements and cost studies were limited to definition of
the design manpower required to make the types of modifications indicated.
The manpower requirements thus defined are summarized on Table VI and are
invariant with design requirements.
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TABLE VI
PRODUCTION PHASE - DESIGN OPERATIONS COST SUMMARY
Activity/Discipline
Performance Modifications
Pump Hydraulics
Turbine Aerodynamics
Mechanical Modifications
Design Engineering
Structural Analysis
Drafting
Manpower (Manyears_
Total
18
18
9
12
18
75
F
I
i_
! •
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_i_
i, i_
/
r
i
!
(e) Production Phase Fabrication Operations
In keeping with the philosophy that the pro-
duction turbopumps must be identical to those qualified, production phase
fabrication operations are related to design requirements in exactly the same
manner as previously discussed for development fabrication operations.
The cost estimates were all prepared under the
assumption of high volume production and the tooling costs shown in
Appendices H and I reflect that assumption. Production lot sizes larger than
40 to 50 were not specifically investigated but discussions with contributing
suppliers indicate no significant change in cost would occur within the range
from 50 to i00 units. Some significant additional reduction might occur in
the range from i00 to i000 units, but it did not appear that the reference
application program would approach this number at the time the estimates were
prepared.
(f) Production Phase Test Operations
Production Phase Test Operations can be
divided into the following five subcategories and operations:
i Subcomponent Level Tests
a Rotor Proof Spin Tests
b Housing Proof Pressure Tests
2 Component Level Tests
a Pump Calibration
b Turbine Calibration
3 Turbopump Level Tests
a Acceptance Tests
b Post-Test Checkout and Inspections
4 Engine Level Tests
a Engine Acceptance Tests
b Post-Test Checkout and Inspections
5 Stage Level Tests
a Flight Readiness Tests
b Post-Test Checkout and Inspections
The MLLV Program ground rule requirements of
engine acceptance test and stage static test firing (Ref. i) eliminated the
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last two subcategories from consideration. Therefore, the optimum method for
performing the production phase test operations is that combination of the
first three subcategories which will sustain the performance and reliability
requirements at the lowest cost.
Past programs have generally utilized elements
of all three levels of tests to assure that the requirements were met. Conse-
quently, little data exists to support the elimination of entire subcategories.
However, the bulk of the test cost is incurred during the turbopump level
acceptance tests and checkout. Therefore, programs including as well as
omitting these tests were studied.
The program plan includes the turbopump
acceptance plans and was prepared for three production rates. Figure No. 3
shows the minimum production rate of 60 units per year (Ref. i). Alternative
programs at double and quadruple that rate were postulated. The three rates
result in production test program lengths of 18, 9 and 4-1/2 years, respectively.
The previously described development test
facility capability would be adequate for the base 60 unit per year production
rate but to effectively double the test rate, a second complex of two test
stands would be required. These stands would be physically identical to the
first complex stands. If possible, the second complex should be located near
the first one to permit the common utilization of the off-stand run vessels,
catch vessels, and storage capabilities by both complexes. However, no such
facility exists and a utilization of existing contractor or Government-owned
facilities would require a completely separate facility at some other location.
The quadrupled test rate would again double the number of test positions
required and result in additional test planning as well as follow-up manpower
because of the separate geographical locations required to utilize existing
facilities. The manpower estimates for the high production rate (240 unit/year)
include these additional test planning and follow-up personnel. Production
test manpower is shown by program year on Figures No. 64, No. 65 and No. 66
for 60, 120, and 240 unit/year test rates, respectively. Total costs for each
alternative (excluding propellants) are shown on Table VII.
TABLE VII. - PRODUCTION PHASE - TEST OPERATIONS COST SUMMARY
Production Rate
60 Units/Year
120 Units/Year
240 Units/Year
Test Operations Costs
$44,200,000
$45,200,000
$46,200,000
Propellants were assumed to be Government-
furnished and no consideration was given to the impact upon propellant produc-
tion, capability or availability for the various program alternatives.
However, propellant usage for the three alternatives is shown on Table VIII.
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TABLE VIII. - PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS
ALTERNATIVE I (60 UNITS/YEAR)
Production
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
LH2 ib L02 Tons LN 2 Tons
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 5,500 7,600
2,552,000 _ 7_600
45,963,000 99,000 136,800
ALTERNATIVE II 4120 UNITS/YEAR)
GHe - MSCF
577
577
577
577
577
577
577
577
577
577
577
577
577
577
577
577
577
577
10,386
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
5,104,000 ii,000 15,200 1,154
5,104,000 ii,000 15,200 1,154
5,104,000 ii,000 15,200 1,154
5,104,000 ii,000 15,200 1,154
5,104,000 ii,000 15,200 1,154
5,104,000 ii,000 15,200 1,154
5,104,000 ii,000 15,200 1,154
5,104,000 ii,000 15,200 1,154
5_i04_000 Ii_000 15_200 i_154
45,936,000 99,000 136,800 10,386
ALTERNATIVE III (240 UNITS/YEAR)
1
2
3
4
5
10,208,000 22,000 30,400 2,308
10,208,000 22,000 30,400 2,308
10,208,000 22,000 30,400 2,308
10,208,000 22,000 30,400 2,308
5,104,000 _ 15,200
45,936,000 99,000 136,800 10,386
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The program plan wherein the formal turbopump
acceptance tests are eliminated actually defers the mechanical and performance
checkout of the turbomachinery until the engine level acceptance tests. Titan
and Gemini engine production test program results offer some evidence that
such an approach is feasible. The negligibly low assembly error incidence
achieved in those programs virtually eliminated the necessity to verify the
turbopump mechanical integrity by a hot firing test of the turbopump alone.
However, the hydraulic and aerodynamic perfor-
mance data obtained during a turbopump acceptance test serves as prime input
for the initial engine trim or calibration. Attempts to trim the engine based
upon nominal turbopump performance levels often resulted in unacceptable thrust
or mixture ratio conditions. The variations in turbopump hydraulic and aero-
dynamic performance which must be accounted for in the engine trim are related
to the subcomponent design requirements previously discussed. However, this
dependency of acceptance test and engine trim requirements upon subcomponent
design requirements was not recognized early enough in the study. Only minimal
useful data was obtained at the more stringent requirements that are necessary
to reduce component performance scatter to a level which would allow initial
engine trim to be made accurately without first calibrating (acceptance test
firing) the turbopump. The subcomponent cost data generated can be extrapo-
lated to more stringent requirement levels but the subsequently discussed
performance analysis was not extended over a sufficient range to allow defini-
tion of requirements levels where calibration would not be needed. For the
purposes of developing the study objective of cost optimization methodology,
it was assumed that the most stringent requirement/performance levels studied
corresponded to the level where calibration can be eliminated. This approach
merely serves to illustrate the technique which would be used in an actual
production program.
The cost of the production phase test opera-
tions for the program alternative described above would be reduced from the
base case program by the entire turbopump acceptance test manpower costs as
well as the propellant costs for the ,60 unit-per-year production rate. The
higher production rate alternatives would result in those same savings plus
the additional facility activation cost savings.
(g) Production Phase Field Maintenance Operations
The Field Maintenance Operations performed on
turbopumps normally are limited to periodic seal checks, periodic rotor torque
checks, interface static seal replacement, and turbopump removal as well as
replacement in the engine. These operations are performed to assess and pro-
vide any necessary remedies for the mechanical integrity or the performance
(in terms of lost propellant) of the system. In the subject study, no way
was found by which the cost of the mechanical integrity (torque) checks or
resulting replacement operations could be traded with design requirement
variations. However, the seal checking costs can be weighed against leakage
requirements variations at two technological levels; all seals can be checked
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or those which are actually controlled leakage devices (i.e., labyrinths) can
be excluded from the check. Seals are subject to handling/shipping damage
while labyrinths are not. There is an obvious cost difference for field
servicing the two types of machines. Titan/Gemini records show that 93
manhours-per-seal-per-check were expended, upon apportioned historical field
service costs, and only two hours-per-seal were required, based upon appor-
tioned historical post-fire inspection costs at the engine contractor's
facility. The large discrepancy between the two can be partially attributed
to the increased complexity of performing the check in the engine and stage,
but the major difference appears to result from the need to maintain the check-
ing capability during periods of inactivity.
(2) Design Requirements versus Component Performance
The base case component arrangement of series flow
turbines and the turbopump configurations of single-stage centrifugal pumps,
two-stage axial flow turbine, and single-stage axial flow LOX turbine strongly
influence the relative worth of fuel turbopump versus LOX turbopump subcompo-
nent performance in terms of engine specific impulse degradation through their
effect upon gas generator or turbine flow rate. Ideally, the minimum turbine
flow rate would occur when fuel and LOX turbopump component performance are
balanced in a way that the required fuel and LOX turbine flow rates are exactly
equal at the optimum turbine pressure ratio division. In practice, component
performance variations from the nominal require that one turbopump performance
be biased such that the turbine pressure ratio split can be varied to adjust
the input power balance. Usually, this is accomplished by either by-passing
some of the turbine flow around the highest performance system or by adding a
control pressure drop between the turbines. The base case designs are such
that the fuel turbopump establishes the turbine flow rate requirement at a
value 5% to 10% higher than that required by the LOX turbine to allow for the
control pressure drop.
The relative engine performance (Isp) degradation
contribution of fuel and oxidizer turbopumps is, therefore, a complex function
of turbine pressure ratio and flow rate. The problem can be simplified to a
manageable level by using the following assumptions:
- Similar performance changes can be made simul-
taneously in both fuel and LOX turbopumps.
Such changes will always be made in the same
(either improving or degrading performance)
direction.
Performance improvements or degradations of
fuel and LOX turbopump alternatives are equal
in terms of the turbine flow rate effect upon
specific impulse.
i i0
i!
_i i¸i¸ll
It is recognized that these assumptions are not necessarily valid, but a com-
prehensive systems analysis defining the actual relative weighting factors was
beyond the scope of the study. Thus, these assumptions allowed definition of
the cost optimization methodology to proceed. A more rigorous systems analysis
would be required for any future program using the methodology developed here.
The above reasoning allowed determination of the
effect of design requirements variations upon component performance to proceed
almost independently for the fuel and LOX turbopump subcomponents. It was not
necessary to select complete propellant feed system level alternatives for
study. The ensuing subsections describe this determination.
(a) Pumps
Dimensional variations up to and in excess of
commonly specified tolerance bands were investigated to determine the resulting
effects upon over-all pump efficiency and head rise. The surface quality or
surface finish of important flow passages was varied over a wide range to
assess friction losses and resulting effects upon pump performance. These
effects were investigated for both the oxidizer and fuel pump, because of the
characteristically different concept and method of fabrication between these
pumps. Each investigation is reported separately.
i Oxidizer Pump
Basically, this pump consists of a
shrouded impeller and a volute type housing. Leakage is controlled by laby-
rinths on both impeller shrouds. The effects of the following parameters were
investigated.
a Impeller Discharge Diameter
Variation of discharge diameter
mainly affects pump head rise. In practice, this diameter is machined a few
per cent larger to assure that the head requirement can be met without
increasing speed. If necessary, the blades can be trimmed back to reduce head.
In general, no matching or impeller-to-housing interaction problems will occur
with a volute type housing at impeller discharge diameter variations of
approximately 10%.
b Impeller Discharge Blade Height
The discharge blade height or port
width mainly affects the discharge flow coefficient. Investigation of this
effect was conducted using the pump design and loss isolation program developed
for the NERVA turbopump project. Results indicate fairly flat efficiency
versus flow coefficient curves for shrouded impellers. Performance is plotted
as a function of blade height on Figure No. 67.
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c Impeller Discharge Blade Angle
Impeller discharge angle variations
as big as + 5-degrees were considered. Inlet blade angle and discharge flow
coefficient were assumed as constant. Thus, the configuration with the lowest
discharge blade angle yielded the longest flow path and, therefore, friction
loss. The configuration with the highest discharge angle had the lowest fric-
tion loss, but incurred a higher diffusion loss because of increased retarda-
tion of the relative flow. As a result, efficiency at both limits of vane
angle is lower than at the nominal value. The head coefficient increases with
increasing blade angle. Figure No. 68 depicts pump efficiency and head coeffi-
cient plotted as a function of the discharge blade angle.
d Effect of Surface Roughness
Surface roughness or surface quality
effects were analyzed for impeller blade passages, the impeller disk and the
volute housing. At high Reynolds numbers (RE > 106), skin friction essentially
becomes a function of the relative surface roughness rather than that of the
Reynolds number. Friction factors (f) for various surface qualities were
determined with an expression recommended by the Gottingen Institute for
granular surfaces:
i
f =
(2 log (d/k) + 1.138) 2
where (d/k) denotes the relative surface roughness defined as the hydraulic
diameter of the flow passage divided by the surface finish. The range of
relative surface roughness investigated extends from that of polished channels
to that of corroded pipes. Figures No. 69 and No. 70 depict pump efficiency
and head coefficient as a function of surface finish for the impeller and
volute housing. Disc friction only affects the input head or pump efficiency.
The friction factor used in the disc friction equation was varied from its
nominal value according to the relative surface roughness analogous to the
friction coefficient for channel flow. Results of this effect upon pump per-
formance are shown on Figure No. 71.
e Labyrinth Dimensions
The leakage flow rate across the
labyrinth determines the volumetric efficiency of the pump. The effect of
radial clearance, tooth thickness, and tooth spacing upon the leakage flow was
analyzed with the use of a computer program based upon G. Vermes Fluid
Mechanics Approach complemented by annular orifice data from K. J. Bell and
O. P. Bergelin. Leakage flow and efficiency are plotted versus the afore-
mentioned parameters on Figures No. 72, No. 73 and No. 74. The radial clear-
ance predominantly exerts the strongest effect, while tooth thickness and
spacing have only little influence upon efficiency.
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f Pumps at Constant Suction Specific
Speed
A family of impellers of constant
suction specific speed (43,000 rpm x gpmO.5/ft 0'75) was sized to compare
impeller discharge geometry and rotational speed for various inlet diameters.
The Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) was established at three times the inlet
axial velocity head and the inlet blade angle at 1.74 times the fluid angle
(incidence to blade angle ratio = 0.425) for all cases investigated. The per-
tinent parameters of these pumps are plotted versus the inlet diameter on
Figures No. 75 and No. 76.
2 Fuel Pump
This pump is composed of an unshrouded
impeller and a diffusion type housing with rolled-over volute. The following
parameters were investigated.
a Impeller Discharge Diameter
Because of the vaned diffuser, the
off-design performance of this pump will be more sensitive to diameter changes
(e.g., +5%) than the oxidizer pump which is fitted with a volute housing.
However? within reasonable limits, the technique of diameter trim discussed
for the oxidizer pump can be applied to this pump as well.
b Impeller Discharge Blade Height
At a constant axial clearance, tip
clearance losses will increase with decreasing blade height. Thus, the
unshrouded impeller will be more sensitive to blade height variations than
the shrouded impeller of the oxidizer pump. Efficiency and head coefficient
are plotted versus impeller discharge blade height on Figure No. 77. Impeller-
housing interactions for the _i0% dimensional variation were neglected.
c Impeller Discharge Blade Angle
Considerations and results of this
investigation are similar to that of the oxidizer pump. Because this impeller
has machined blades, the range of blade angle variation was reduced to
+ 2-degrees from the nominal value. Figure No. 78 presents the pump perfor-
mance as a function of blade angle.
d Diffuser Blade Inlet Angle
The diffuser blade was assembled to
retain its general shape and orientation while the inlet angle was varied.
In this way, changes in blade inlet angle only affect blade camber in the
inlet region. Fluid turning and diffusion within the blade passage increase
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as the blade angle, the diffusion losses diminish considerably but incidence
losses result in slightly increasing total blade losses. Friction losses are
constant over the entire range of inlet angles investigated. The effects upon
pump efficiency and head coefficient are shown on Figure No. 79.
e Blade Tip Clearance
Performance of an unshrouded impeller
is quite sensitive to the blade tip clearance. An approximate method, based
upon experimental data, to assess tip clearance losses was used in the analysis.
The impeller blade height was kept constant for the entire range of tip clear-
ances investigated. Results are presented in terms of efficiency and head
coefficient on Figure No. 80. Headrise and efficiency generally are subject to
the same percentage variations, from zero to clearance to blade height ratios
(s/b) of approximately 0.08. At greater values of s/b, Titan pump tests indi-
cated that the head coefficient drops off more rapidly.
f Impeller Blade Surface Finish
Head coefficient and efficiency are
plotted as a function of surface finish on Figure No. 81. This effect is
similar to that investigated for the oxidizer pump. Because the impeller
blades are machined, the upper limit of surface roughness investigated was
established at i000 microin.
g Pumps at Constant Suction Specific
Speeds
Based upon the ground rules selected
for the analysis of the oxidizer pump, a family of impellers of constant suc-
tion specific speed was sized to relate pump geometry and rotational speed to
the inlet diameter. Parameters of interest are plotted as a function of
impeller inlet diameter on Figure No. 82.
(b) Turbines
The LOX and fuel turbine designs were evaluated
to determine the effects of mechanical design requirements upon the gas flow
rate needed. Surface finish and dimensional control of the flow passages were
varied over a wide range to obtain performance effects. The design speed of
the turbines was varied by a ratio exceeding 2 to accommodate a constant pump
suction specific speed. The resulting changes in tip diameter, blade height,
and gas flow rate are noteworthy.
Effects were investigated for both LOX and
fuel turbines because they are characteristically different in concept. Each
investigation is reported separately.
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i Oxidizer Turbine
The turbine is a large (Dm = 17.2-in.)
single-stage, impulse type, propelled by the combustion products of LO 2 and
LH 2. The turbine is downstream and operates in series with the fuel turbine.
a Nozzle Vane Angle
The nozzle exit angle was deviated
up to 9-degrees from the design point giving a maximum variation of 16% to
propellant flow. Turbine flowrate versus nozzle angle deviation is shown on
Figure No. 83. The speed, temperature, and power were assumed constant.
b Rotor Blade Angle
An incidence loss is incurred for
deviations in the inlet angle of a rotor blade. Exit angle deviations cause
a similar performance loss. Combined inlet and exit angle variations of up to
10-degrees were investigated. The maximum variation caused an increase in
propellant flow of 12.5%. The losses incurred by rotor blade angle devia-
tions are shown as flow-rate increases on Figure No. 83, along with the nozzle
losses.
c Flow Passage Surface Finish
Performance losses caused by flow
passage roughness were approximated by use of a technique based upon Moody's
friction loss formula for pipes.
The friction losses from rough
surfaces are minimal giving a flow increase of 2% for a nozzle surface rough-
ness of 2000 microin. Plots of surface finish versus increased flow-rate for
the nozzle and rotor are shown on Figure No. 84.
d Rotor Blade Tip Clearances
Turbine rotor blade tip clearance
losses vary directly with the radial gap controlled by fabrication and assembly
tolerances. The following additional parameters must be considered when com-
paring different types of turbines.
High hub-to-tip ratio rotors have
greater losses than low hub-to-tip ratio rotors. The higher efficiency tur-
bines are more sensitive to increased tip clearances. Honeycomb and sponged-
metal perimeter inserts allow smaller clearances without the risk of rubbing
failures. Shrouded rotors have smaller losses than open ended blades.
Turbine efficiency loss and turbine
flow increase as a function of blade radial gap, for the plain unshrouded
blades of the base case machine, are shown on Figure No. 85.
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e Rotational Speed Variation
Turbine rotor tip diameter, blade
height and propellant flow-rate were investigated to determine how they varied
with design point speed changes. This investigation was carried out in
conjunction with the pump NPSH-size evaluation. The results were obtained by
designing a turbine to satisfy each of the pump speed and power requirements.
Turbine flow rate, turbine rotor tip
diameter, and rotor blade height are plotted versus pump NPSH on Figure No. 86.
2 Fuel Turbine
The fuel turbine is a two-row, Curtis
staged, overhung system operating in series with the oxidizer turbine. In
addition to the parameters investigated for the oxidizer turbine, the fuel
turbine was optimized with respect to gas temperature versus blade root stress.
a Turbine Gas Temperature
The turbine gas temperature was
varied over the range from 1200°F to 1500°F in increments of i00 °. The blade
height was varied to maintain the root stress at a constant safety margin with
the temperature degraded material properties by increasing the turbine gas
density. Shaft horsepower, rotational speed, and blade speed were assumed
constant. Turbine flow requirements could be reduced by approximately 4% at
the maximum gas temperature investigated using Inconel 718 material properties.
A plot of turbine gas temperature versus flow rate improvement is shown on
Figure No. 87. Effects of disc stress margin were not quantitatively investi-
gated, but constant shaft critical speed margin (constant overhung mass) would
require that blade speed be reduced. Extensive studies conducted for NERVA
(Contract SNP-I) of very similar machines have indicated that minimum turbine
flow rate occurs at 1200 ° to 1300°F.
b Nozzle Vane Angle
The first nozzle and second row turn-
ing vane exit angle deviation were evaluated based upon the changes in tangen-
tial velocity, Vu. The maximum angle deviation of 8-degrees at the first-
stage nozzle caused an increased turbine flow rate of 17%. The same deviation
of the second row turning vane only increased the flow rate by 4%. Turbine
flow rate versus nozzle angle deviation is shown on Figures No. 88 and No. 89.
C Rotor Blade Angle
The rotor blade angle deviation
causes a loss similar to the nozzle angle deviation. This loss was estimated
by assuming that the velocity components, which are normal to the blade
velocity, are completely lost. The inlet and exit blade deviations were
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combined for each stage and are shown on Figures No. 88 and No. 89 as a func-
tion of flow-rate change. The first rotor shows the greatest effect upon
flow-rate because of the work-split effect. At 9-degrees inlet and exit angle
deviation, the flow-rate increased by 7.5%. The second rotor deviation of
9-degrees would increase flow rate by only 4.2%.
d Flow Passage Surface Finish
The roughness of the flow passages
causes friction losses which reduce the available entha!py of the propellant.
Friction loss is determined by using a technique based upon Moody's friction
loss formula for pipes. The friction loss then is applied to the velocity
head in the flow passages to determine the performance loss. The first-stage
nozzle has the most significant loss because of the high velocity. For a sur-
face roughness of 2000 microin., the nozzle loss amounts to an increased
propellant flow of 6.5%. Flow-rate as a function of surface finish is shown
on Figure No. 90.
Losses in the first-stage rotor and
second-stage nozzle and rotor are much less than the first nozzle. The first
rotor loss amounts to a 2% flow increase and the second rotor loss is only
0.15%. The surface finish versus flow-rate for these passages is shown on
Figure No. 91.
e Rotor Tip Clearances
The effect of rotor blade radial
clearance upon turbine performance was evaluated using an empirical method
whereby the leakage area to the blade axial flow area is proportioned. The
first-stage rotor accounts for 80% of the total turbine power; therefore, the
first-stage tip clearance has a predominate effect upon the total leakage
losses. The tip clearance effect for plain, unshrouded blades of the base
case machine is shown on Figure No. 92.
f Rotational Speed Variation
The turbine design speed variation
investigation again was carried out in conjunction with the investigation of
pump NPSH effects with a varying inlet diameter. The turbine rotor tip
diameters, blade heights, and the propellant flow rates were compared with
turbine design speeds corresponding various pump NPSH levels. They are plotted
versus the pump NPSH on Figure No. 93.
(c) Turbopumps
The LOX and fuel turbopump designs were evalu-
ated to determine the effect of NPSH upon turbopump weight. The design
sketches shown on Figures No. i, No. 2 and No. 7 through No. I0 were utilized
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in preparing the detailed weight estimated included as Appendix J for three
levels of required NPSH for both the LOX and fuel turbopumps. These data are
plotted in terms of dry weight versus required NPSH on Figures No. 94 and
No. 95.
(3) Component Performance versus Engine Performance
While all of the preceding data can be readily used
to relate mechanical design requirements and cost variations to performance in
terms of turbine flow rate or bleed ratio, it was still necessary to relate
turbine flow rate to engine performance. The following describes the method
used to evaluate that relationship and summarizes its results.
The basic engine data used in the study were:
Engine Vacuum Thrust - 300,000 ib
Thrust Chamber Pressure - 1200 psia
Engine Mixture Ratio - 5.0
Nozzle Area Ratio - 50
For series flow turbines with the fuel turbine
preceding the oxidizer turbine, the following nominal data were used
Fuel Oxidizer
Parameter Turbine Turbine
Inlet Pressure, psia
Exit Pressure, psia
Inlet Temperature, °R
Efficiency, %
Flow Rate, ib/sec
1190
152
1660
53
20
135
40
1250
28
20
In addition to the nominal point investigation, the
turbine flow rate was varied arbitrarily to determine the effect upon engine
performance. The result of this analysis is depicted on Figure No. 96 which
shows that the reduction in engine specific impulse with increasing turbine
flow rate is caused by two major factors. Increasing the turbine flow rate
causes increases in the thrust chamber mixture ratio which result in reduced
theoretical specific impulse. This loss is in addition to the loss associated
with dumping a higher percentage of the engine flow inefficiently overboard
through a turbine exhaust nozzle.
Fuel turbine inlet temperatures of 1960°F and 2460°R
also were investigated. Oxidizer turbine inlet temperatures were calculated
assuming a constant fuel turbine pressure ratio. The nominal turbine flow
requirement for the increased inlet temperatures was adjusted accordingly for
the higher energy drive fluid. Also, the effect of variations in this turbine
flow rate upon nominal engine performance was determined. The results of the
turbine inlet temperature investigation are shown on Figure No. 97. For fixed
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pressure ratio turbines with constant efficiencies, increasing the turbine
inlet temperature results in reduced turbine weight flow requirements and
hence, higher engine specific impulse as shown by the nominal points on
Figure No. 97. The higher inlet temperatures also result in higher turbine
exhaust temperatures and turbine exhaust specific impulse values which con-
tribute to the increased engine speciflc impulse.
The data and assumptions used to construct Figures
No. 96 and No. 97 are discussed in the paragraphs which follow.
Theoretical shifting equilibrium vacuum specific
impulse is shown as a function of mixture ratio on Figure No. 98 for a thrust
chamber pressure of 1200 psia and a nozzle area ratio of 50. It was used in
conjunction with Figure No. 99 to construct the theoretical thrust chamber
specific impulse curve shown on Figure No. 96. Figure No. 99 gives the effect
of the thrust chamber flow requirement and gas generator mixture ratio (fuel
turbine inlet temperature) upon the thrust chamber mixture ratio and shows
that for a given turbine flow requirement, increasing the fuel turbine inlet
temperature reduces the thrust chamber mixture ratio shift and hence, perfor-
mance loss.
The nominal thrust chamber specific impulse shown
on Figure No. 96 is based upon 95% of the theoretical value. This percent of
theoretical is representative of those obtained with the J-2, RL-10 and the
M-I target values. Based upon the existing data (Refs. 2, 3 and 4), the
percentages of theoretical thrust chamber specific impulse for the M-I, J-2,
and RL-10 engines were determined to be 95.1%, 95.3%, and 94%, respectively.
To establish the nominal engine performance, it was
necessary to determine the turbine exhaust specific impulse values. This data
is presented on Figure No. i00 for a turbine exhaust nozzle area ratio of 5.
The data points used in the analysis are based upon the turbine efficiency and
inlet and exit pressures discussed previously. The following relationship then
was used to calculate the nomlnal engine specific impulse from the nominal
thrust chamber and turbine exhaust specific impulses.
WTC
ISPvE = T--WE ISPvT C +,-rg'g-_WE ISPvT E
ISPvE = Nominal engine vacuum specific impulse
ISPvT E = Nominal thrust chamber specific impulse
ISPvT E = Turbine exhaust specific impulse
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To obtain the minimum engine vacuum specific
impulse shown on Figure No. 96, the nominal was adjusted by three seconds to
account for three sigma component variations and instrumentation accuracy.
The differences between the nominal and minimum specific impulse values for
the M-l, J-2 and RL-10 are 2.0, 4.0 and 5.0 sec per References 2 through 4,
respectively.
The above data were utilized in conjunction with
turbopump performance calculations to generate the engine specific impulse
influence coefficients shown on Table IX. It should be noted that only the
turbine flow rate and turbine inlet temperature coefficients are independent
partial derivities. Also, the pump and turbine efficiency coefficients are
derived from the flow rate coefficient and linearized base case turbopump
performance curves.
TABLE iX. - INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
ENGINE SPECIFIC IMPULSE
Coefficient Value
Turbine Flow Rate
Turbine Inlet Temperature
Pump Efficiency
Turbine Efficiency
0.296 sec/ib/sec
0.003 sec/°F
0.086 sec/Point
0.114 sec/Point
(4) Component Performance versus Over-All Cost
The third and final major segment required in
developing the cost optimization methodology was the relationship between
component performance and over-all costs. The Boeing Company had recently
completed a major cost versus performance study (Contract NAS 2-5056) for the
referenced MMLV missions and the published data (Ref. i) were utilized in the
Low Cost Turbopump Study because of the applicability of the MMLV mission
requirements. However, in any future program wherein the optimization
methodology developed herein is used for a different mission, it will be
necessary to conduct mission level studies to define the cost versus perfor-
mance relationships in a manner similar to that shown for the mission con-
sidered in this study. While it is recognized that extensive over-all cost
studies of this type represent significant expenditures in both time and money,
no reasonable alternative to this procedure now exists.
In its simplest form, the data required for the
cost optimization methodology consist of the two basic curves shown on
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Figures No. i01 and No. 102. These curves were derived from the Boeing data
and represent changes in program costs in terms of changes in engine weight or
stage mass fraction and engine (trajectory averaged) specific impulse. The
most rigorous analysis would call for significantly more data in connection
with the stage burnout equation, but for the purposes of illustrating the cost
optimization methodology, the linearizations shown on Figures No. i01 and
No. 102 are adequate and provide a data accuracy of within 5% over the ranges
s h own.
In view of the over-all cost versus performance
data being derived directly from Reference i, it is subject to the assumptions
and limitations described therein.
b. Fixed Costs
(i) Design
All development and production phase design costs
can be considered to be fixed for any particular schedule requirement because
of their insensitivity to design requirements at the performance and relia-
bility levels of interest. However, for the purposes of this study, they were
considered a variable function of the turbopump qualification schedule.
(2) Fabrication
All fabrication and assembly facilities costs (i.e.,
machine tools, assembly clean room, part storage, part cleaning, part balancing,
and proof test) as well as facilities and maintenance costs are considered to
be fixed. They are not included in the data shown in this report, except as
they influence applicable overhead rates. Special fabrication tool costs are
considered to be variable functions of the requirements, but generally, no
variation in cost was noted over the range of requirements investigated.
(3) Test
Test facilities construction costs are considered
to be fixed and are not included in this report. Facilities activation costs
are variable functions of schedular requirements in that they are dependent
upon the number of facilities requiring activation.
. Synthesis of Design Requirements to Yield Minimum Over-All
Costs
The technique used in Task I to quantify the relationship of
requirements to turbopump cost parameters, vehicle cost parameters, turbopump
cost, vehicle cost, and over-all nonrecurring cost is outlined below:
Step i: Establish vehicle/engine design requirements "base values
(Appendix C).
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Step 2: Select turbopump "base" configuration (Table II and Figures No. i
and No. 2).
Step 3:
Step 4:
step5:
Categorize turbopump design requirements (Appendix C).
Establish turbopump "base" value design requirements (Appendix C).
Establish the variation of turbopump design requirements
(Appendix C).
Step 6: Determine turbopump cost parameters (i.e., manhours) as a function
of design requirements including all turbopump cost-contributing
operations (i.e., part fabrication, assembly, and inspection)
(Tables III and IV, Appendices H and I, Figures No. 5, No. 6 and
and No. ii through No. 66).
Step7: Prepare graphical displays of each major turbopump cost parameter
for each turbopump design requirement influencing the cost
(Figures No. 5, No. 6 and No. ii through 66).
Step 8: Determine the linear cost function of cost versus hourly manhours
and salary manhours for various turbopump operations activities.
Step 9:
Step i0:
Step ii:
Determine turbopump operation cost for each turbopump design
requirement by applying the linear cost function to cost parameters
(Figures No. 5, No. 6 and No. Ii through No. 66).
Prepare graphical displays illustrating the influence of design
requirements upon subcomponent and component performance
(Figures No. 67 through No. 95).
Determine the effect of component performance upon engine perfor-
mance (Figures No. 96 through No. i00 and Table VI).
Step 12: Define the linear effect of engine weight and performance upon
over-all program costs (Figures No. i01 and No. 102).
Step 13: Establish turbopump functional assembly level alternative require-
ments groups and tabulate cost and performance in terms of engine
Isp variation (Table XI and Appendix K).
Step 14: Tabulate over-all cost versus requirements groups (Table X).
Step 15: Select cost optimum requirements group (Table X).
Ste_ 16: Select cost optimum subcomponent requirements from functional
assembly level grouping (Appendix L).
Steps i through 12 were adequately explained in the previous
section devoted to Design Requirements versus Cost Data. However, Steps 13
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TABLE X. - TURBOPUMP FUNCTIONAL ALTERNATIVE COST OPTIMIZATION SUMMARY
Turbopump
Alternative
Fuel
Base
Aft No. 1
Alt No. 2
Alt No. 3
Alt No. 4
Oxidizer
Base
Alt No. i
kit No. 2
A!t No. 3
Alt No. 4
Total
Base
Alt No. i
Aft No. 2
Alt No. 3
Alt No. 4
Turbopump
Unit Cost
(Dollars)
54,800
52,400
50,100
69,500
52,200
42,300
40,500
39,700
62,500
39,300
Turbopump
Performance
(A WT-ib/sec)
+0.8
+i. 7
+2.0
-0.3
Engine Weight
(A Pounds/Module)
NC
NC
+571
-103
A Stage
Mass Fraction
(Turbopump Defect)
NC
NC
See Total
See Total
Program
Performance
Cost Changes
(A Dollars)
97,i00
92,900
89,800
132,000
91,500
+0.8*
+1.7"
+2.0*
-0.3*
+0.8*
+i. 7*
+2.0*
-0.3*
NC
NC
+281
-66
NC
NC
+852
-167
Engine
Performance
(A Isp-Sec)
-0.24
-0.51
-0.60
+0. i0
NC
NC
See Total
See Total
0
0
-0.0032
+0.0007
Program
Turbopump
Costs
(A Dollars)
-6,000,000
-i0,000,000
+49,000,000
-8,000,000
+5,500,000
+ii,000,000
+13,200,000
-2,200,000
Net
Program Cost
Changes
(A Dollars)
-500,000
+i,000,000
+62,200,000
-12,200,000
*Fuel Turbopump Controls
_O
through 16 require additional clarification, which is provided in the ensuing
discussion.
In some unique instances, individual subcomponent mechanical
design requirements can be modified independently to obtain sensible changes
in both cost and performance variations. However, in most cases, the sub-
component interaction effects are of a nature that an arbitrary requirement
variation in a single component results in a performance change is strongly
additive in a complex manner to a similar variation resulting from some other
component requirement change. Rotor/impeller outside diameter and concentri-
city tolerance variations as well as the housing inside diameter and concen-
tricity tolerance variations are particularly sensitive to the interaction
effects. As a simple example, if the fuel turbine rotor outside diameter
tolerance is varied from +0.001 to +0.005, the nominal rotor tip clearance
must increase by 0.002 wit--h a resul_ant turbine flow rate increase of approxi-
mately 1/2%. A like variation in the nozzle shroud inside diameter tolerance
will have a similar directly additive effect while a backplate/bearing housing
concentricity allowance increase of 0.004 causes a performance degradation
effect that adds at double the indicated rate because the nominal rotor tip
clearance must be increased directly with the concentricity allowance.
In view of the interaction sensitivities indicated above, it
was necessary to devise an optimization method which would combine the require-
ment alternatives in such a way that would assure all performance variations
are properly accounted for. The most reasonable and attractive method that
appears to exist is the consistent, albeit arbitrary, selection of mechanical
subcomponent requirements followed by a tabulation of performance and cost for
all parts of the turbopump. The selection of arbitrary requirements largely
rests upon the application of engineering judgement to assure that reasonable
turbopump level combinations result.
The turbopump functional level alternatives shown in
Appendix K were prepared utilizing the above basis. Resultant subcomponent
requirements were kept at maximum consistency as regards the degree of refine-
ment throughout the turbopumps. Although only four alternatives are shown,
any number of combinations could have been defined. The alternatives desig-
nated as No. i and No. 2 in Appendix K are for the base case level NPSH/size
requirement. The separately shown alternatives No. 3 and No. 4 are for varia-
tions in NPSH with all other requirements being held constant at the base case
values. The optimization process summarized in Appendix K was performed as
follows:
Step i: Utilizing the alternative part level mechanical requirements from
Appendix K and the performance effects figures, turbopump level
performance is calculated in terms of turbine flow rate increase
(or decrease) and/or turbopump weight increase from the base. Care
must be taken to assure that all interaction effects are considered.
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Step 2"
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:
Turbopump level performance changes are converted to engine/stage
performance changes in terms of specific impulse and/or mass
fraction changes using the influence coefficients of Table IX.
Utilizing the alternative part level mechanical requirements
from Appendix K and the cost effect figures in context with
Tables III and IV and Appendix H, part and turbopump unit cost
is calculated. The unit costs can be developed in terms of
manhours or prime dollars so as to be independent of overhead
structure, but for the examples shown, a sample overhead rate
was applied.
Using the turbopump unit costs, the program plan (in terms of the
number of units), and the appropriate fixed costs, the program
turbopump costs are determined in terms of decreases (or increases)
in cost to the program for all of the turbopump related operations.
Using the performance changes calculated in Step 2 and the over-all
program cost sensitivity to performance curves (Figures No. I01 and
No. 102), program performance cost changes are calculated in terms
of increases (or decreases) in cost to the program for all operations.
The results of Steps 4 and 5 are added to obtain the total program
cost changes as a function of turbopump functional alternatives. The
assumptions used in developing the engine performance influence
coefficients prevent valid mixed alternatives such as the "Fuel Base"
and "Oxidizer Alternative No. 2" because the power balance changes in
such a manner that turbine flow rate control switches from fuel to
oxidizer turbopumps. Direct combinations of the NPSH requirement
alternatives (No. 3 or No. 4) with either alternative No. i or No. 2
are valid and were utilized, although not shown, in selecting the
optimal requirements and criteria shown in Appendix L.
The optimum alternative is selected and the resulting design require-
ments and criteria are tabulated as shown in Appendix L.
B. TASK II - EXAMINATION OF COST-CONTRIBUTING OPERATIONS
Task II was divided into the following four subtasks:
lla - Examination of technological level of cost-
contributing operations
lib - Examination of the types of operations
llc - Selection of the most significant operations in terms
of program costs and evaluating alternative operations
lid - Selection of operations for technology development
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Subtasks lla, lib, and llc were conducted in conjunction with
Subtasks la and Ic, thereby forming an integral part of those studies. The
methodology applied to obtain the results achieved was fully described in
Section III,A of this report. However, the results of these subtask efforts
are summarizedon Table XI, which provides a clear picture of what cost-
contributing operations categories are responsible for the major turbopump
costs. As would be expected in any high production program, the production
phase fabrication and turbopump level test operations costs completely over-
shadowall others. In research and development type programs with relatively
few launches or vehicles with a minimal numberof engine modules, increased
importance is placed upon the development phase operations.
Consequently, the Task II effort was directed toward investigating
alternative fabrication and test technological levels as well as types that
would be applicable to either development or production phase operations.
As explained earlier in the Task I discussion, little reduction in
fabrication costs is available from changes in the technological level because
"commercial" technology either is not able to sustain even the minimumrequire-
ments postulated or the "commercial" costs are identical to the "aerospace"
costs. However, the types of operations offer significant potential for
fabrication cost savings as discussed in Section III,A. The technology needed
to obtain these savings currently is available and should be utilized in future
programs.
The investigators were unable to define alternative test opera-
tions technologies which would permit turbopump calibration to satisfy engine
balance requirements. This resulted largely because of the extensive facili-
ties required merely to operate a large turbopump. If engine balance require-
ments can be relaxed sufficiently or if the turbopumpperformance variations
from unit to unit can be minimized, the type of testing can be changedfrom
hot firings to either air flow tests or even be completely eliminated.
Thus, the sole result of the Task lld effort is the recommendation
that the possibility of eliminating the turbopump calibration/acceptance tests
be eliminated, especially for production phase operations. A technology
program for accomplishing this is outlined in Section IV of this report.
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TABLE XI. - TECHNOLOGIC_L LEVEL AND SIGNIFICANCE OF COST-CONTRIBUTING OPERATIONS
Operations
DEVELOPMENT PHASE
DESIGN OPERATIONS
io Analysis
Technological Level
Base
Aerospace
Alternative
None
Type
Base
Manual and Computerized
a. Hydraulic/Aerodynamic Performance
b. Hydraulic/Aerodynamic Loads
c. Thermal Conditions
2. Mechanical Desisn
a. Critical Speed Determination
b. Structural Analysis
(i) Static Stress/Deflection Analysis
(2) Inertia Stress/Deflection Analysis
(3) Dynamic Stress/Deflection Analysis
(4) Thermal Stress/Deflection Analysis
c. Drafting
(i) Layouts
(2) Part Fabrication Drawings
(3) Assembly Processing Drawings
d. Checking
3. Fabrication Follow-Up
4. Test Plannin$ and Follow-Up
Aerospace
Aerospace
Aerospace
None
None
None
Manual and Computerized
Manual and Computerized
Manual
Alternative
Manual Only
Manual Only
Manual Only
None
Significance
(% Turbopump
Program Cost)
1.23
Requires
Technology
Development
No
O_
o_
TABLE XI. - TECHNOLOGICAL LEVEL AND SIGNIFICANCE OF COST-CONTRIBUTING OPERATIONS (cont.)
Operations
DEVELOPMENT FABRICATION OPERATIONS
i. Advance Vendor Quotes/Consulting
2. Procurement Processing/Planning
3. Tooling Fabrication
4. Rawstock Procurement
5. Casting or Forging
6. Machining
7. Welding
8. Subassembly
9. Assembly
10. Inspection
!i. Shipping
1,LVELOPMENT TEST OPERATIoNs
I. Subcomponent Test (Part or Feature Level)
a. Subcomponent Proof Tests
(i) Rotor Proof Tests
(2) Housing Proof Tests
b. Subcomponent Integrity Evaluation
(i) Vibration Characteristics Definition
(2) Housing Burst Pressure
(3) Rotor Burst Speed
(4) Bearing Life Tests
Technological Level
Base
Aerospace
Type
Alternative
Commercial
Base
See Detailed Part by Part Discussion in Section
Figures No. ii through No. 62.
Aerospace
Aerospace
Aerospace
Aerospace
Aerospace
Aerospace
Alternative
III,A, Appendices
Significance
(% Turbopump
Program Cost)
0.58
H and I, and
None
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Spin Tests
Pressure Tests
Vibration Tests
Pressure Tests
Spin Tests
Rotating-Loaded
Eliminate
Eliminate
Eliminate
Eliminate
Eliminate
None
0.25
Requires
Technology
Development
Yes
Selected Part
Operations
No
No
No
TABLEXI. - TECHNOLOGICALLEVEANDSIGNIFICANCEOFCOST-CONTRIBUTINGOPERATIONS(cont.)
Operations
DEVELOPMENTTESTOPERATIONS(cont.)
2. ComponentTests(SubassemblyLevel)
a. PumpPerformanceEvaluation
b. PowerTransmissionPerformanceEvaluation
TechnologicalLevel
Base
Aerospace
Aerospace
Alternative
Commercial
Commercial
Type
Base
SimulantPumpingTests
RotatingPropellant
3.
c. Turbine Performance Evaluation
Turbopump Development Tests
a. Performance Evaluation
b. Life/Reliability Evaluation
c. Malfunction Survival Evaluation
Aerospace
Aerospace
Aerospace
Aerospace
Commercial
None
None
None
Dynamometer
Hot Firings
Hot Firings
Hot Firings
4. Turbopump Acceptance Tests (For R&D Engines)
PRODUCTION PHASE
DESIGN OPERATIONS
i. Performance Modifications
2. Mechanical Modifications
PRODUCTION FABRICATION OPERATIONS
i. Procurement Processing/Planning
2. Tooling Fabrication
3. Rawstock Procurement
4. Casting or Forging
5. Machining
6. Welding
7. Subassembly
$. Assembly
9. Final Assembly (Engine)
Aerospace Commercial Hot Firings
Aerospace
Aerospace
Aerospace
None
None
Commercial
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Alternative
Eliminate
Eliminate
Eliminate
None
None
None
Eliminate
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
See Detailed Part by Part Discussion in Section III,A, Appendices
Figures No. ii through No. 62.
Significance
(% Turbopump
Program Cost)
0.28
1.95
0.32
0.74
42.4
H and I, and
Requires
Technology
Development
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Selected Part
Operations
TABLE XI. - TECHNOLOGICAL LEVEL AND SIGNIFICANCE OF COST-CONTRIBUTING OPERATIONS (cont.)
O_
Operations
PRODUCTION FABRICATION OPERATIONS (cont.)
I0. Inspection
ii. Storage
12. Shipping
PRODUCTION TEST OPERATIONS
i. Subcomponent Level Tests
a. Rotor Proof Tests
b. Housing Proof Tests
2. Component Level Tests
a. Pump Calibration
b. Turbine Calibration
3. Turbopump Level Tests
a. Acceptance Tests
b. Post-Test Checkout and Inspections
4. Engine Level Tests
a. Engine Acceptance Tests
b. Post-Test Checkout and Inspections
5. Stage Level Tests
a. Flight Readiness Tests
b. Post-Test Checkout and Inspections
Technological Level
Base Alternative
Aerospace
Aerospace
None
None
Aerospace
Aerospace
None
Commercial
Aerospace
Aerospace
None
None
None
None
None
None
Base
Spin Tests
Pressure Tests
None
None
Type
Hot Firing
Leak and Torque Checks
Alternative
Eliminate
Eliminate
Analytical
Analytical
Eliminate
Eliminate
None
None
Aerospace
Aerospace
Aerospace
Aerospace
Hot F_ring
Leak and Torque Checks
Leak and Torque Checks
Leak and Torque Checks
None
None
Significance
(% Turbopump
Program Cost)
39.50
0.12
0.0
39.50
Excluded
Excluded
Requires
Technology
Development
Yes
Yes
........... _7_ _ _i _•_ •i_.....
TABLE XI. - TECHNOLOGICAL LEVEL AND SIGNIFICANCE OF COST-CONTRIBUTING OPERATIONS (cont.)
Operations
FIELD MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS
i. Seal Checks
2. Seal Replacement (Interfaces)
3. Torque Cheeks
4. Removal and Replacement
Technological Level
Base
Aerospace
Aerospace
Aerospace
Aerospace
Alternative
None
None
None
None
Type
Base
Pressure Test
Manual
Manual
Manual
Alternative
Eliminate
Eliminate
Eliminate
None
Significance
(% Turbopump
Program Cost)
1,235
Requires
Technology
Development
No
C. TASK III - CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
l. Turbopump Pre-Design and Mission_ Vehicle_ and Engine
Trade-Offs
The mission, vehicle, and engine trade-off studies, together
with the detailed subcomponent analyses and optimizations form integral parts
of the conceptual design. A half-size version of an Advanced Multipurpose
Large Launch Vehicle (AMLLV) with a payload capability to low earth orbit of
500,000 ib was selected as a representative reference design case to serve as
the basis for optimization. This resulted in the following definition of
design characteristics:
Symbol
AP
P
PTi
TTT
Characteristic
Pump Pressure Rise
Pump Flow Rate
Turbine Inlet Pressure
Turbine Inlet Temperature
Value
Fuel Turbopump
1900 psi
125 ib/sec
1190 psia
1660°R
LOX Turbopump
1700 psi
585 ib/sec
135 psia
1250°R
Qualitative consideration of the mission/vehicle interactions
revealed a strong dependency upon aerodynamic and hydraulic performance of
both the turbine and pump. The weight and length of the turbopump became some-
what secondary effects. It was found that the basic, separate turbopump con-
figurations which best served as a basis for generating performance character-
istics and investigating mechanical design constraints while offering a
reasonable compromise between performance and weight effects incorporated over-
hung centrifugal pumps. The fuel pump would be driven by a two-row, Curtis,
staged, overhung turbine operating in series with a single-stage oxidizer
impulse turbine.
The conceptual designs of machines of this type were com-
pleted in sufficient depth to demonstrate the cost optimization methodology.
Additionally, supporting optimization studies were completed which served to
either confirm the basic configuration tentatively selected or permitted modi-
fication of the initial configuration to evolve an optimum turbopump for the
reference engine.
a. Results
The above indicated performance requirements were util-
ized along with the Task I results in a brief optimization study to evolve the
final selection of the basic turbopump configurations shown on Figures No. i
and No. 2. Conceptual design was limited to selecting the design requirements
and predicting the performance shown in Appendix L and on Table XII.
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TABLE XII. - LOST OPTIMUM TURBOPUMP PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Parameter
Shaft Speed (rpm)
Pump Flow Rate (ib/sec)
Pump Pressure Rise (psi)
Pump Efficiency (%)
Turbine Pressure Ratio
Turbine Efficiency (%)
Turbine Flow Rate (ib/sec)
Value
Fuel
30,000
125
1900
69.4
7.5
52.9
20.8
Oxidizer
8,000
585
1700
69.5
3.4*
28.0
20.8*
* Fuel Turbopump Controls to Higher Flow Rate
b. Basis of Predictions
The predicted turbine performances result from a method
of loss analyses based upon the following assumptions as modified by the data
presented on Figures No. 83 through No. 93 for the selected design
requirements.
(I) The inlet manifold loss level can be predicted from
experimental cold flow test data.
(2) Blade row losses are a function of:
(a) Reynolds Number
(b) Nozzle Exit Angle
(c) Average Kinetic Energy
(d) Loss Coefficient
function of:
(3) Loss distribution between rotor and stator is a
(a) Stage Loading
(b) MeanBlade Speed
Data were obtained from extensive cold flow testing
of the NERVATechnology turbine inlet manifold as well as the experimental
test results for the M-I oxidizer turbine inlet manifold loss level. The com-
monboundary layer assumption of loss variation in proportion to the one-fifth
power was madefor each blade row.
The nozzle exit angle was used to reflect the vari-
ation in the ratio of flow area to surface area. Its effect upon blade row
loss is detailed in Reference 50.
The correlation of loss coefficient and stator-
rotor loss distribution with experimental turbine test data for several tur-
bine configurations is available in References 5 and 6.
The predicted centrifugal pumpperformances are
based upon data demonstrated by Aerojet and modified by the data shownon
Figures No. 67 through No. 82. In general, the difference in efficiency
between low speed commercial pumpsand high speed rocket engine pumpscan be
attributed to suction eye (inlet) size, inducer vane wrap, running clearances,
and the hydraulic design of the impeller and collector flow passage.
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The eye size is directly dictated by the suction
performance requirements of the pump. High suction specific speeds require
higher relative velocities and result in increased diffusion and friction
losses.
Higher dynamic loads and less conservatively
stressed components require high speed rocket pumps to operate with larger
running clearances. These larger clearances result in lower performance and
increased leakage rates which penalize efficiency.
At Aerojet, centrifugal pump efficiency is expressed
as a function of pump specific speed, impeller discharge diameter, and pump
suction specific speed. The discharge diameter, rather than the flow rate, is
used to correlate efficiencies with specific speed because pump efficiency is
more directly influenced by size for pumps of varying stage head rise and vary-
ing speed. Such influencing factors as clearance leakage, passage surface
roughness, and fabrication accuracy are all directly dependent upon size.
Weights and lengths were estimated by calculations
from the detailed layouts and account for selected materials, flanges out of
plane, mounting provisions, bolts, and parts not shown. Although the layouts
are fairly consistent for stress levels, none have been trimmed to the lowest
possible weight. This is a function to be accomplished during final design.
2. Turbopump Optimization and Mechanical Design
Contractually negotiated funding restraints precluded the
accomplishment of detailed turbopump optimizations and mechanical design.
However, plans detailing such optimization were completed and the ensuing dis-
cussion of the fuel turbopump design serves to illustrate the method that
would be applied.
a. Turbine Optimization
The turbine optimization study is divided into the
following distinct activities:
(i) Turbine Parametric Analysis
Turbine parametric analysis consists of determining
the relationship between the several turbine variables at the design point.
The most significant of these variables are flow rate, pressure, shaft horse-
power, and mean blade speed.
The method of analysis consists of determining
losses for a given selection of operating conditions. The major assumptions
for the analysis are as follows:
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(a) One-dimensional flow at the meanradius.
(b) Adiabatic flow through static parts (i.e.,
manifold and nozzles).
(c) Losses can be grouped into three categories
(i.e., inlet manifold loss, blading loss,
and bearing loss).
(d) Blading losses are a function only of
Reynolds Number, nozzle exit angles, and
average kinetic energy level of the stage.
This method of analysis was programmed for the IBM
1130 computer and briefly, is as follows:
step !: Select the operating requirements for the turbine to establish inlet
temperature, inlet pressure, power, and pressure ratio.
Ste p 2: Consider the mechanical properties of materials to be used to deter-
mine at least an approximate value for the mean blade speed.
Step 3: Select load distribution. Usually this selection is equal work per
stage until the final turbine configuration is determined approximately.
_: Select nozzle exit angles compatible with loading, desired blade
geometry, and stage number.
_: The type of velocity diagram for each stage is fixed by the degree of
reaction selected for the stage.
Steps i through 5 provide the basic input for cal-
culating mean blade velocity diagrams, blading losses, turbine flow rate, and
performance. To obtain the optimum or near-optimum turbine for a given appli-
cation, many of the above independent parameters are varied to permit study
of their effect upon turbine performance.
The parameters which are interrelated to both tur-
bine and engine performance are turbine inlet temperature, turbine inlet
pressure, pressure ratio, mean blade speed, and rotational speed. Parameters
which affect turbine performance as a component only are stage load distribu-
tion, nozzle angles, and degree of reaction.
The first group of parameters was studied as
described in Task I with the intention of optimizing engine performance and
cost whereas the second group would be studied to optimize turbine component
performance.
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In addition to performance analysis, the indicated
computer program would be utilized to determine radial distributions in flow
properties for the purpose of providing a basis for improved blade as well as
nominal values for axial thrust.
The quantities determined at the blade hub and tip,
in addition to the mean radius, are velocities, gas angles, pressures, tempera-
tures, degree of reaction, and mach number. Blade heights and annulus areas
also are determined.
The above parametric turbine analysis would provide
the basis for selecting the detailed turbine configuration.
(2) Blade Stress and Weight Analysis
To provide consistency in the blade weight and the
parametric stress analysis, a series of first and last stage blades would be
designed using a technique similar to that discussed in Reference 7.
The weight of the blades in a turbine rotor deter-
mines the geometry and, hence, the weight of the turbine disc. Thus, blade
weight dictates the weight of the entire turbine rotating assembly. The fol-
lowing sequential procedures are used to determine the total blade weight:
Ste___l: The blade cross-sectional area is determined. This is coupled with
the material density, blade height, and quantity of blades to obtain the
weight for a "full weight" blade.
Ste____: The "full weight" blade weight then is reduced by 25% to obtain the
value used for sizing the turbine discs. A 25% blade weight reduction can be
accomplished by internal tapering.
categorized as:
The stresses exerted upon turbine blades can be
- Centrifugal stress attributable to wheel
rotation,
- Circumferential gas bending stress resulting
from the circumferential momentum change,
- Axial gas bending resulting from the axial
momentum change,
- Centrifugal bending stress caused by centroids
not being located on a radial line,
- Secondary stresses attributable to vibration.
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For the parametric study, only the centrifugal
stress and circumferential gas bending stress are considered. In the analysis,
the following assumptions would be made.
weight.
(a) The blade weight is 75% of the "full blade"
(b) The height of the blade is divided up into
four equal lengths, each length (commencing with the section at the blade root
and proceeding to blade tip) having 10% less area than the preceding length.
The resulting volume then is 75% of full volume.
(c) Centrifugal stress is maximum at blade root
where the cross-sectional area is equal to 90% of the full vane area.
(d) Circumferential gas bending stress will be
obtained from the speed, horsepower, work per stage, and the force being
applied at one-half of the blade height.
(e) Gas bending stress is assumed to be maximum
at the blade root trailing edge.
From the cross-section of each turbine blade,
geometric properties are obtained by using a computer program. The summation
of centrifugal and gas bending stress then can be obtained.
(3) Disc Stress and Weight Analysis
The disc configuration is simplified by using a
section for preliminary analysis that consists of two isosceles trapezoids with
sides that taper from the neck to the hub.
The nominal blade speed is varied between 1200 ft/
sec and 1600 ft/sec. The rotational speed also is varied with a constant
blade speed. The average gas temperature is varied between 1400°R and 1800°R.
The most attractive material appears to be Inconel
718, up to 1660°R. Above this, the stress rupture limitations of Inconel 718
indicate Rene' 41 could be best because its higher strength results in lighter
discs.
The allowable average tangential disc stress is
determined by fixing the burst speed at 1.44 times the nominal operating
speed. The average tangential stress is a direct function of the blade radius
and blade centrifugal force; the disc taper and minimum thickness have a small
additional effect.
For Inconel 718, at a temperature of 1660°R, the
allowable average tangential stress is 84,000 ib/in. 2.
Blade weight, blade speed, and material temperature
directly affect the disc thickness. The tangential stress at the neck is
limited to 45% of the design yield strength at the local temperature.
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From the information obtained previously, the blade
profile, weight, temperature, blade speed and blade mean diameter can be deter-
mined. The disc weight then can be determined as follows:
Step i: From blade weight, mean diameter and speed, find the centrifugal blade
force.
Step 2: Determine the centrifugal force of the blade platform and transition
section to the neck.
Step 3: Knowing the allowable neck stress and combined force of blades and
transition section, compute the neck thickness.
Step 4: With the known neck thickness, disc taper angle, and allowable average
tangential disc stress, compute the disc volume and weight.
b. Pump Optimization
Three key pump parameters (i.e., shaft speed, pump suc-
tion specific speed, and impeller discharge angle) are evaluated in the pump opti-
mization study for the selected engine. The three parameters are varied over
representative ranges while the performance and weight are evaluated in terms
of engine performance. Axial thrust is calculated for each case to allow
those variations causing unacceptable bearing loads to be eliminated.
Step i: Shaft speed is varied to investigate the performance advantage of
increased specific speed and the weight advantage of decreased size.
Step 2: The suction specific speed of the impeller is varied over a wide range
to evaluate the effect of impeller discharge to eye diameter proportions upon
efficiency and weight.
Step 3: The impeller discharge angle of the main impeller is varied to deter-
mine the weight advantage of increased head coefficient (and smaller size).
Efficiency remains fairly constant because the improved diameter ratio of the
lower vane angle designs is offset by the higher friction losses of the longer
blade passages. In evaluating this parameter, pump thrust becomes particularly
significant.
The final selection of speed, specific speed, and dis-
charge angle are based upon iterations of performance, weight, and length
within allowable limits of stress, thrust (bearing load), bearing speed, and
critical speed margin.
Complete summaries showing all parameters for all cases
then are available to aid in refiningthe prediction of characteristics for
various engine operating conditions as well as the selection of final design
conditions once an engine operating point is fixed.
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c. Supporting Mechanical Systems
The bearing analysis and design activity determines a
thrust and radial bearing system with the optimum balance between severity of
operation (speed and load) and reliability. A performance maximized, weight
minimized turbopump requires high speed at high capacity and high radial
stiffness. Reliability at acceptable life indicates the opposite. The opti-
mum design balances these two criteria. The bearing design that results then
is developed and improved until it meets the required load-life relationship.
The design procedure includes the analytical approaches discussed below.
(i) Roller Bearings
The roller bearing parameters of primary interest
for the design of a bearing system can be listed as follows:
- Spring Constant
- Hertz Stresses
- Basic Dynamic Load Rating
- Roller Centrifugal Force
- DN Value
- MRC Severity Factor K
- Hysteresis Heating
Spring constant of the roller bearing is an impor-
tant consideration relative to rotor critical speed. For a given size turbo-
pump with a given nominal speed and critical speed requirement, bearing spring
constants determine bearing minimum size. The spring constant of a bearing
is defined as the reciprocal of the bearing radial deflection under a given
radial load. A computer program developed by New Departure solves for this
variable. The equations solved are those developed by Hertz with modifica-
tions to account for the effect of bearing internal clearance. A possible
mode of failure with the rolling contact bearing is metal fatigue at the con-
tacting surfaces. Early fatigue failures can be caused by the repeated over-
stressing at the roller-to-raceway contacts. To evaluate the possibility of
early fatigue failure caused by overstressing, Hertz contact stresses are com-
puted using a computer program which solves the Hertzian equations for stress
(both mean and maximum) and includes the effects of internal radial clearance.
Another parameter used to evaluate a potential
fatigue problem is the specific dynamic capacity. The parameter also gives
an estimate of bearing life (relative to fatigue failure) at speeds of inter-
est. The calculations are based upon AFBMA formulae for basic load rating
and life.
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JHertz stresses of inner and outer raceways and
dynamic load carrying capacity are affected by roller centrifugal force which
is a function of roller size (bearing series) and bearing speed. As this
parameter increases, outer race Hertz stresses increase, inner race stresses
decrease, and bearing dynamic load capacity for a given bearing life (based
upon fatigue) decreases. The indicated computer program calculates this
parameter.
An indication of the severity of operation of a roll-
ing element bearing is provided by the product of bearing bore in millimeters
and shaft speed in revolution-per-minute (generally referred to as "DN Value").
This parameter does not differentiate between bearings of different series
(proportions) where geometrical differences can significantly affect the effect
of speed. DN values below 1.0 x 106 are not considered severe, values between
1.0 x l06 and 1.5 x 106 are moderate, while values of 2.0 x 106 are on the
threshold of existing technology.
Perhaps a more realistic evaluation of the effect
of speed as well as bearing size and geometry (especially relative to thrust
bearings) is a parameter developed empirically by MRC. This severity factor,
K, is expressed as follows:
K = P.D. x (RPS) 3 x d3/(cos _)3 > 31 x 108
i¸
L
PoD.
RPS
d
= Pitch dia in mm
= Revolution per sec
= Ball or roller dia., in.
= Dynamic contact angle, degrees
For roller bearings, _ = 0, therefore
cos _ = 1.0
K = 31 x 108 appears to be too high for roller
bearings, but discussions with MRC indicate it is a good upper limit.
(2) Ball Bearings
Ball bearings in tandem duplex or triplex sets can
be used to support the net thrust load of the turbopump. The various design
parameters for this bearing arrangement include those already discussed under
roller bearings, except for spring constant, as well as the following:
- Dynamic Contact Angles (Inner and Outer Race)
- Inner and Outer Race Ratio of Shoulder Height
to Ball Diameter
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- Relative Spin Angular Velocity BetweenBall
and Inner and Outer RacewayContacts
- Heat Generated Due to Ball Spin and Cage
Friction
- Total Heat Generated by Bearing
- Bearing Life for 90%Probability of Survival
All of the above parameters, including those which pertain to ball bearings but
already discussed under the roller bearing section, are calculated using an
Aerojet ComputerProgram. A most important parameter of an angular contact
high speed ball bearing is the dynamic contact angle at the inner and outer
race. The dynamic contact angle is different at the two raceways because of
ball centrifugal force and affects Hertz stresses, bearing load capacity, the
MRCseverity factor, K, and ball contact zone spin velocities.
The ball bearing must be capable of supporting high
axial thrust loads. A limiting load is reached when the ball-to-raceway con-
tact ellipse extends beyond the raceway shoulder height. Calculation of this
parameter provides the limiting load for a particular bearing geometry.
An angular contact ball bearing operating at high
speed has considerable spinning action at the ball-to-raceway contacts. The
spinning velocity is a function of the dynamic contact angle which is dependent
upon bearing geometry load and speed. The computer provides a calculation of
the relative spin angular velocity between ball and raceway contacts (inner
and outer). This velocity can be converted into the heat generated by ball
spin, an important design factor. The combination of heat generated by ball
spin, cage friction, and hysteresis (relatively small) provides the total heat
generated by the bearing. This latter value is required to estimate the amount
of LH2 required to cool the bearing.
The computer program is set up to provide an esti-
mate of bearing life for 90%probability of survival. It gives a rough indi-
cation of the life expectancy of the bearing under the severe conditions
imposed because the life calculated is with respect to metal fatigue in a
lubricated environment and, therefore, is not of real significance for this
application.
d. Structural DynamicConsiderations
(i) TurbopumpCritical Whirling Speedsand Bearing
Loads
Whena turbopumpwith rolling contact bearings is
operated at or near a whirl critical speed, the bearing reactions and shaft
bending stresses can becomeexcessive. In addition, the shaft whirl deflec-
tions can be larger than the rotor-stator running clearances resulting in
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rotor rub problems. Should the bearing loads, shaft loads, or deflections
become too large, the results could be catastrophic. Therefore, the importance
of computing the whirl critical speeds and analyzing their influence upon
turbopump operation is an area of major concern.
The analytical techniques used at Aerojet for pre-
dicting whirl critical speeds are rigorous, with proven reliability. Less
rigorous techniques tend to overestimate the critical speeds resulting in
higher bearing loads, reduced bearing life, and larger shaft deflections than
predicted.
Over the past few years, several special shake and
spin tests have been performed at Aerojet to permit analytical-experimental
correlations. These correlations are:
LATERAL VIBRATION AND SPIN TEST CORRELATIONS
SYSTEM
Titan Turbine
Shaft
NERVA Technology Turbopump
(Three-Stage Turbine)
Titan Task III
High Speed Shaft
Titan Task III
High Speed Shaft
M-I Fuel
Turbopump
TYPE OF TEST
Shake
Test
Shake
Test
Shake
Test
Spin
Test
TPA Performance
Test
NATURAL FREQUENCIES r CPS
TEST ANALYTICAL
340 330
ist -295 ist -305
2nd -520 2nd -522
540 517
550 + (i) 615
258 + (2) 266
i i
i
(I) This shaft was spin tested to 33,000 rpm (550 rps) and the shaft dis-
placement instrumentation indicated the first critical to be above the
maximum test speed. The whirl critical frequency is expected to be
above the lateral natural frequency because of the "Gyroscopic
Stiffening" effects.
(2) There were no special shake or spin tests performed with the M-I
Turbopump; however, on one occasion, during the TPA performance
tests, the shaft speed reached 15,500 rpm (258 rps) where the accel-
erometer data indicated an increase in vibration level.
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Whirl critical speed effects can be alleviated by
one or a combination of the following techniques:
- Operation above the first or second critical
speed (super-critical operation).
- Operation below the first critical speed (sub-
critical operation).
- Sufficient damping to the system to limit the
shaft amplitude and bearing response.
Supercritical operation has an inherent problem
knownas shaft instability. That is, even though the shaft speed is well
above the first critical and not near another critical, it has been found that
the shaft could start to whirl and cause rubbing, bearing failures, and
fatigue failures in the casings. Moreover, stability problems are difficult
to analyze and do not lend themselves to good prediction. To attain super-
critical operation, the turbopumpsystem must pass through the critical speed
or speeds. The start transient of this turbopump is relatively slow and,
therefore, severe damagecould occur before the system could be accelerated
through the critical speeds.
The shaft deflections and bearing response increase
exponentially as the first whirl critical speed is approached. To ensure
smooth subcritical operation, the turbopump speed must be sufficiently below
the first whirl critical so that the bearing capacities are not exceeded and
the shaft deflections are tolerable. Experience has shownthat whirl insta-
bilities do not occur when the shaft speed is maintained below the first
critical speed. Experience also has shownthat for safe operation, the first
critical speed should be at least 1.15 times the maximumshaft speed.
The primary factors to be considered to maximize
the first whirl critical speed are:
- Rotating system should be light weight.
- Rotating system should have high flexural
stiffness.
- Bearing supports should be stiff.
- Bearing housing should be stiff.
- Distance from bearing to center of gravity of
overhung componentsshould be minimized.
Dampingwill not significantly change the whirl
critical speeds, but it can limit the shaft deflections and bearing response
for subcritical operation. Conversely, if the system is operated supercritical,
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the shaft deflections and bearing loads will be smaller without damping. With
rolling contact bearings and a very low viscosity fluid (i.e., liquid hydro-
gen), damping is very small and cannot be expected to limit whirl amplitudes
or bearing loads.
The method that is used to analyze the lateral
vibration characteristics of the turbopump is a modified Myklestad-Thompson
solution facilitated by a matrix formulation and programmed for digital com-
puter application. The program has the capability of analyzing the free or
forced-undamped, lateral vibration of two, elastically-coupled, lumped param-
eter beams. Natural frequencies, mode shapes, as well as associated shear and
moment distributions can be computed. The program can compute the amplitudes
of the shears, moments, slopes, and deflections attributable to harmonic forc-
ing functions. Shear deflections, rotary inertia, and gyroscopic effects for
rotating shaft analyses also are included in the program capability.
Subcritical operation is the most desirable for this
turbopump. Cursory critical speed studies performed to date show that sub-
critical operation is possible.
The whirl critical speeds are sensitive to the non-
linear stiffness of the roller bearings and the bearing housing stiffness.
Static roller bearing load-deflection tests are in progress to substantiate
the predicted bearing stiffness.
(2) Turbine Rotor Stress
In the analysis of turbine rotors, the four main
areas of concern are: stress profile in the discs; disc average tangential
stress and burst speed; disc axial vibration and the corresponding axial
critical speeds, and rotor blade stresses and vibrations. In addition to
these four areas, its fatigue life is of interest, if the turbine rotor is
highly stressed.
(a) Disc Stress Profile
One of the available proven techniques for
determining the stress profile in a disc is a computer program for the finite
element analysis of axisymmetric solids with nonlinear material properties.
The finite element approach also has been found capable of predicting stress
concentrations identical to those given by the mathematical theory of elas-
ticity. The stress profile is influenced by the geometry of the wheel, bore,
blades, drum, thermal gradient, centrifugal forces, differential pressure
loads and overspeed prestressing.
(b) Average Tangential Stress and Burst Speed
As set forth in the literature, the following
major factors influence the burst speed of a rotor:
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- Material tensile strength
- Material ductility
- Uniformity of mechanical properties
through the rotor
- Evenness of the stress distribution
across the diametral section
These factors should be accounted for in predicting the burst speed. Usually,
the burst speed is predicted by the following formula:
Burst Speed, rpm = _ rpm x
o Ult. x K
Average Tangential Stress at _ rpm
where K = Utilization Factor Dependent on the previous mentioned factors.
°Ult = Appropriate value of tensile ultimate or stress rupture
strengths.
The average tangential stress over the disc
cross-sectional area may be obtained from the following well-known formula.
where SDV
Y
I
N
A
P
(NI2I1 PSDV = 28.4 Y _ _ + 2_---_
= Average Tangential Stress of Disc, psi
= Specific Weight of Disc, ib per cu in.
= Moment of Inertia of Disc Half-Section, About Centerline
= Speed of Disc, rpm
= Area of Disc Half Section, sq in.
= Total Peripheral Load, ib
The turbine discs are sized to produce an
average tangential stress low enough to cause the burst speed of the disc to
be well above the operating range.
(c) Disc Axial Vibrations and Critical Speeds
Disc vibrations that have been found to be
dangerous are the so-called nodal diameter type. A critical speed is the
shaft speed which is equal to the quotient of a natural frequency of a nodal
diameter mode divided by the number of nodal diameters. It is recommended
that the difference between the critical and running speed be at least 15%
for a two nodal diameter and 10% for the three and four nodal diameter type
vibration modes.
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A computer program is available to determine
the natural frequencies of rotor discs. The validlty of the program has been
proven in numerous disc type rotor shake tests.
(d) Rotor Blade Stresses and Vibration
Two row turbines are utilized for the fuel
turbopump concept. Each stage has a different blade design; therefore, the
blade natural frequencies, both bending and torsional, are different. The
number of blades and stators also vary resulting in different natural frequen-
cies and corresponding resonant speeds for each stage. No actual checks of
blade response were conducted during this study and the following discussion
is intended only to illustrate the method of analysis.
# :,
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Each blade passes "K" number of upstream noz-
zle vanes per revolution and is subject to NXK/60 pulses per second, where N
is shaft speed in rpm. If the frequency of these pulses coincide with one of
the rotor blade natural frequencies, a resonant magnification of the vibratory
stress occurs. The dynamic magnification factor at resonance is limited only
by the damping properties of the system. The speed at which resonance can
occur is given by:
60 fm
NResonant - H-K rpm
where f
m
= Natural Frequency for Mode, m, in cps
= Harmonic of Nozzle Passing Stimulus
As the pulses are not purely sinusoidal, the higher
harmonics can occur.
= Number of Upstream Nozzle Vanes per Revolution
The total damping of a rotating blade consists
of three components: the inherent damping in the material; the aerodynamic
damping of the high velocity gas around the blade; and the root damping con-
sisting of friction between the rotor and the blade surfaces. To evaluate the
root damping, the other forms of damping must be subtracted from the total
experimental determined damping measurement.
Materials vary greatly in their internal damp-
ing characteristics and even for a particular material damping depends upon
the magnitude and distribution of the blade stress level.
As a result of many tests in the M-I Program,
considerable experience exists with Inconel 718 rotor blades.
Analysis of the blades consists, first, of
computing the stress levels caused by centrifugal, gas bending, and thermal
environment. Next, the natural frequencies (both flexural and torsional mode)
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are computed utilizing either the classical hand calculations for a uniform,
prismatic, unshrouded cantilevered beam or one of the numerous computer pro-
grams available for analyzing shrouded or unshrouded, uniform or non-uniform
beams.
For blades having frequencies that can be
excited within the operating range, a resonant stress analysis must be made.
The vibratory stress of the blades at the
resonant frequencies can be determined by the following equation:
2
N (M.F.)(S) (R) _-o vib = (H---Y(°static)
@ resonance o
where S
H
R
M.F. = Magnification Factor, at resonance with damping
= Factor Expressing Fluctuation Amplitude (0.3)
= Harmonic No. of Stimulus
= Mode Receptiveness Factor (the response factor for a canti-
lever beam vibrating at the fundamental mode is approximately
0.87, at the second mode it is 0.066, and at the third mode
it is 0.004
=
Static = Stress caused by gas and centrifugal loading at speed No.
The blade cross-sections and the number of
upstream stator nozzles can both be varied within the limits of turbine per-
formance to obtain the most optimum interaction of blade natural frequency
and nozzle excitation stimulus frequency. If a resonance condition must
exist within the operating range, it must be made to occur at a low enough
speed so that the magnified vibratory stress will be within the design limits.
Blade fatigue is evaluated using the modified Goodman Diagram technique.
Cursory checks of the turbine blades proposed
for this conceptual design indicate that even though a resonant speed is
passed before the operating speed is reached, the resonant stress levels,
when evaluated on the modified Goodman Diagram, will be within the design
limits,
(3) Impeller Stress Analysis
A centrifugal impeller can be divided into two
geometrical sections; the disc and the blade.
The techniques used in the analysis of the disc
have been proven by numerous tests. Impeller discs have been stress analyzed
using a digital computer program which is capable of handling any body of
revolution subjected to a symmetric loading. Experience from previous similar
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impeller designs indicate the most critically stressed vanes are those in the
inlet section. These vanes in the critical stress region generally approach
flat plate configuration.
To achieve lightweight impeller designs, it is
recognized that more accurate stress predictions than those typically used
based upon calculation of the blade centrifugal force/pressure load stresses
formulated for constant thickness circular plates and simple load distribu-
tions are required. To meet this need, Aerojet has developed a computer pro-
gram for the solution of plates of arbitrary load conditions. This technique
was used to analyze significant problems, for which exact solutions were
available, to verify its accuracy.
(4) Turbopump Housing Structural Analysis
Two general objectives in the design of the housing
are to obtain a low cost design and to maintain the high performance of the
turbopump. The housings should be as light as possible without allowing high
deformations that would require large nominal clearances between the rotating
and stationary parts. Housing deformations are kept to a minimum by adequate
stiffening, while considering the trade-off between cost and performance. In
establishing design criteria, internal pressures and thermal environment are
readily predictable. The dynamic loads are generally difficult to predict.
The determination of the dynamic environment for this turbopump, however,
could make use of previous test data from the NERVA Technology and M-I Test
Programs.
Proven methods would be applied in the stress
analysis of the housing and volutes. The intersection of a pipe or line with
a shell which will join the volute tangent to the shell inner and outer diam-
eters offers a direct and immediate load path to the stiffer supporting struc-
ture. This results in minimum deformations and existing methods of analysis
can be utilized.
i¸ _
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IV. RESULTS_ CONCLUSIONS_ AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. RESULTS
i. Categorized Cost-Contributing Operations
There are seven major categories of cost-contributing opera-
tions associated with a turbopump during its usable life. These categories,
which maintain strict separation between the development and production
phases, are as follows:
- Development Design Operations
- Development Fabrication Operations
- Development Test Operations
- Production Design Operations
- Production Fabrication Operations
- Production Test Operations
- production Field Maintenance Operations
Each of these broad categories consists of many detailed
operations. These finer breakdowns are accomplished to the level appropriate
for calculating the costs as detailed in Section III,A,I. An example of such
a realistic level of listing is provided as Appendix B.
2. Categorized Design Requirements
All turbopump design requirements fall into the following
three categories:
- Performance
- Operational
- Mechanical
However, all requirements must ultimately be reduced to the turbopump part
level before a quantitative assessment of their influence upon COSTS can be
accomplished. This was fully detailed in Section III,A,2 and is shown for
the base case in Appendix C.
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. Relationship Between Variations in Requirementsand Cost-
Contributing Operations
Variations in the categorized requirements and cost-
contributing operations were investigated in great detail as described in
Section III,A,3 and Figures No. 5, No. 6, and No. ii through No. 66. The
relationships invariably show that the more stringent the requirement, the
higher the technological level of the operations needed to sustain the
requirement. This is not meant to imply that the highest over-all cost neces-
sarily results from stringent requirements, rather it is only the cost of the
affected operations which increases.
. Description of Alternative Methods for Performing Cost-
Contributing Operations and Recommendations for Additional
Technology
Because of their relative importance (in terms of percentage
of program costs), the most attractive area for utilizing alternative methods
of performing cost-contributing operations are the production phase as well as
the fabrication and test operations. In the referenced MLLV program, these
contribute in excess of 82% of the turbopump program costs as shown on
Table XI.
Many alternative methods for performing fabrication opera-
tions were investigated and are detailed in Section III,A along with pertinent
plots (Figures No. 5, No. 6, and No. Ii through No. 66). Two such examples of
alternatives are sandblasting instead of hand polishing machined or cast
impellers to obtain the necessary surface finish and the casting instead of
fully machining pump diffuser vanes to obtain the required vane profiles.
Substantial cost savings in fabrication can be realized by using such alterna-
tives where the appropriate technology is generally available. However, in
each instance, it is necessary to evaluate the performance (hence, over-all
cost) effec_ that will result from relaxing the pertinent requirements as
shown in Section III,B and Figures No. 67 through No. 95. Additionally, the
optimum method among available alternatives must be selected.
No reasonable alternative methods for performing the turbo-
pump test operations are apparent. However, if the engine balance requirement
can be relaxed or if turbopump performance repeatability can be improved,
there is a possibility that the production phase testing could be eliminated.
Such an approach would require experimental verification to validate its
feasibility. A program of this type is strongly reconmended. It would be
conducted in the following sequence:
Step i: Select an active engine production program wherein the engine balance
requirements are known.
Step 2: Utilizing the data shown on Figures No. 67 through No. 95 and similar
data generated for the selected program, revise the turbomachinery mechanical
design requirements to obtain the necessary performance repeatability.
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Step 3: Adjust the turbomachinery fabrication drawing per Step 2.
Step 4: Fabricate a reasonable sample (i.e., i0) of parts in accordance with
the revised drawing.
Step 5: Test the sample turbopumps in the usual manner to verify that the
theoretical performance repeatability has been achieved.
step 6: Utilize the sampie turbopumps in the selected production program.
The costs involved in the above recommended program are those
associated with engineering to accomplish Steps 2 and 3 as well as those
involved with evaluating the results of Step 5 and the increase in fabrication
costs to produce the sample machines against more stringent requirements.
E¸
5. Relationship Between Turbopump Requirements and Cost
The relationship between requirements and cost was defined in
rigorous detail at the turbopump level in terms of man/machine hours and prime
(supplier charged) dollars. A grosser definition was evolved for several com-
posite turbopump level alternatives in terms of program dollars applying a
sample overhead structure. The detailed relationships between requirements
and part costs were shown on Figures No. 5, No. 6, and No. ii through No. 66.
This relationship between requirements and turbopump costs with that of pro-
gram costs were summarized on Tables VII and VIII.
6. Optimal Turbopump Requirements and Design Criteria
Turbopump design requirements were made optimum for the ref-
erence MLLV case and are included as Appendix L.
.
Low Over-All Cost Turbopump Conceptual Designs and Associated
Development_ Production_ and Acceptance Plans
A brief optimization study was accomplished using the refer-
ence (contract specified) performance requirements. This resulted in the
selection of the basic mechanical configurations shown on Figures No. i and
No. 2. Conceptual design was limited to selecting the design requirements
listed in Appendix L and the predicted performance shown on Table XII.
Although detailed opt±mizations and mechanical designs were not accomplished,
the method for accomplishing them is detailed in Section III,C,2. The associ-
ated development, production, and acceptance plans were shown on Figure No. 4.
B. CONCLUSIONS
The most significant conclusions and implications which became
apparent during the course of the program as well as from the results of the
study are summarized in the ensuing discussions.
i. Requirements Influence Level
Generally, the design requirements influence upon the cost of
operations is apparent at the part or feature level only.
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2. Program Size Implications
In terms of over-all program cost, the relative importance of
any category of operations performed in association with the turbopump is very
strongly influenced by the size of the production program assumed. Any reason-
ably high production program (where delivered units exceed research units by
at least oneorder of magnitude) costs are of a nature that individual costs
(excluding production, phase fabrication, and test operations costs) probably
are lower than the estimating tolerance for the production, fabrication, and
test costs. Clearly, the elimination of all development phase costs from the
reference program would result in less than a 5% reduction in the turbopump
program costs and an almost indiscernible decrease in over-all program costs.
3. Individual Operations Cost Implications
A lack of visibility of costs for individual operations in
any size program at the level where they are influenced by the requirements is
apparent although as individual operations they might constitute a high pro-
portion of the component costs.
4. Synthesis of Designs
Based upon the conclusions detailed, the synthesis of optimal
turbopump requirements and design criteria from individual requirements versus
cost of operations data is both imperative to low over-all cost and so
unwieldy that it becomes virtually impossible because of the almost infinite
number of microscopic effects to be considered.
C. RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of the study indicate that costs not be attacked at
the individual requirement and operation level in an effort to reduce the cost
of operations. Instead, it is recommended that costs be attacked at the
major operations category level with the objective of eliminating the entire
category. In keeping with this philosophy and based upon the results of
Tasks I and II, it is further recommended that methods be investigated to
eliminate production phase turbopump acceptance testing. The Rocketdyne
Division of North American_Rockwell undertook an effort of this type during
the latter portions of _helr J-2 program effort.
The requirement to perform turbopump acceptance tests results from
the desire to make a mechanical check of the turbopump functional capability
as well as to obtain calibration or balance data for subsequent engine check-
out and calibration testing. Actually, at the reliability levels of current
rocket engine turbomachinery, the only function served by the turbopump accept-
ance test is to provide engine balance data. Therefore, if turbopump perfor-
mance repeatability (from unit to unit) can be achieved within the engine
balance requirements, the turbopump acceptance tests can be eliminated with
the engine calibration test serving as the turbopump functional and performance
calibration checkout.
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It is recognized that to accomplish what is recommended
requires some technological development so as to obtain the neededperformance
repeatability. However, muchof the technology needed to accomplish this
largely is available from this Low Cost TurbopumpStudy. The cost of sustain-
ing individual part level mechanical design requirements is knownas well as
their influence upon performance. Therefore, the only data necessary for per-
forming the necessary trade-off is the relationship between part level mechani-
cal design requirements and performance repeatability as such. This extension
in the data provided herein, along with experimental verification of the
results would constitute a relatively straightforward technology development
program which could provide major reduetlons (up to 40%) in future program
turbopump costs.
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APPENDIX A
TYPICAL FUEL TURBOPUMP PRELIMINARY
DESIGN CALCULATIONS
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Pump
Known
P
Ap =
NPSH =
Assume
125 Ib/sec - 13,000 gpm
1900 psi - 64,000 ft
130 ft
S % 90,000
Then N =
RPM (GPM) I/2
NPSH 3/4
S (NPSH) 3/4
QI/2
Max (From M-I & J-2 experience)
For #IT = 0.08
= 30,800 rpm Say 30,000
N ql/2
N =
s AH3/4
= 855
Select 82 = 30 ° and 92 = 0.55 from experience
Then _p = 0.70 from empirical curves
for _2 = 0.i0
gAH Ii/2
U2T = (92
= 1935 ft/sec OK for titanium disc
The sizes are:
DIT
= I 93.6 q } 1/3
N_ IT (I-RH 2 )
= 18.40 in. I
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DIH = RH x DIT
229 U
D2T - N
h 2
= 114.75 in,J
_ _ x 144
449 TT D2T Cm2 (1-Blockage)
= I0.58in l
Turbine
Known
T°
1
P°
1
= 1660°R
= 1140 psia
= 1.363
R = 403
C = 1.95
P
PR = 7.5
P2 = 152 psia
Assume
U
m
K
no z
Calculate
C
O
= 1300 FPS (reasonable for 718 @ 1660°R)
= 0.94 (empirical loss coefficient)
I)
= 2g K C J Ti [i - (_ ]
noz p
= 7940 ft/sec
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Then U/C = 0.164 and
= 0.53
KI = 0.78
K2 = 0.86
K 3 = 0.90
from design curves
Solution of the velocity triangles and design equations then yields
Rotor Blade Heights
Rotor Chord Lengths
Manifold inlet dia for 0.25 Mach No.
Split torus dia for 0.25 Mach No.
AVwT = 13,980 ft/sec
WT = 20 ib/sec
T2 = 1250°F
n t = 53.5%
and sizes are
hI = 0.92 in._
Jh 2 = i. 05 in.
C I = 0.86 in.
J
C 2 = 0.78 in.
d I = 3.65 in.
d 2 = 2.58 in.
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APPENDIX B
COST-CONTRIBUTING OPERATIONS
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Io DEVELOPMENT pHAS _ OPERATIONS
A. DESIGN OPERATIONS
i. Analysis
a. Hydraulic/Aerodynamic Performance
b. Hydraulic/Aerodynamlc Loads
c. Thermal Conditions
2. Mechanical Design
a. Critical Speed Determination
b. Structural Analysis
Bo
C.
(i) Static stress/deflectlon analysis.
(2) Inertia stress/deflection analysis.
(3) Dynamic stress/deflectlon analysis.
(4) Thermal stress/deflectlon analysis.
Drafting
(i) Layouts
(2) Part fabrication drawings
(3) Assembly processing drawings
d. Checking
3. Fabrication Follow-Up
4. Test Plannin_ and Follow-Up
DEVELOPMENT FABRICATION OPERATIONS
io
2.
3.
4.
Advance Vendor Quotes/Consultlng
Procurement Processin_/Plannlng
Tooling Fabrication
Rawstock Procurement
• 201
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Ct
5. Casting or Forging
6. Machining
7. Welding
8. Subassembly
9. As s emb ly
i0. Final Assembly (Engine)
ii. Inspection
12. Outside Liaison
13. Inside Liaison
14. Shipping
DEVELOPMENT TEST OPERATIONS
i. Subcomponent Test (Part or Feature Level)
a. Subcomponent Proof Tests
(I) Rotor Proof Spin Tests
(2) Housing Pressure Tests
b. Subcomponent Integrity Evaluation
(I) Vibration Characteristics Definition (Blading)
(2) Housing Burst Pressure
(3) Rotor Burst Speed
(4) Bearing Life Tests
2. Component Tests (Subassembly Level)
aJ
b.
C.
Pump Performance Evaluation
Power Transmission Performance Evaluation
Turbine Performance Evaluation
.... _- • _ _ _ , ....7
Ir
ii
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II.
3. Turbopump Development Tests
a. Performance Evaluation
b. Life/Rellabillty Evaluation
c. Malfunction Survival Evaluation
4. Turbopump Acceptance Tests (Checkout for R&D Ensines )
PRODUCTION/OPERATIONAL PHASE OPERATIONS
A. DESIGN OPERATIONS
i. Performance Modifications to Meet Changine EnKine Requirements
2. Mechanical Modifications to Meet Life/Reliability Under
Unanticipated (Field Test Results) Environments
B. PRODUCTION FABRICATION OPERATIONS
I. Procurement Processin_/Planning
2. Tooling Fabrication
3. Rawstock Procurement
4. Casting or Forging
5. Machining
6. Welding
7. Subassembly
8. Assembly
9. Final Assembly (Engine)
i0. Inspection
ii. Outside Liaison
12. Inside Liaison
13. Storage
14. Shipping
203
204
Co
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PRODUCTION TEST OPERATIONS
i. Subcomponent Level Tests
a. Rotor Proof Spin Tests
b. Housing Proof Pressure Tests
2. Component Level Tests
a. Pump Calibration
b. Turbine Calibration
3. Turbopump Level Tests
a. Acceptance Tests
b. Post-Test Checkout and Inspections
4. Engine Level Tests
a. Engine Acceptance Tests
b. Post-Test Checkout and Inspections
5. Stage Level Tests
a. Flight Readiness Tests
b. Post-Test Checkout and Inspections
FIELD MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OPERATIONS
io
2.
3.
4.
Seal Checks
Seal Replacement (Interfaces)
Torque Checks
Removal and Replacement
F
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APPENDIX C
!,
CATEGORIZED BASE
AND TURBOPUMP
CASE VEHICLE, ENGINE
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
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DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
CATEGORY/LEVEL PARAMETER REQUIREMENT BASIS
Performance/Engine & Stage
Performance/Fuel Turbopump
bo
O
Thrust
Thrust Tolerance
Thrust Chamber Pressure
Thrust Chamber Pressure Tolerance
Specific Impulse
Specific Impulse Tolerance
Mixture Ratio (Engine)
Mixture Ratio Tolerance (Engine)
Mixture Ratio (G.G.)
Fuel Flow Rate
Oxidizer Flow Rate
Pump Pressure Rise
Pump Pressure Rise Tolerance
Pump Flow Rate
NPSH (Minimum)
Turbine Inlet Pressure
Turbine Pressure Ratio
Turbine Inlet Temperature
Turbine Inlet Temperature Tolerance
Static Seal Leakage
Dynamic Seal Leakage
300_000 ib
+ 3%
1200 psia
+ 1.5%
433 sec
+ 3 sec
5:1
2.5%
.90
116 Ib/sec
580 ib/sec
1900 psia
_+3%
125 Ib/sec
130 ft
1190 psia
7.5
1660 °R
250°R
"Negligible" )
.05 lb/sec )
Contract work statement
M-I Engine Value
Contract work statement
F, I , MR tolerance
S
Assumes = 50_ Is = 95% theory,
3% turbine bleed, turbine Is =
225 see
M-I Engine Value
J-2 Engine Value
M-! Engine Value
To give 1660°R
F, Is, MR above
F, Is, MR above
Typical J-2 & M-I losses
Typical component variations
F, I , MR above + bearing/
S
balancer flow
Typical vehicle value
P = P = duct loss
cgg c
Pre-Design
State-of-the-art uncooled
material properties.
MR operating envelope &
thrust balance
Typical performance values (see
operational requirements)
O
Oo
CATEGORY/LEVEL PARAMETER REQUIREMENT
BASIS
Performance/Oxidizer Turbopump
Operational/Stage & Engine
Pump Pressure Rise
Pump Pressure Rise Tolerance
Pump Flow Rate
NPSH (Minimum)
Turbine Inlet Pressure
Turbine Pressure Ratio
Turbine Pressure Ratio Tolerance
Turbine Inlet Temperature
Turbine Inlet Temperature Tolerance
Static Seal Leakage
Dynamic Seal Leakage
Throttling
Startup Duration
Duty Cycle
In Flight Restarts
Pre Start Chilldown
Static Seal Leakage
Dynamic Seal Leakage
1700 psia
+
585 ib/sec
25 ft
135 psia
3.4
+ 2%
1250 °F
+ 180 °
"Negligible" )
.or lb/seo )
No ne
3 sec
4 starts 300 sec
None
-400 °F fuel pump
-280°F Oxidizer
pump
5 psi decay in
20 min from
50 psig GN 2 leak
test
•05 ib/sec
Typical M-l, J-2 losses
Typical 3 component variations
F. I , MR above + bearing/
" S
balancer flow
Typical vehicle value
Pre-Design
Pre-Design
Typical 3 component variations
Pre-Design
MR operating envelope &
thrust balance
Typical performance values (see
operational requirements)
Typical launch vehicle requirement
Typical launch vehicle requirement
Engine acceptance & balance tests,
stage FRF& launch
Typical launch vehicle requirement
Typical launch vehicle requirement
Typical engine requirement
Typical requirement
CATEGORY/LEVEL PARAMETER REQUIREME_ BASIS
Environment
Reliability (Engine Duty Cycle)
Schedule
GN2 or dry air
blanket except
during launch
preparation
.97
6 years to 1st
R&Dflight
Typical environment
Typical value
Prellminaryprogramplan
0perat ional/Turb opumps Sameas engine except as follows:
Duty Cycle
Static Seal Leakage
Reliability
5 starts 300 sec
2 psi decay in
20 min from
50 psig.GN 2
leak test
.998
Engine firings + turboptm_
acceptance test
Apportioned engine leak rate
Apportioned from engine
requirement Titan value
Me chanic al/Turb optm_ps
Mechanic al/Turbopt_np s
Subc cmpone nt s
Design Life
Design Firings
See part by part listing on the
following pages of this table.
i0 hours )
i0 starts )
Titan values which resulted in
above reliability for similar
duty cycle
0
oSUBC 0MPONENT/REQU IREMENT BASE VALUE ALTERNATE RANGE
Bearing Housing/Backplate, Fuel (i)
Size(0.D.)
Material
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Pilot Dia's
Bearing Dia's
Axial Dimensions
Quality Control
25.0 in
Cast 347
63
+ .001
+ .0005
+ .001
Current Aerospace *
22-32 in
Cast 347
25O
+ .oo5
m
+ .0005
+ .005
Minimum**
Shaft, Fuel (2)
Size (Bearing Dia.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameters
Axial Dimensions
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Dynamic Balance
2.25 in
Inconel X
+ .0005
+ .001
16/63
Current Aerospace
Required
2-3.5 in
Inconel X
+ .O005
+ .010
m
16/63
Minimum
Required
* i00_ Dimensional, Material Certification & Traceability
** Critical Dimensions only, Material Certification &
Traceability
_ "i • _ : L _¸ _ .... i
......- _- • _ _r_ 7 _ • •7• _• 7_ .¸ (
_o_o_olw_/_u_ BASE VALUE ALTERNATE RANGE
Bearings, Fuel
Size
Number/Type
Material
Class
Quality Control
(3) (4) (6) (7)
60mm
4/Preloaded Bali )
440C/Armalon )
5 )
Current Aerospace
50-90 mln
No Change
Spacer, Bearing-Upper & Lower (3.5) (6.5)
Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter
Surface Finished
Quality Control
2.750
Inconel X )
)
+ .oo05 )
16/63 )
Current Aerospace )
2.5-3.5 in
No Change
Turbine Shaft Coupling, Fuel (8)
Size (O.D.)
Material
Surface Finish
To_lerance
Diameters
Axial Dimensions
Quality Control
Dynamic Balance
5.5 in
Inconel X
16/63
+ .0005
+ .001
Current Aerospace
Required
5-8 in.
Inconel X
16/63
+ .0005
+ .010
Minimum
Required
S O O S /R UIRmm BASE VALUE ALTEENATE RANGE
Bolt, Shaft Coupling (9)
Size (Thread Diameter)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter
Thread
Concentricity
Surface Finish
Quality Control
1.125 in.
Inconel X
+ .ooo5 )
m
+ .010 )
Class A )
.O01 )
32/63 )
Current Aerospace )
1-2 in.
No Change
Nut, Coupling (I0)
Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Thread
Square ne ss
Surface Finish
Quality Control
1.5 in.
A 286
.625 Class A
•001
63
Current Aerospace
1.25 - 3.0 in.
A 28
•5-1.0 Class A
.001
63
Minimum
Labyrinth, Shaft
Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter
Squa re ne s s
(II)
4.5 in.
Phosphor Bronze
+ .001/-.000
•001
4-6 in.
Phosphor Bronze
+ .002
.oo5
_ -_,_ _7 _
i_i_/_IP_!/i_ _i-_i_!¸ .¸......
k
SUBCO_ONE_/RmUI_NT BASE VALUE ALTERNATE RANGE
Surface Finish
Quality Control
32/63
Current Aerospace
32/63
Minimum
Carrier, Bearing - Upper
Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter
Concentricity
Surface Finish
Quality Control
(12)
4.25 in.
Inconel X
+ .0000 )
- .ooo5 )
.001 )
16/63 )
Current Aerospace )
4-7 in.
No Change
Carrier, Bearing - Lower (13)
Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter
Conc ent ric ity
Surface Finish
Quality Control
4.25 in.
Inconel X
+ .0000
- .ooo5
.001
16/63
Current Aerospace )
4-7 in.
No Change
SUBC OMPONENT/RE_U IREMENT BASE VALUE
ALTERNATE RANGE
Spacer, Shim-Bearing Retaining
Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter
Parallelism
Surface Finish
Quality Control
(14)
5.0 in.
Inconel X
.001 )
.001 )
63 )
Current Aerospace )
4.5 - 7.5 in.
No Change
Spacer, Bearing Retaining
Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter
Parallelism
Surface Finish
Quality Control
(15)
5.0 in.
Inconel X
.001
.001 (or less)
63
Current Aerospace )
4.5 - 7.5 in.
No Change
Labyrinth_ Coupling
Size (O.D.)
Mat eri al
Toleranc e
Diameter
Flatness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
(16)
5.0 in.
Phosphor Bronze
4-5 - 7.5 in.
Phosphor Bronze
+ .002+ .0005
.ooo5 .oo5
63 63
Current Aerospace Minimum
 oivmol rm /m QU m BASE VALUE ALTERNATE RANGE
Turbine Seal, Fuel (17)
_e
Size(I.D.)
Tolerance
Flange Dimensions
Sealing Elements
Quality Control
Shaft Riding
2.5 in.
+ .010
+ .0005
Labyrinth
2.25 - 4.0 in.
+ .O10
+ .001
ist Stage Turbine Rotor, Fuel
Size (O.D.)
Material
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Blade
Diameters & Axial Dim's
Quality Control
Dynamic Balance
(18)
10.8 in.
Forged 718
63
+ .003
+ .001
Current Aerospace
Required
8-16 in.
Forged 718
125
+ .010
+ .005
Minimum
Required
UI
2nd Stage Turbine Rotor, Fuel
Size(O.D.)
Material
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Blade
Diameters
Quality Control
(19)
10.8 in.
Forged 718
63
+ .003
+ .001
Current Aerospace
8-16 in.
Forged 718
250
+ .010
+ .010
Minimum
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SUBCOMPO_/REQUIREME_f BASEVALUE ALTERNATERANGE
Nut, Ring Orifice - Low Pressure (23)
Size (0.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameters
Squareness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
6.75 ino
347
+ .0005
.OO1
63
Current Aerospace
6-9 in.
347
+ .010
m
+ .001
63
Minimum
Ring, Orifice-High Pressure
Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameters
Flatness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
(27)
16.0 in.
Inconel 718
+ .003
+ .001
32
Current Aerospace
14-22 in.
347/Flame Place
+ .o03
+ .001
63
Minimum
_4
Nut, Ring Oridice-High Pressure
:Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (O.D.)
(I.D.)
Squareness
Surface Finish
9nality Control
(28)
Class A Thread
•001
•001
63
Current Aerospace
14-22 in.
347
Class A Thre_
+ .010
+ .001
63
Minimum
Oo
SUBC OMPONENT /REQUIREMENT BASE VALUE ALTERNATE RANGE
Pump Diffuser, Fuel (29)
Size (Base Circle Dia.)
Material
Surface Finish
Vane Tolerance
Diameter Tolerance
Quality Control
15.5 in. 14-22 in.
347 Cast Aluminum
63 250
+ .003 + .010
+ .003 + .010
Current Aerospace Minimum
Impeller, Fuel (30)
Size (O.D.) 14.6 in. 12-21 in.
Material Forged Titanium Forged Titanium
Surface Finish 63 250
Vane Tolerance + .003 + .010
Diameter Tolerance + .003 + .O10
Quality Control Current Aerospace Minimum
Dynamic Balance Required Required
Inducer, Fuel (31)
Size (O.D.) 8.4 in. 8-10 in.
Material Forged Titanium Forged Titanium
Surface Finish 63 250
Vane Tolerance + .003 + .010
Diameter Tolerance + .003 + .010
Quality Control Current Aerospace Minimum
Dynamic Balance Required Required
•••L_7 ......_ -i _¸
_0_0H_T/_QU_ BASE VALUE ALTERNATE RANGE
Nut Assy, Impeller Retaining
Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (Thread)
(I.D.)
Contour Thickness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Pump Housing, Fuel (34)
Size (O.D. - 180 ° Sect)
Material
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Volute
Cont our
Pilots
Quality Control
Housing, Bearing Oxid (I)
Size (O.D.)
Material
(32)
3.1 in.
Aluminum
Class A
+ .OO1
+ .002
63
Current Aerospace
2_.o in.
Cast 347
63/125
+ .03
+ .003
+ .001
Current Aerospace
5.9 in
347
3-4 in.
Aluminum
Class A
+ .030
+ .O3O
125
Minimum
21-32 in.
Cast 3_7
125/25o
+ .i0
+ .010
+ .005
Minimum
3-7 in.
..<r
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OSUBC OMPONENT/BEQU!REMENT BASE VALUE ALTERNATE RANGE
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Pilot Dia's
Bearing Dia's
Axial Dimensions
Quality Control
32/63* )
)
+ .ool )
+ .ooo5 )
+ .ooi )
Current Aerospace )
No Change
Shaft, Oxid (2)
Size (Bearing Dia.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameters
Axial Dimensions
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Dynamic Balance
2.4 in.
Inconel X
+ .ooo5
+ .001
16/63
Current Aerospace )
Required )
2-3.5 in.
No Change
Bearings, Oxid
Size
Number/Type
Material
Class
Quality Control
(3) (13)
60mm
2/Preloaded Ball )
440C/Armalon )
5 )
Current Aerospace )
50-9Omm
No Change
* Bearing Surface I.D.
-i- •
r_ --_ _
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SUBC OMPONENT/REQUI_NT BASE VALUE ALTERNATE RANGE
Seal Assy, Bellows-Upper Oxid (4)
size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameters
Flatness (Seal Surface)
Type
Quality Control
Axial Tolerance
Surface Finish (347 Material)
6.2 in. 5.5 - 8.0 in.
347 )
)
+ .001 )
I Helium Light Band _--- No Change
Purged & Vented Dual Seal )
Current Aerospace )
+ .ooi )
63 )
Seal Ring, Running-Upper Oxid
size(O.D.)
Material
Surface Finish
Seal Face (Flame Plated)
Diameters O.D.
Diameters I.D.
Axial Dimensions Tolerance
Quality Control
(5)
3.4 in. 3-5 in.
347 )
63 )
Ground & Lapped )
+ .OO1 )
No Change
+ .ooo5 )
+ .ool )
Current Aerospace )
SUBC OMPONENT/REQU IREMENT BASE VALUE ALTERNATE RANGE
Seal Ring_ Running-Lower Oxid
Size (O.D.)
Material
Surface Finish
Seal Faces (2) (Flame Plated)
Tolerance
Diameter I.D.
Axial Dimension
Squareness
Quality Control
(6)
5.0 in.
347 )
63 )
Ground & Lapped )
)
+ .ooo5 )
m
+ .001 )
.ooo5 )
Current Aerospace )
4-7 in.
No Change
Seal Assy, Shaft Riding Oxid
Size(O.Do)
Material
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Diameter (O.D.)
Axial Dimensions
Squareness
Quality Control
(7)
6.6 in.
347
63
+ .001
+ .001
+ .0005
Current Aerospace )
5.5 - 8 in.
No Change
SUBCOMPOHnW/_EQU_ BASE VALUE ALTERNATE RANGE
Seal Assy, Bellows-Lower Oxid (8)
Size(O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameters
Axial Dimensions
Flatness (Seal Surface)
Type
Quality Control
Surface Finish (3_7 Material)
+ .001
+ °001
1 Helium Light Band )
Purged & Vented Dual Seal)
Current Aerospace )
5.5 -8 in.
)
)
).... No Change
)
Nut, Seal Retaining, Oxid (9)
Size(O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameters (O.D. Thread)
(I.D.)
Squarene ss
Surface Finish
Quality Control
6.8 in.
Inconel X )
)
Class A )
.oo3 )
.001 )
63 )
Current Aerospace )
6-8.5 in.
No Change
SUBCOMPONENT/BEQUIREMENT BASEVALUE ALTERNATERANGE
Filter, Oxid (i0)
Size(O.D.)
Rating
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (O.D.)
Diameter (I.D.)
Axial Dimensions
Surface Finish (Machined Ends)
Quality Control
5.3 in.
i0 Micron )
c_s 3oo )
)
.030 )
•00! )
.0!0 )
63 )
Current Aerospace )
4.5 - 7.5 in.
No Change
Spacer, Bearing, Oxid (12)
Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (O.D.)
Diameter (I.D.) (Pilot)
Squareness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
3.0 in.
Inconel X )
)
.005 ) No Change
+ .ooo5 )
m
.001 )
32 I.D. & Ends Only )
Current Aerospace )
2.5 - 4 in.
-• 7 +,=_- .....
.....i--_ if- ;
U • _ _
_ o_oH_lm/ REQU:m_vi_x_ BASE VALUE ALTERNATE RANGE
Nut, Bearing Retaining, Oxid
Size(O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (O.D.)
(l.O.) Thread
Flatness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
(14)
+ .010
Class A
.001
63
Current Aerospace )
2.5 - 4.5 in.
No Change
Seal, Labyrinth-Lower, Oxid
Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (O.D.)
(I.D.)
(Pilot)
Concentricity
Quality Control
(15)
12.0
KEL-F
+ .010
+.002
+ .002
.002
Current Aerospace
i0.0 - 16.0 in.
KEL-F
+ .010
+ .005
+ .005
.002
Minimum
• _>
bo
O_
su _C OMPONEIff /REQU IREMENT BASE VALUE
ALTERNATE RANGE
Retainer_ Labyrinth-Lower_ Oxid
Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (0.D.)
(I.D.Pilot)
Squarene ss
Surface Finish
Quality Control
(16)
12.8 in.
Aluminum
+ .003 )
+ .002 )
.002 )
63 )
Current Aerospace )
Ii.0 - 17.0 in.
No Change
Volute, Pump, Oxid. (17)
Size (0.D.) (360 ° Section)
Material
Surface Finish
Tolerances
Flow Passage
Pilot Diameters
Axial Stack Up Dimensions
Quality Control
23 in.
Cast Aluminum
63/126
+ .o3o
+ .001
+ .003
Current Aerospace
21-29 in.
Cast Aluminum
63/250
+ .i0
+ .003
+ .010
Minimum
S(7<......... -_ .... _....
SUBC OMPONENT/REQUIREMENT BASE VALUE
ALTERNATE RANGE
Nut, Volute Pump Retaining, 0xid
Size (Om.)
Material
Diameters (ore.)
(I.D. Thread)
Squareness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
(18)
5.8 in.
Inc one i X )
+ .010 )
Class A )
+ .OO1 )
63 )
Current Aerospace )
5-8 in.
No Change
Impeller, Oxid (19)
Size (O.D.)
Material
Vane Tolerance
Tip Tolerance
Sealing Surface Tolerance
Pilot Diameter Tolerance
Axial Stackup Tolerance
Squareness
Dynamic Balance
Surface Finish
Quality Control
13 in.
Shell Mold-Cast Alumimnn
+ .025
+ .010
+ .002
+ .0005
+ .010
.001
Required
63
Current Aerospace
11-19 in.
Investment Cast Alumint_n
+ .O10
+ .O10
+ .OlO
+ .0005
+ .010
.001
Required
63/250
Minimum
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BASE VALUE ALTERNATE RANGE
Seal, Labyrinth-Upper, Oxid
Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (O.D.)
(I.D.)
(Pilot)
Concentric ity
Quality Control
(22)
10.6 in.
KEL-F
+ .010
+ .002
+ .002
.002
Current Aerospace
i0 - 12 in.
KEL-F
+ .010
+ .005
+ .005
.002
Minimum
Spacer, Seal-Labyrinth, Oxid (23)
Size (O.D.) ii.7 in.
Material Alumint_n )
Tolerance )
Diameter (O.D.) _ .O10 )
(Pilot) _ .002 )
(I.D.) _ .005 )
Surface Finish 63 )
Quality Control Current Aerospace )
ii - 13 in.
No Change
%O
oSUmaCOMPO_/REQUIREMENT BASE VALUE
ALTERNATE RANGE
Retainer, Labyrinth-Upper, Oxid (24)
Size (O.D.) 11.72 in.
Material Aluminum )
Tolerance )
+ .003 )Diameter (O.D.)
+ .002 )(Pilots)
+ .003 )(I.D.)
+ .001 )
Squareness
Surface Finish 63 )
Quality Control Current Aerospace )
ii - 13 in.
No Change
Adapter, Pump Inlet, 0xid (25)
14 -22 in.
Size (O.D.) 14.5 in. ,
Material Cast Aluminum Cast Aluminum
Tolerance
+ .002 _ .O05Diameter (0.D. Pilots)
+ .i00
(O.D.) h .030 _
+ .010
(I.D. Bore) _ .002 _
+ .001
(I.D. at Labyrinth) _ .001
Squareness (at Labyrinth) .001 .003
Surface Finish 63 250
Quality Control Current Aerospace Minimum
SUBCONPOI_I_/RI_UI_ BASEVALUE ALTERNATERANGE
Rotor_ Turbine_ 0xid
Size (o.m)
Material (Forging)
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Blades
Diameters
Quality Control
Dynamic Balance
(26)
19.5 in.
Inconel 718
63
+ .003
+ .001
Current Aerospace
Required
i8 - 28 in.
Cast 718
125
+ .010
+ .005
Minimum
Required
Bolt, Rotor, Oxid (27)
Quantity
Size
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (O.D.)
Surface Finish
Quality Control
6 ea.
3/8 dia. x 1.85 long )
A-286 )
Class A Thread )
+ .001 )
32 )
Current Aerospace )
6 - lO ea.
No Change
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iAPPENDIX D
FAILURE MODE ANALYSES
w
LOW-COST FUEL TURBOPUMP (1136900)
AND
LOW-COST OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP (1137000)
! j 233

i'_¸_¸'ii::!:i .... / _ P_ i_ ...... "C7 "_• -' _ ".... _7_ _ _k
PART
INDUCER
MODE
VANE FAILURE
HUB FAILURE
FAILURE MODE ANALYSIS
LOW COST FUEL TURBOPUMP
(1136900)
MECHANISM
CENTRIFUGAL STRESS
PRESSURE STRESS
OSCILLATING PRESSURE STRESS
THERMAL LC FATIGUE
SHAFT DEFLECTION/RUB
CENTRIFUGAL GROWTH/RUB
HOUSING DISTORTION/RUB
SHAFTFIT/RUB
MATERIAL STRENGTH
CENTRIFUGAL STRESS
PRESSURE STRESS
OSCILLATING PRESSURE STRESS
SHAFT FIT
CLUTCH SHEARING
MATERIAL STRENGTH
RATING
A-I
B-I
B-I
B-I
B-2
A-I
B-I
A-I
B-2
A-I
A-I
B-I
A-I
A-I
B-2
RFP
204.3
.i
1.0
1.0
1.0
I00.0
.i
1.0
.i
i00.0
i01.4
.i
.i
1.0
.I
.i
i00.0
IKELATII_
RELIABILITY
.999694
bo
_o
O_
PART
INDUCER RETAINER
IMPELLER
MODE
SHANK FRACTURE
THREAD FRACTURE
LOOSE STACK-UP
VANE FAILURE
MECHANISM
TENSILE STRESS
TORQUE STRESS
MATERIAL STRENGTH
SHEAR LOAD
MATERIAL STRENGTH
THREAD SIZE
THREAD FORM
THERMAL INCOMPATIBILITY
DAMAGED THREAD
LOCK TANG NOT ENGAGED
CENTRIFUGAL STRESS
PRESSURE STRESS
OSCILLATING PRESSURE STRESS
RATING RFP
1.2
A-I .i
B-I 1.0
A-I .i
.4
A-I .i
A-I oi
A-I .i
A-I .i
3.0
B-I 1.0
A-2 1.0
A-2 1.0
224.2
A-I .i
C-I i0.0
B-2 i00.0
RELATIVE
RELIABILITY
.999995
.999370
PART
"-4
MODE
VANE FAILURE
DISC FAILURE
BALANCER RUB
(Continued)
MECHANISM
THERMAL LC FATIGUE
SHAFT DEFLECTION/RUB
CENTRIFUGAL GROWTH/RUB
HOUSING DISTORTION/RUB
MATERIAL STRENGTH
HIGH THRUST/RUB
DISC DEFLECTION/RUB
CENTRIFUGAL STRESS
PRESSURE STRESS
OSCILLATING PRESSURE STRESS
THERMAL STRESS
MATERIAL STRENGTH
HOUSING DISTORTION
CONTAMINATION
CENTRIFUGAL DISTORTION
TURBINE THRUST
CRITICAL SPEED
RATING
B-I
C-I
A-I
B-I
B-2
B-I
B-I
A-I
A-I
B-I
A-I
B-2
B-I
B-2
A-I
B-I
B-I
RELATIVE
RFP RELIABILITY
io8 I.
i0.0
.i
1.0
i00.0
1.0
1.0
i01.3
.I
.i
1.0
.i
i00.0
203.3
1.0
i00.0
.i
1.0
1.0
88L666"
A.T,IqI EVI'I_'_I
qAI f.vq_¢I
I" I-V
I" I-V
I" I-V
I" I-V
V"
I" I-V
0 "OI £-V
I" I-V
z'ol
0"001 Z-S
0"I Z-V
I" l-V
I" l-V
I" l-V
£'IOI
0 "OOI Z-_{
I" I-V
I" I-V
d_ DNIIVII
14_OzI([V_'_IHI
qZIS (IV_r_IHI
H_DN_{_ TS 'IVl_I_T.VI4
(IVO'I_Eg'/HS
HIDN_[_IIS "IVI_I,q.T,VI4
SSm:l.r.s Silb_o,r.
SS_(I.T,S_[ISN_I
G_OVDNH lqU/IzI ION
HIDN_&IS 'IVISHIVI4
_H'tO_0l HOlH
ICEO_ HNIS&S
HZIS HNIXES
NOIIN_[_ _OV_ DNI_V_
(S_¢0R _N) NOI_V_IA TCIXV
NOI$NOISI6 _InSS_(I&
NSIkTVHD_]4
S_I _D_&E "HNVHS
XHIIXIV_ HDILlqD
(p_nu!_uoD) Hll_I_I'iIDN'VqV'E
_OH
SHNIVI_SSqTS(_I
IRV&
O0
C_
PART
PUMP BEARINGS
MODE
LOOSE STACK-UP
FATIGUE
MECHANICAL
MECHANISM
THERMAL INCOMPATIBILITY
DAMAGED THREAD
LOCK TANG NOT ENGAGED
SHAFT FIT/INTERFERENCE
CARTRIDGE FIT/INTERFERENCE
SHAFT FIT/UNBALANCE
CARTRIDGE FIT/LOOSE (CRIT SPED)
CRITICAL SPEED
MISALIGNMENT
MATERIAL STRENGTH
CLAMPING LOAD HIGH OR UNEVEN
CARTRIDGE BINDING
CAGE STRENGTH
CAGE WEAR
CONTAMINATION
COOLANT ADEQUACY
RATING
B-I
B-2
B-2
B-I
B-I
B-I
C-I
C-1
A-2
A-2
A-2
B-2
B-I
D--I
A-4
A-2
RFP
201.0
!..0
i00.0
I00.0
126.0
1.0
1.0
I:0
i0.0
i0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
i00.0
202.0
1.0
I00.0
i00.0
1,0
RELATIVE
RELIABILITY
.999670
oPART
TURBINE "BEARINGS
MODE
FACE FRACTURE
FATIGUE
MECHANIC_
MECHANISM
SHAFT FIT
MATERIAL STRENGTH
HIGH THRUST
SHAFT FIT/INTERFERENCE
CARTRIDGE FIT/INTERFERENCE
SHAFT FIT/UNBALANCE
CARTRIDGE FIT/LOOSE (CRIT SPD)
CRITICAL SPEED
MISALIGNMENT
MATERIAL STRENGTH
CLAMPING LOAD
CARTRIDGE BINDING
CARTRIDGE POSITION
CAGE STRENGTH
CAGE WEAR
CONTAMINATION
COOLANT ADEQUACY
RATING RFP
2.0
B-I 1.0
A-2 1.0
434.0
B-I 1.0
B-I 1.0
C-I i0.0
C-i i0.0
D-I I00.0
C-I i0.0
A-2 1.0
A-2 1.0
B-2 i00.0
B-2 i00.0
B-2 i00.0
102.O
B-I 1.0
D-I i00.0
A-4 i00.0
A-2 1.0
RELATIVE
RELIABILITY
.999462
PART
TURBINEROTOR(i)
MODE
RACEFRACTURE
DISCFAILURE
BLADEFAILURE
MECHANISM
SHAFT FIT
MATERIAL STRENGTH
CENTRIFUGAL STRESS
PRESSURE STRESS
OSCILLATING PRESSURE STRESS
AXIAL VIBRATION
MATERIAL STRENGTH
STRESS CONCENTRATION
LABYRINTH RUB
CENTRIFUGAL STRESS
GAS BENDING STRESS
OSCILLATING GAS BENDING
AMPLIFIED OSC GAS BENDING
MATERIAL STRENGTH
RUB-BLADE CREEP
RUB-DISC CREEP
RUB-CENTRIFUGAL GROWTH
RATING RFP
2.0
B-I i. 0
A-2 1.0
all. 2
A-I .i
A-I .i
C-I i0.O
D-I i00.0
A-2 i;0
B-2 ;_00.0
B-2 I00.0
515.5
A-1 .1
A-I .i
B-I 1.0
D-I i00.0
A-2 1.0
A-1 .1
A-1 .1
A-1 .1
RELATIYE
RELIABILITY
.999072
I,O
PART
TURBINE ROTOR (2)
MODE MECHANISM
BLADE FAILURE (Continued)
RUB-SHAFT DEFLECTION
RUB-HOUSING DISTORTION
RUB-SHAFT FIT
RUB-AXIAL VIBRATION _
RUB-THERMAL DISTORTION
RUB-HIGH THRUST
RUB-FOREIGN OBJECTS
RUB-CRITICAL SPEED
COUPLING FAILURE
COUPLING SIZE
HIGH TORQUE
COUPLING FORM
MATERIAL STRENGTH
NOT FULLY ENGAGED
DISC FAILURE
CENTRIFUGAL STRESS
PRESSURE STRESS
OSCILLATING PRESSURE STRESS
RATING
RELATIVE
RFP RELIABILITY
B-I 1.0
C-I i0.0
B-2 i00.0
D-I I00.0
D-I i00.0
B-I 1.0
B-2 I00.O
B-I i. 0
i01.3
A-I .i
A-I .i
A-I .I
A-2 1.0
B-2 i00.0
311.2
A-I .i
A-I .i
C-I i0.0
.999171
PART MODE
DISCFAILURE(Continued)
BLADEFAILURE
i/_ _!_i_
MECHANISM
AXIAL VIBRATION
MATERIAL STRENGTH
STRESS CONCENTRATION
LABYRINTH RUB
CENTRIFUGAL STRESS
GAS BENDING STRESS
OSCILLATING GAS BENDING
AMPLIFIED OSC GAS BENDING
MATERIAL STRENGTH
RUB-BLADE CREEP
RUB-DISC CREEP
RUB-CENTRIFUGAL GROWTH
RUB-SHAFT DEFLECTION
RUB-HOUSING DISTORTION
RUB-SHAFT FIT
RUB-AXIAL VIBRATION
RUB-THERMAL DISTORTION
RUB-HIGH THRUST
RATING
D-I
A-2
B-2
B-2
A-I
A-I
B-I
D-I
A-2
A-I
A-I
A-I
B-I
C-I
B-2
D-I
B-I
B-I
RIP
RELATIVE
RELIABILITY
i00.0
1.0
i00.0
i00.0
416.5
.i
.I
1.0
i00.0
1.0
.i
.i
.I
1.0
i0.0
I-0.0
i00.0
1.0
1.0
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XAIIWIR_I
0"01 E-V SIDZ_ZG GX_M
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O'ZII
O" I Z-V
0"01 E-V
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I" l-V
O" I Z-V
0 "001 Z-H
0"I Z-V
I" l-V
I" l-V
I" l-V
E" I01
0"I
0 "001
I-_
Z-_
DNIIV_
SNOIIVIhTVA SS_qDL9IH_
SID3._3G GX_M
XSIIIV_I3a]4_IIHXAO
HIDN_I_ S SVI_I_IVH
G_DVDN_ XsSIrlA ION
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SID_I"EO NDI31[OK-K[IH
(p_nuT_uoo)
_SINYHDH]4 _GO_4 l_IVd
-.I-
,..I"
o4
PART
TURBINE NOZZLE (2)
t_
MODE
LEAKAGE (Continued)
NOZZLE FAILURE
VANE FAILURE
INTERSTAGE LEAK
MECHANISM
SEALS
BOLTS
THERMAL LC FATIGUE _
HOUSING DISTORTION
FLUTTER
PRESSURE LOAD
MATERIAL STRENGTH
THERMAL LC FATIGUE
FLUTTER
PRESSURE LOAD
HOUSING DISTORTION
DIAPHRAGM LOAD
MATERIAL STRENGTH
FLANGE DISTORTION
ECCENTRICITY
RATING
B-2
B-I
C-i
C-i
B-I
B-I
A-2
C-i
B-I
B-I
C-I
A-I
A-2
RFP
100.0
1.0
23.0
i0.0
i0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
23.1
i0.0
1.0
1.0
i0.0
.i
1.0
104.0
RELATIVE
RELIABILITY
• 999873
Po
-D-
O_
PART
PUMP HOUSING
MODE MECHANISM
INTERSTAGE LEAK (Continued)
FLANGE FIT
LABYRINTH FIT
LABYRINTH RUB
GAS MISDIRECTION
STATOR ROTATION
VANE DISTORTION
HOUSING BURST
LEAKAGE
VANE FAILURE
MATERIAL STRENGTH
OVERPRESSURE
THICKNESS VARIATIONS
POROSITY
SEALS
BOLTS
HOUSING DISTORTION
PRESSURE LOAD
MATERIAL STRENGTH
RATING
A-2
A-2
B.2
A-I
A-I
A-2
A-I
A-2
RFP
1.0
1.0
i00.0
.2
.i
.i
2.1
1.0
.i
1.0
102.0
A-2 1.0
B-2 i00.0
B-I 1.0
2.2
A-I .i
A-I .i
A-2 1.0
RELAT IVE
RELIABILITY
.999894
; ZI _ _-_-_ _-.....% • • • _/ • ; _ _- ........ _............... _TIT_ .... ;_T : _-_......
PART
BEARING HOUSING
TURBINE SEAL
",4
MODE
VANE FAILURE (Continued)
HOUSING BURST
LEAKAGE
EXCESS FLOW
HIGH TORQUE
MECHANISM
VANE FORM (LOCAL DEFECTS)
MATERIAL STRENGTH
OVERPRESSURE
BEARING INTERFERENCE
POROSITY
SEALS
LABYRINTH CLEARANCE
LABYRINTH RUB
BLOCKED VENT
CARBON BREAK
CARBON WEAR
LABYRINTH FIT
PILOT CONCENTRICITY
RATING
A-2
A-I
A-I
A-2
A-2
B-2
A-2
B-2
B-2
A-2
A-2
RFP
1.0
1.2
.i
.i
1.0
i01.0
1.0
100.0
302.0
1.0
i00.0
1.0
i00.0
I00.0
3.0
1.0
1.0
RELATIVE
REL lAB IL ITY
.999898
.999695
I,o
OO
PART
SHAFT
MODE
HIGH TORQUE (Continued)
SHEAR FRACTURE
FATIGUE
DAMAGING RUB
SPLINE SHEAR
MECHANISM
THERMAL DISTORTION
HIGH TORQUE
MATERIAL STRENGTH
MISALIGNMENT LOADS
STRESS CONCENTRATIONS
MATERIAL STRENGTH
CRITICAL SPEED
UNBALANCED
CRITICAL SPEED
INSUFFICIENT CLEARANCE
MISALIGNMENT
UNBALANCE
RATING
B-I 1.0
RFP
A-I .2
A-I .i
.I
B-I 4.1
A-2 1.0
A-I i-0
B-I .i
B-I 1.0
1.0
B-I 4.0
A-2 1.0
B-I 1.0
B-I 1.0
i00.4
HIGH TORQUE A-I .i
MATERIAL STRENGTH A-I .i
RELATIVE
RELIABILITY
.999891
PART
TURBINECOUPLING
MODE
SPLINESHEAR(Continued)
SPLINESHEAR
SHEARFRACTURE
MECHANISM
SPLINE FORM
NOT FULLY ENGAGED
SPLINE SIZE
HIGH TORQUE
MATERIAL STRENGTH
SPLINE FORM
NOT FULLY ENGAGED
SPLINE SIZE
HIGH TORQUE
MATERIAL STRENGTH
-_T_ _
L
RATING
A-I
B-2
A-I
A-I
A-I
A-I
B-2
A-I
A-I
A-I
RFP
.I
i00.0
.i
100.4
.i
.I
.i
i00.0
.i
.2
.i
.i
•r. :w,
RELATIVE
RELIABILITY
.999899
769666"
XIIXI_VIX3_I
_AI£VX3_I
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O'I
I"
T"
"I01
0"001
I"
O'I
I"
0 "001
0"I
0"I
0"I
I"
C "*70Z
I-V
I-E
T-V
T-V
Z-E
I-V
I-E
I-V
Z-E
I-E
I-E
I-E
I-V
DkTI_V'E
BB_I_B IEE_c_tcI OICI_WIT_Z)SO
BS_I:T_S EEL_BIEEcI
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EnE/_ZE J_fH9
EflE/_IOT,T,EO_SIG 01CI_qOH
EOE/H_OEO _VOD_EI'EK_KO
En_I/NOI,T,_G z_rEs
Sg_ZS _5"l_g DgI_V_IIDgO
9_9 _19 _g
9_E_9 _VDf_D
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_3_OEE_ _[ZICIXO _9OD MOq
919XqVMTV _CON _IVX
_KOqlV._ KOH
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XCO_
_ED_GICI
0
u%
g66666"
XII_IS"VI_
0"I
0"I
0"I
0"_
I"
I"
I"
I"
I"
O'I
I"
Z'I
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_-V
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I-K
l-Y
l-V
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I-V
DkTI&_I
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_0X Ofa'_U_
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0NINT/8_8 S31IqK8
EEkrlV_K HSTI_AEI/EE Dfl(Ii_l
,-4
L¢%
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.... /
/
_o
O1
PART
IMPELLER
MODE
VANE FAILURE
DISC FAILURE
MECHANISM
CENTRIFUGAL STRESS
PRESSURE STRESS _
OSCILLATING PRESSURE STRESS
TBS_RMAL LC FATIGUE
SHAFT DEFLECTION/RUB
CENTRIFUGAL GROWTH/RUB
HOUSING DIS_)R_Ir20NS/RIIB
HIGH THRUST/RUB
DISC DEFLECTION/RUB
CENTRIFUGAL STRESS
PRESSURE STRESS
OSCILLATING PRESSURE STRESS
THERMAL STRESS
MATERIAL STRENGTH
RATING
224.2
RELATIVE
RFP RELIABILITY
A-1 .i
C-I i0.0
B-2 i00.0
B-1 i. 0
C-I i0.0
A-1 .i
B-1 i. 0
B-2 100.0
B-I i. 0
B-I i. 0
i01.3
A-1 .i
A-I .1
B-I 1.0
A-I .1
B-2 i00.0
.999370
tn
tu
PART
PImP BEARING
...... .... i....... 17/....
MODE
LABYRINTH RUB
(;ORE & An)
SPIamE FAIl/mE
FATIGUE
MECHANISM
HOUSING DISTORTION
CONTAMINATION
CENTRIFUGAL DISTORTION
TURBINE THRUST
CRITICAL SPEED
PRESSURE DISTORTION
AXIALVIBRATION MODES)
MATING FACE RETENTION
SPIJ.NE SIZE
SPLIKE FORM
HIGH TORQUE
MATERIAL STRENGTH
NOT FULLY ENGAGED
SKAF/ FIT/INT_RF_CE
HOUSING FIT/_CE
SHAPI FIT/UNBALANCE
HOUSING nT/_OOSE (C_T SPD)
CRITICAL SPEED
MISALIGNMENT
RELATIVE
RATING RFP RELIABILITY
203.3
1.0
B-I
I00.0
B-2
A-I .1
B-I 1.0
B-I 1.0
A-I .1
A-I .1
B-2 i00.0
101.3
A-I .i
A-I .i
A-I .i
A-2 1.0
B-2 i00.0
26.0
B-I i. 0
B-I i. 0
B-I 1.0
C-I i0.0
C-I i0,0
A-2 1.0
.999770
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PART MODE MECHANISM
RATING RFP
RELATIVE
RELIABILITY
TURBINE ROTOR
DISC FAILIYRE
BLADE FAILURE
CENTRIFUGAL STRESS
PRESSUEE STRESS
OSCILLATING PRESSURE STRESS
AXIAL VIBRATION
MATERIAL STRENGTH
STRESS CONCENTRATION
CENTRIFUGAL STRESS
GAS BENDING STRESS
OSCILLATING GAS BENDING
AMPLIFIED OSC GAS BENDING
MATERIAL STRENGTH
RUB-BLADE CREEP
RUB-DISC CREEP
RUB-CENTRIFUGAL GROWTH
211.2
A-I .i
A-1 .i
C-1 i0.0
D-1 i00.0
A-2 i. 0
B-2 i00.0
515.5
A-I .1
A-I .1
B-I i. 0
D-I i00.0
A-2 i. 0
A-I .i
A-I .1
A-I .1
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PART MODE MECHANISM
RELATIVE
RATING RFP RELIABILITY
wrml
SHEAR FRACTURE
FATIGUE
DAMAGING RUB
LABY_INT_ FIT
PILOT CONCENTRICITY
THEHMAL DISTORTION
HIGH TORQ0-1
MATEKIAL STRENGTH
MISALIGm(m_ LOADS
STREBS CGNCEWfRATIONS
MATERIAL STRENGTH
NEAR CRITICAL SPEED
UNBALANCE
CI_ITICAL SPEED
INSUFFICIENT CLEARANCE
MISAI_GI_41E_
UNBALANCE
A-2
A-2
B-I
A-I
A-I
]3-2
A-2
A-I
B-2
B-I
B-I
A-2
B-I
B-I
1.0
1.0
1.0
.2
.i
.i
 o2.1
100.0
1.0
.1
 oo.o
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1.0
1.0
1.0
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APPENDIX E
SAMPLE ESTIMATE FOR BASE CASE FUEL TURBOPUMP
SUBCOMPONENTS FROM LAMCO INDUSTRIES, INC.
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A TELEDYNE COMPANY
PICCO INDUSTRIES
1729 CHICO AVENUE
SOUTH EL MONTE, CALIFORNIA 91733
(213) 283.7246
INVESTMENT CASTINGS
FERROUS AND NON-FERROUS
QUOTATION
rAerojet General
P.O. Box 1584T
Sacramento, California
QUOTE NO_ 12152
DATE 9/16J__69 .............
ATTENTION: Mr. A. G. Work, Dept. 96-'/4, Bldg, 20-25
L
IN REPLY TO YOUR INQUIRY: ..................... DATED: ....
PART NO.:
MATERIAL: '/18
CONDITION:• Sol. Anneal
GRADE:• "NASA"
TOOLI NG: $15,000.00
1136900 (.. _ u,.v_,__._'_.__,_,_o_ J, _ ................................
PRICES:
QUANTITY PRICE
1 Pc. $6,000. Ot
QUANTITY PRICE QUANTITY PRICE
10 Pcs. $2,000.001 40 Pcs. $1, TOO. 00
! !
DELIVERY: DIMENSIONAL SAMPLE-- 29"---_-------WEEKS AFTER RECEIPT OF ORDER,
FIRST PRODUCTION RUN__14 WEEKS AFTER APPROVAL OF DIMENSIONAL SAMPLE
16
REPEAT ORDER ......... WEEKS AFTER RECEIPT OF ORDER.
i
f
i,i:
SPECIAL
CONDITIONS:
TERMS:
1. THREE (3I COPIES OF PRINTS REQUIRED WITH ORDER
2. ONE HUNDRED DOLLAR ($1OO.OO) MINIMUM SHIPMENT
3. Subject to review upon receipt of final drawings.
TOOLING: NET AND DUE PRIOR TO PRODUCTION.
CASTINGS: _'2°,, lO DAYS: NET 30 DAYS•
F, O. B,: SOUTH EL MONTE, CALIFORNIA
BY:
DIVISION St
R. Hermes 311
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APPENDIX F
i •
SAMPLE ESTIMATE FOR BASE CASE FUEL TURBOPUMP
SUBCOMPONENTS FROM
PARAGON TOOL, DIE, AND ENGINEERING COMPANY
r
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, ,L,,
TOTAL HATERIAL
2. LAT1_-OPERATIONS (I,I'_MIZE)
, _i-ru_u .c_oi,,pL_t
_j ., . , L .
,, i, • . ,
). MILLING OPEP_T,I,,ONS (ITEMIZE) .
!L_i L._ ._ .,.. , .
HOURSkA_ COST .... _ ...... J
,,, , ,
i ,,
I
, t ,, J
..... p.,_',t_C P-_.__R_
,, ,,.
4. HISC. OPERATIONS (ITEMIZE)
L ,, ' ''
. . . , , , ,
5. ASSF_,'4BLY
.... L , ''- ' ' "
. , , _ , ,,,
,, 1 , .... , L
6 .....BENCH .....
j7.,, INSPECTION , , ,
TOTAL SHOP OPERATIONS
_,' ,, J , r
8. OUTSIDE ,PRODUCTION (ITE_i4iIE)
i,
I
TOTAL OUTSIDE PRODUCTION
_9... PACKAGING ,, ,
I0. TO.O.LING, _.ITEMI'ZE) ,,
\_._0 ....I I ._0
7.5"7
2' ' ,I
TOTAL TOOLING
11.' ENGINEER I;_;
, ,, , ,
_QUOTED PRICE: tOTAL TOOLING, _, ENGR:
OUOT_.) TOOLING: -- e_-
A
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_' TOOLIN_ _ MISC. QUOTATIONSHEET
i >-----._'_'_ /7,_,C ...._c •
,, PART NN4E:
/T_'/4 _ /'2.
P/N:
-T --
_GRAPALLO_:
NO. PARTS J
_-- /,,_ r_l==w_. I I_ _ _KI_/6
I. MATERIAL (ITEmiZE).
.... z_.c_' _"
TOTAL, ;4ATERIAL
2. LATHE-OP,ERATIONS (IT_IZE]"
FOURSRATE COS_"
,. _ , LJ
3. ,,.MILLING OPEP_T,IO_qS,(ITF_HIZE) .....
, , , ,, ,,
_ i ,,, , ,±,
4. MISC. OPERATIONS (ITEMIZE)
,, , = L ,
5. ASS_LY
_6._ BENCH ,
2/9_¢- 3 <S__
" 1 ' '
f
7. INSPECTION 20
TOTAL SHOP OPERATIONS
8. OUTSIDE,PRODUCTION (,ITEHIZE) ,,
TOTAL OUTSIDE PRO(TJCTION
9. • PACKAG IlqG ,
10.TOOLI_ OT_IZE)
,, , , ,
,.
i
, , f L
TOTAL TOOLI r_
ii_ EN_ii_'i" "
_t_UOTED'PRICE:
OUOTED TOOLING:
DELI VERY:
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._ TOOLiN_ & MISC. QUOTATION SHEET
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...... ,,_, ....
SCRAPALLr3_;
NO, PARTS
/
i
I¸ /
,: " t ;.
I ;
I _ .i
{ : !
t'
t
i :
t
r
.
!,.
! .
t
i }
J
,r./]
r._
,.. , •
I_ MATERIAL (ITI_"III..E).
, /,u_c_ -
L o pf,/_-_._
'HOURS
.... TOTAL ;,tATERI AL
.2... . LATHE- OPERATIONS CITF..HIZE)
"TL)_Ia . C.O:,'_PtE,:[,L ' _ '.9
RATE
i
I
I
- ' , • ........ i
" ,.... ,, J - _ ,, l
3. MILLI;'_; OP_,RATI._S (ITF_HIZE) ......
, , , , , , , , , .....
4, HISC. OPEP.ATIOt_ (II'EHIZE)
_._'_(_J,t> , ' , ' " L.c ,?o"-;,0 J(
• . _ , ,,
.,= . ....
5. ASS_L3LY
, _ • , , , ,,
.6._ BENCH' . ........
7. INSPECTION _.
TOTAL SHOP OPERATIONS
T'--. = . , J ,.r r - : " _-_ z:, .r _ :=_ : ...... ..* ......
.8:. _JTSIDE.PROOUC,'rIO N ClI'F_,"IIZE) ........
q
i ::.;;0 2 "_.&O
....... II 0.82-
L
_-, tl .. L L,
4- ..... . .... :
TOTAL OUTS I DE PRODUCTI ON
_._o ,,,, , ,
9, PACtC.AGINS
IO. TOOLI..NG (IT.EHIZE)
,= , ,, , , ,
,m , i, .I '
TOTAL TOOLING
Ii. ENGI I'EEP. I NG
I,QUOTED 'PRICE : TOTAL TOOLI[¢; 8 E;"_R :
OUOTED TOOLING: --- CT_--
DELI VERY:
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,_ L_, • , , '
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i To(JI.II_ & :41SC. QUOTATION SHEET
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} '!
1
i//r
i/'_<
i /
d
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< /
J
SCRAP ALL_4:
PART l_a,'_: P/N:
J%
' .... , ....... _ _ -_OdRsP.AT_
I_ MATERIAL, (ITEMIZE) ..........
l_jr, o ,- X .......
..... ±
TOTAL :_TERIAL
2. LATHE,OPE,RATIONS (_ITF.J'41Z_ ........
: "T-LI _ l] r' o p_Dc__.t e.__ _,0 II.c.,_
3. MILLI;'_ OPERATIONS (ITEMIZE).
, , , = •
, _ , ,,
q. MISC. OPEPv_TIONS (ITEMIZE)
............ I. ,
5. ASS_LY
_6. BENCH •
7. INSPECTION i,_ i l ::'.0
TOTAl.. SHOP OPERATIONS
8. OUTSIDE PRODUCTION CITEJIIZE)
__ , , ,,,
' "' L
TOTAL OUTSIDE PRODUCTION
t _: " ' , ' " cH ' ,......
9. PACKAGING ,_
I0. TOOLIN G (ITEMIZE)
h
• TOTAL TOOLING
11. ENGIt_ER F, _G
ITOTAL TOOLING g Er_R: ,
,'_IOTED PRICE:
OUOTED TOOLING:
NO. PARTS j
II_c_-- "I i., ......
opt-- %0._©
• -_ , ,
, , _ ,,
II _o
7/._P
, , . . . _...
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DELIVERY:
COST
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i _e- H --H
TOOLIbl; & MISC. qUOTATION SHEET
t, --_- PART NA,'_: , P/N:
]. MATERIAL (ITEMIZE).
, ,%', ; .......
I-DURS
r,J,._,iC),-:P-:"'-C-_I
SCRAP ALLQ_,I;
NO. PARTS
RATE COST : TOTAL ....
, , ,,, ,
TOTAL MATERIAL
'-- '....... , ' _ .... _ - '' : ' " ' '- "-'" _' I
_2., LATHE.,QPER ATIONS {ITF,.MIZE) ....
,-Tt__ L_ C o Hk L.'-_ _- (._,0:1 (,_._
, , , , ...... , .......
,, , ,, L ,
3. MILLII'_ OPERATIONS .(,I.TEMIZE)_
..... J
4. MISC. OPERATIONS (ITEMIZE)
_\LL_ '_ a. \_c_LL-_' . _LO {_,q_ g q.'q_
5. ASSB-,BLY
6. BENCH ,._- ,.-_ ....
"_ t" ' ">7. INSPECTION 1, O t(. -,_ i.I .._,P-D
TOTALSHOEOPERATIONS
8. (_JTSIDE PRODUCTION (ITFG.]ITF)
T'OTAL OUTSIDE PRODUCTION
9. PACKAG Ii_ .,
10. TOOLING _ITEMIZE)
• TOTAL TOOL ING
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,._TED PRICE: ITOTAL TOOLING 8 ENGR:
OUOTED TOOL I,%IG_
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TOOLING g :4ISC. qUOTATION SHEET
__.._...._--COt_PANY I_, _ (" _ _, C_• _ ' .3 ,
PART N_'4E:
',7-E_ .._ Z7
r)ATE ." 7_-" ='-6.f j,,
SCRAP ALLObl:
i
,'_. PARTS /
i
" _
i 7
f L
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i'./
)
L
i .
i:
/
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P-I
.l i u_'_l'lJ"c_ . ' ,
1. _RIAL (ITEHIZE).
TOTAL ;,IATERIAL
2. LATHE OPERATI, O.NS ,CIT_41ZE) ........
]_OURSRATE COST
--ti ss 14_,_C
TOTAL
i
3. MILLING OPERATIONS (ITEMIZE)
_,___ q }_,,_'_.% _ iJ"
, ':;?. ,
4. i.IISC.OPE_kTIONS (ITEMIZE)
C_ "_L. L __' )fo ,-)_x"_.
, ,, , • ;>'
%.0 I{.?E _"._5_%7_
,,u , ,
5. ASS-E;4BLY
6. BENCH
7. INSPECTIC_q
TOTAL SHOP OPERATIONS
8. OJTSIOE PRODUCTIO N (ITEHIZE)
TOTAL OUTSIDE PRODUCTION
9. PACKAGING .,
I0. TOOLING (ITEMIZE)
,, • ,, , ,
TOTAL TOOLING
ii_Fmm,_Ep,i;x;
.,¢
QUOTED PRICE :
_.[_ 3,1 _'._
S4i:_S
J
?;41_o
OUOTED TOOLING : CD _
ITOTAL TOOLING g ENGR
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T_URBINE/_QUOTATION SHEET :_ I _ BATE, /_5-2,. ,_ -_'.._"
COMPANY b.C_C, _l_C. P/N No:P_i: /
No. BLADE_- -7 , ' 2D__" E 3D l)J_-_ MiN.FAsS
:UTTER SIZE MACHINED BLADET--- ..... FIR TRY' -) .....
RE/V_ARKE, HOURS _RAI"E jr.' COST TOTAL
1. MATERIAL (I;'emize) ........ "" " ..... _ _ '
-],
, j
'" TOTAL _7_ ÷
2, LATHE :;rF..RATI©NS (li'em!ze)
3, P;,NTOGRAPH ! _.0
4. -_. U'TTER_ ' I
,, io._
/_.,ILLING OTHER TI-[AN PA'NTbGRA?H (l'i'_rnlz_)
_.!-__ L L. _J,b U E'-%_ -_ _ L.0__._ ........ 2_.0
,
- =t ¸
.1
m J i L
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2 BENCH
8. INS Pr:.2TICN
TOTAL SHOP OPEP,_,TION!
9. OUTSIDE PRODU2TION (Ji'emlze)
L
L--
TOTAL OUTSIDE ,._._'_n
I:.).PA3 I(._,o'j N O
11. TOOLING -_l_|z_
_ _-c_'_._:,(L)(.=_.._,--r._"O.___.......
TOTAL TC"OLII',!G
12. ENGINEERING
CUOTED PRICE
C_UCTED TOOLING
i DELIVERY: ii
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CO_"..PANY_, G ,q_.
No. BLADE_ 2£)
/_k,_ _/cl _ LAT_:_ to: o_,.. _
_/N _. I_,.- /
_D OE-PT'i:I_ MIN.PASS
2UTTER SIZE MACHINED BLADEE : F TREE l_ "
RE,rAREr "HOURSi.RA_"I:,-¢OSf 1_ TOTAL
TOTAL NATERIA!.
,,, , ,
LATHE :i fERATI©NS (l;'em:ze)
i _b!. c I_
_. PANTOGRAPH
ii , , , ,, , , , ,
t _UTT_RS
S. _L[i_G C:THER THAN-PANT-OGP_PH (I;-_rnize)
_ l_.!_._ ..T.O U(_._J_%:R,:,:__!,_.o_:L.%
_._ _ ,_- t L,L_ _-_0 L__
2. BENCH
l
8. !'N_?E=TiC'N
O _,.:-['J_,TIO N.TOTAL SHOP u,': , "
9. OUTSIDE PRQDU.'=TION (iternlze)
13. PA =IC_C__NG
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No. BLADE£- 2[:) _ 3D ,'_TE-FE_,,' MiN:PA$S -
CUTTER .,I,o- h'_C HINED FLADE_T--" ..... 7fir TREE"
REWARK_- ............ F,HouKF l_ _ ' 1'_.' COST' _ TOTAl"
il. ""A'_TERIAL (I;6mize) .... ; _ '-- ' ; ..... • .....
TOTAL/VATERIA!'. ........
2, LATH'.;:.:",'ERATI©NS (I,_.em'Tz_7-" ................. '.......
_-_____k_ co_--tbL_-_L _iq,.--_ _;_.. 2.B7._ . , ._8._
3. PANTOGP_PH _ ,0.'I_._'_"
¢ _UTTER_
5. _-JLEi'iqG QTHER TI-_N"PA'NTOGRAPH (j:sraize)
_ _ _Sc_. t4 _L.__,I_4d.o _J.2_Q
BENCH
3. INs?E ZTICN
9. OUTSIDE PRODUCTION (Itemlze)
I<T,-r I_,_ f.T
TOTAL OUT_IDE '.ROD.
m
11. TOOLING -('lf6mize-}
TOTAL TCOLING '
112. E.NG|b,!EERING
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TOOLING & MISC. QUOTATION SHEET
PART NA'4E:
!.. !
i_ i
t
I
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_4
L• rJ_
nAT,: 10-2-; "_ 9
i
P/N:
J_
_ . m,
"I_OdRSRATE
]_ MATERIAL (ITF-MIZE)_ '-'-,,_4;t_-
....... - o" . _. :.,.
SCRAP ALL_.¢:
NO. PARTS /"
CO__T _Al. ......
TOTAL MATERIAL
2. LATHE OPERATIONS {IT_41ZE) ..............
.... "TL>_-_ _o Ft_L_L'r, C:._ _.... (0.,'.'._ t(.qs
• J
ii_,_ J 2_?.t_
3. MILLING OPERATIONS (ITEMIZE}
.14, :;_--- I' ! L.L i _,Jc.-?,, IS, Q
4. MISC. OPERATIONS (ITEP,IZE)
5. ASS_4BLY
' • v
6. BENCH
_:',0,.',{_O7. INSPECTI_I
TOTAL SHOP OPERATIONS
....... ., . . ........ .-._ --.:-
IE_._O
RB_.. ©
8,., ,O.IJTSIDEPRODUCTION (ITEIIIZE) .
T_OTAL OUTSIDE PRODUCTION
L'
,, I , i '' l, , ,
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9. PACKAGING _ ,
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,I,
TOTAL TOOL.ING
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..... . . , ,. _ i ......
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TOOLII_ & MISC. QUOTATION SHEET
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I_ MATERIAL ,(ITE!_IIZE),
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TOTAL MATERIAL
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_.C _LLL( _k._
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6. B_NC._ _,0 q._ _ L_.S 0
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8. OUTSIDE PRODUCTION (ITFJiIZE)
C
TOTAL OUTSIDE PRODUCTION
, ,, , ,
9. PACKA,GIN_ , , ,
"10. TOOLING (.ITEHIZE) .......
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DELI VERY:
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TOTAL MATERIAL
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TOOLINg} & MISC. QUOTATION SHEET
_-_--C_ANY /_,.C_-_C. _-_:-Tt,-.c.
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SCRAP ALL_:
PIN. NO. PARTS /
"w'OL.-L.) [_. t--'U _v '_
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1. MATERIAL (ITEMIZE),
TOTAL ;4ATERIAL
2. LATHE OPERATIONS _CI,TF_IX_]
, ,, _=,, t ,, , _
i,,,
RATE COST+ L _to.I___ _
,.,, , _,. - , , ,-_
1+ MILLINGOPE,RATIONS(ITEMIZE).,.
I' BOG +
L , ,
..... , ........ l ,,
4. MISC. OPERATIONS (ITEHIZE)
• = == +_ ....
,-', z ;_7C,.5D' :,..'_, //++75-' '"'-
5. ASSFMBLY '
.-_..
_6. BENCH
7 • INSPECTION
..... , ,,, i_ ,
TOTAL SHOP OPERATIONS
..... _ ,,.,,_, p_z+,TL_
+/_,
! 'tJ,00! ._741.oo
8. _JTSIDE PRODUCTION (ITEIIIZE)
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APPENDIX G
SAMPLE ESTIMATE FOR BASE CASE FUEL TURBOPUMP
SUBCOMPONENTS FROM
BOBBITT & PRUETT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
j
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BOBBITT & PRUETT MFG. CO.
PART or JOB NO __L_-_
PROCESS
MATERIAL
HEAT TREAT
11351 PYRITE WAY RANCHO CORDOVA, CALIF.
COST ASSEMBLY SHEET
DATE _ DELIVERY
635-1830
QTY.
PLATING
PAINTING
PACKAGING
INSPECTION
SHIPPING
CERTIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
SAW
SAND
GRINDING
DRILL
MILL
TAP or THREAD
LATHE
WELDING
FORMING, HAND
iiii!
FORMING, PUNCH PRESS
' DEBURRING
SAND BLAST
q
I PLANNING
ASSEMBLY
DESIGN
TOOLING
i
1
L MISC.
,_ TOTALS
i
TIME
8 firs,
/,_"J.,e.r'.
COST
_C_ _0 o
_,70_ ' _po
/f_. oo
TROUBLE AREA & REMARKS
-,,7)v.,,,d_; c
--/r"
:F_,_.. c,.,.'f
/
! I
I
351
I t /.,-_ t r ,._. .
11351 PYRITE WAY RANCHO CORDOVA, CALIF.
BOBBITT & PRUETT MFG. CO.
COST ASSEMBLY SHEET
PART or JOB NO. _ 6"" DATE DELIVERY
635-1830
QTY.
PROCESS TIME COST TROUBLE AREA & REMARKS
MATERIAL
HEAT TREAT
PLATING
PAINTING
PACKAGING
INSPECTION
SHIPPING
CERTIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
SAW
SAND
GRINDING
DRILL
MILL
TAP or THREAD
LATHE
WELDING
FORMING, HAND
FORMING, PUNCH PRESS
DEBURRING
SAND BLAST
PLANNING
ASSEMBLY
DESIGN
TOOLING
MISC.
352 TOTALS
2
2.._, D O
3_', O o
L.
f;
(.
L..
!.
ii q
'i
i,
i. _
I ,
! •
(•
11351 PYRITE WAY RANCHO CORDOVA, CALIF.
BOBBITT & PRUETT MFG. CO.
COST ASSEMBLY SHEET
PART or JOB NO_'_ri_? p _" "$'''1/ _,._ DATE DELIVERY
635-1830
QTY.
PROCESS
MATERIAL
HEAT TREAT
PLATING
PAINTING
PACKAGING
INSPECTION
SHIP PIN O
CERTIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
SAW
SAND
GRINDING
DRILL
MILL
TAP or THREAD
LATHE
WELDING
FORMING, HAND
FORMING, PUNCH PRESS
DEBURRING
SAND BLAST
PLANNING
ASSEMBLY
DESIGN
TOOLING
MISC.
TOTALS
TIME COST TROUBLE AREA & REMARKS
353
BOBBITT & PRUETT MFG. CO.
PART orJOB NO._-_.__S_f ,S_ ?
PROCESS TIME
MATERIAL
HEAT TREAT
PLATING
11351 PYRITE WAY RANCHO CORDOVA, CALIF.
COST ASSEMBLY SHEET
635-1830
PAINTING
PACKAGING
INSPECTION
SHIPPING
CERTIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
SAW
SAND
GRINDING
DRILL
MILL
TAP or THREAD
LATHE
WELDING
FORMING, HAND
FORMING, PUNCH PRESS
DEBURRING
SAND BLAST
PLANNING
ASSEMBLY
DESIGN
TOOLING
MISC.
354 TOTALS
DATE DELIVERY
COST TROUBLE AREA & REMARKS
 pl,',Fz
QTY.
%
LI
_'T."
'i.
i ;
ii,i
_iI_"
t!/
i :
P
f
!'/L
BOBBITT & PRUETT MFG. CO.
PART orJOB NO. f_,,_/C',,_,p
11351 PYRITE WAY RANCHO CORDOVA, CALIF.
COST ASSEMBLY SHEET
IlIL// DATE DELIVERY
635-1830
QTY.
PROCESS
MATERIAL
HEAT TREAT
PLATING
PAINTING
PACKAGING
INSPECTION
SHIPPING
CERTIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
SAW
SAND
GRINDING
DRILL
MILL
TAP or THREAD
LATHE
WELDING
FORMING, HAND
FORMING, PUNCH PRESS
DEBURRING
SAND BLAST
PLANNING
ASSEMBLY
DESIGN
TOOLING
MISC.
TOTALS
TIME
q
COST TROUBLE AREA & REMARKS
355
i_ 11351 PYRITE WAY RANCHO CORDOVA, CALIF.
BOBBITT & PRUETT MFG. CO.
COST ASSEMBLY SHEET
PART or JOB NO. _ DATE DELIVERY
635-1830
QTY.
PROCESS TIME COST TROUBLE AREA & REMARKS
MATERIAL
HEAT TREAT
PLATING
PAINTING
PACKAGING
INSPECTION
SHIPPING
CERTIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
SAW
SAND
GRINDING
DRILL
MILL
TAP or THREAD
LATHE
WELDING
FORMING, HAND
FORMING, PUNCH PRESS
DEBURRING
SAND BLAST
PLANNING
ASSEMBLY
DESIGN
TOOLING
MISC.
356 TOTALS
4- ¸
E
6;!
J
f,,
i,.
i
f
(k
i
i
i
BOBBITT & PRUETT MFG. CO.
11351 PYRITE WAY
PART or JOB NO._ _'_'-"
RANCHO CORDOVA, CALIF.
PROCESS
MATERIAL
HEAT TREAT
PLATING
PAINTING
PACKAGING
INSPECTION
SHIP PIN G
CERTIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
SAW
SAN D
GRIN DIN G
DRILL
MILL
TAP or THREAD
LATHE
WELDING
FORMING, HAND
FORMING, PUNCH PRESS
DEBURRING
SAND BLAST
PLANNING
ASSEMBLY
DESIGN
TOOLING
MISC.
TOTALS
DATE
TIM E COST
COST ASSEMBLY SHEET
DELIVERY
TROUBLE AREA & REMARKS
635"1830
357
QTY.
_i_ 11351 PYRITE WAY RANCHO CORDOVA, CALIF.
BOBBITT & PRUETT MFG. CO.
I__ COST ASSEMBLY SHEET
PART or JOB NI_ DATE DELIVERY
635-1830
QTY. _-_L(_____-_
PROCESS
MATERIAL
HEAT TREAT
PLATING
PAINTING
PACKAGING
INSPECTION
SHIP PIN G
CERTIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
SAW
SAND
GRINDING
D RILL
MILL
TAP or THREAD
LATHE
WELDING
FORMING, HAND
FORMING, PUNCH PRESS
DEBURRING
SAND BLAST
PLANNING
ASSEMBLY
DESIGN
TOOLING
MISC.
358 TOTALS
TIM E COST TROUBLE AREA & REMARKS
.
C ¸
t_
L
/
zii
J
BOBBITT & PRUETT MFG. CO.
PART or JOB NO.__--
11351 PYRITE WAY RANCHO CORDOVA, CALIF. 635-1830
COST ASSEMBLY SHEET
DATE DELIVERY QTY.
PROCESS TIME COST TROUBLE AREA& REMARKS
MATERIAL
HEAT TREAT
PLATING
PAINTING
PACKAGING
INSPECTION
SHIPPING
CERTIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
SAW
SAND
GRINDING
DRILL
MILL
TAP or THREAD
LATHE
WELDING
FORMING, HAND
FORMING, PUNCH PRESS
DEBURRING
SAND BLAST
PLANNING
ASSEMBLY
DESIGN
TOOLING /A/d 
f ....
MISC.
TOTALS 359
BOBBITT & PRUETT MFG. CO.
PART or JOB NO. _j__,_r
11351 PYRITE WAY RANCHO CORDOVA, CALIF.
COST ASSEMBLY SHEET
635:1830
PROCESS TIME
MATERIAL
HEAT TREAT
PLATING
PAINTING
PACKAGING
INSPECTION
SHIPPING
CERTIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
SAW
SAND
GRINDING
DRILL
MILL
TAP or THREAD
LATHE
WELDING
FORMING, HAND
FORMING, PUNCH PRESS
DEBURRING
SAND BLAST
PLANNING
ASSEMBLY
DESIGN
TOOLING
MISC.
360 TOTALS
DATE DELIVERY
COST TROUBLE AREA & REMARKS
QTY.
- 1
E
i v
APPENDIX H
BASE CASE FUEL TURBOPUMP
COST ANALYSIS
361
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,. O T,ON
ITEM NO._
•' P N, I1.3£,q/3
NA ME _q',m'.,_A"7-
rUE L.
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST (BASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS L ANI_CO /N DU-_ rAPI£-_
I_;ANIIOUR.5 RATE
I(3 4('; PER fIR
NET DOLLARS DLO AT 2bO', ._
1 10 4O 1 10 40
•---/O-£1_r, •
G + A AT 14.25°/ * TOTAL DOLLARS
1 10 40 1 10 40
SAL1. ADVANCE QUOTE,T_ONSULTING -- --
PROCUREMENT PLANNING q,O #,O2. SAL
3. TOOLING SAL -- --
4. RAWSTOCK
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS IIR_ShL
HRL_
6. MACHINING S^L
/- _.._L 4 .Jr._ l & 2 JLt_
__ /7BO.w --
Hkl
SAL --
7. W[L DING HRI._
SAL --
+
/ -%
8. ASSY & FAB QE tlRLY --SAL
__ _2B jnt _-I_P o,- lq7 e__o __
7,5"" • ,.$-0
9. CLEANING HRLY
SAL --
10. 0 C PLANNING IIRLY
SAL --
#f 11. INSPECTION/='EC}V' .- HRLY .,3"
SAL *,-_"
,4...S- /__ =,,, qOO. ,,N' /D_O ".-._-%_'4.04L_. ---
..S-
./.6"
• ,5- 4-.,I[Z. _ _-._. 2
/8..L9. r2.fJL _Z£.1._ .._e-_ Zt:]E-- _----JJUI,3!I gk,lL IOJP..J
/ -..e__.._ W' osr __Z_ 27° /.r.J[-
/£B__Jc... _lE-Jci ")'&-_- 10E#JrJ[ 6,1_'J_ &/&,,ir,
/3.f. ./',,.r /_ ea /_ JU£ /__ms_
..I'3 ..S",.3 ,_ X&. 41 ILL _X.
12. INSPECTION HRLY --
SAL
13. INSIDE LIAISON HRLY
SAL " --
H RLY
14. SHIPPING SAL
,'.c o-) sA, '+ ""
.jr" /4_P _IB.
HRLY
--, 16. SAL
_OTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT CF EFFORT - JAN '71
31.o _E.7 & fJE
/8"_. • I_--_ IJl_ -- P-*
I
•/OZ¢.. _'.j._ t,e,_,_-14_r'.O_ 7"IJ[,_
;IEl OP DOLLARS _"PERCENTAGES OP RATE AT $12.00/HR*
ABOVE - NET DOLLARS(INHOUSE) INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/HR(HRLY)*
--_ W_UCL/Y_/V 31 7872., IN.HOUSE RATE AT $6.96/HR (SAL) *
..... _ ,- ?:~--
°
OPERATION
ITEM _10. 3(_ _t=d'_ 7
PN //--R (--<7/</
(ze_ TO mmT_J/Eo ._r )
NAME BERRI/f_, BRJL - SET" _ 0m/77
,.T .-
MA..OU.S ] R,TT
---T-- ]pERHR
1. ADVANCE QUOTES/CONSULTING HRLY
SAL
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING SAL /5-/3
3. TOOLING SAL
4. RAWSTOCK HRLY
SAL
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS HRLY
SAL
_L_W TITI£_ _//OW'h _
6. MACHINING ,,#CLUD_" .S'P_.eE.J; _ "----
HRLY
7. WELDING SAL
f-'" H RLY
'._ 8. ASSY&FABQE SAL
HRLY
9. CLEANING SAL
H RLY
10. q C PLANNING SAL
11. INSPECTION ,__)R'C_-" SAL Z,O
12. INSPECTION ,R¢"_
_13. INSIDE LIAISON HRLYSAL
HRLY /.0
SAL /,0
14. SHIPPING SAL
15.
HRLY
SAL
16.
TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
HRLY
SAL
._ //.7o&f
FUEL
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST ('BASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS ('1 1-1,) RE£'PD /..lO,gSZ,_ _'-Zl_-._q" (tq, e_3J.C,!L ,°d. _ O,¢'IZ
NET DOLLARS I DLO AT 260% * G + A AT 14.25% * TOTAL ,DOLLARS
1 10 40 1 10 40 1 10 40 1 10 40
2-0 I,D _ E_.
r:s _ '/"d.
G-:2_ S"/,pe_ o _08o o
OURN T I TIES E RDE_E.D
(= 5"0 /90
.._Y ,,3 [_ e__ 13 _ I d "L_ (_ __.__ .3 6 '.--_ Z7/-! . /8/-°
£ _ ,?_'T_R _._o ZOo Z ZOOj. ZOo.,
/?'/.C._ //'E.P-. g_..¢- /_7_o _/l_._o! _Ir'_!
.,I_3S-,__..i,_'l_,.J._ t'IZl ___.-_ _._--_i ._6 7¢¢ _Z;_
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES OP RATE AT $12.00/HR *
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE) INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/HR (HRLY) *
EW .¢ULL /V'#/r x'/_/z.
Gr_
Ut
_o
o_
/
OPERATION
ITEM NO.(_
PN I/3b_/-_-
NAME _CPA.S'R, B I-._N/ N9
1. ADVANCE QUOTE.TvCONSULTING HRI
. SAL
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
HRI
3. TOOLING SAL
4. RAWSTOCK SAL
HRI
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS SAL
6. MACHINING SAL
HRI
7. WELDING SAL
8. ASF,Y & FAB QE SAL
9. CLE_a_NG HRL_SAL
HRLY
10. 0 C PLANNING SAL
13.00
SAL
11. INSPECTION _A'rC
FU_'L-
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST (BASE CASE) •
COST ANALYSIS L/_,et;O ev_3rR/££
12. IN SPECT ION,,50@_£
MAN ilOUR,S RATE NET DOLLARS DLO AT 2607, * G + A AT 14.25"/, * TOTAL DOL,LARS
10 40 PER HR 1 10 40 1 10 40 1 ,10 40 1 10 40
I Z.._. 8_'J_ 17J._. I,,F._
HRLY ,..,_-" .5-
SAL ,.5"- ./.5"
SAL /.J'L) /.O0
HRLY
13. INSIDE LIAISON SAL
HRLY
14. SHIPPING S,aL
HRLY
15. SAL
HRLY
16. SAL
I TOTAL UNIT COST
* I_IDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
_F'7 ,_e 27# _ £'9/+f;
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE :- NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE)
_" W ¢_ L/L L I KAI N X 7 ,_ 7 "J
• =_'¢_. i}'_.¢1. _I.._"_L
OP RATE AT $12.00/HR*
INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/HR (HRLY) *
INHOUSE RATE AT $6.96/HR (SAL) *
-o .
(3',
OPERATION
ITEM NO. (_+ _)
PN II.%_ qE_d_
-0?/0[4 ,
NA ME ..¢'._L,"EA" BZ",,IR/#O -z OWC4,
A/OrE ". TWO CLZ. 7_'EG(Jl/_ED
1. ADVANCE QUOTES/CONSULTING
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
3. TOOLING
4. RAWSTOCK
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS
HRLY
S_L
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
'HRLY
SAL
6. MACHINING
7. WELDING
8. ASSY & FAB QE
9, CLEANING
10. Q C PLANNING
11. I NSP ECT I0 NsJl_ J'C}##C-_
12. INSPECTION .t_ re'E,"
13. INSIDE LIAISON HRLY
SAL
14. SHIPPING HRLY
SAL
HRLY
15. SAL
HRLY16.
.--, SAL
"'" " I TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
FUEL
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST (BASE CASE)
M_J RATE
,(,., .,_,<-
COST ANALYSIS
J10. 2¢1,-6 q,
LR/'/?CO /ND#_ T#I£]
I '"NET DOLLARS DLO AT 260% * G + A AT 14.25% * TOTAL DOL.LARS
1 10 40 1 10 40 1 10 40 1 10 40
_'.___20_._ 4 /._C_f_ _ 5-.F2.._Z'I0 _,-x,=),oS"I_ 7, 3. '.L.t. 17,r B5" ____17./_!._ /,I.-!..g
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NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES OP RATE AT $12.00/HR *
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE) INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/Hit (HRLY) *
IC'W _ULL _V,nN"
o_
i co
OPERATION
ITEM NO.
PN //3/-- ?/_
NA ME L"_t_L,/PLI/Y_, TUI_B/,IYE
1 ADVANCE QUOTE,TvCONSULTING HR!
• _.6,L
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING SAL
3. TOOLING SAL
; 4. RAWSTOCK SAL
HRLY
5. CASTINGS OR FORGiNGS SAL
6. MACHINING HRLYSAL
7. WELDING SAL
%,; 8. ASSY&FABQE SAL
HRLY
9. CLEANING SAL
10. O C PLANNING
11. INSPECTION _,'PEr"
12. INSPECTION ._i_,4t_K
_13. INSIOE LIAISON
14. SHIPPING
15. SAL
lb. : HRL_SAL
TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
FUEL
LOW COS'l: TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST ('BASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS 4_,_/z_'o /,4vDU£ 7"iPI,F2
MAN HOURS I RATE NET DOLLARS DLO AT 260'7.*
1 io 40 1 1o 40
I
,,, i o.& f-,,- _
G +A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLARS
1 10 40 1 10 40
4,,5" /.L) .'/ _,q..-_-
___ /D2 __..o_,-_,,a_ .b"_,._..._,_'2.2_o E',,,____.47f _r_
SAL
• 3- ,.._-
SAL , ,5- _/-%--
SAL 13, o
HRI
SAL
HRI
SAL
,3"
,/.5-
2,/0
-- l,l _'_..__"I -__" 27"_...._° ....
_ ___:. / 7_ l ;aW l ar_, /0 c'a /O wa IO"J
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OPERATION
ITEM NO. _
PN I/3_ fib
NAME /V'U T; CD/JPL / IV,_ L
1. ADVANCE QUOTES,CONSULTING
HRLY
_.AL
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
_" l O -- JdP'_,, '_
3. TOOLING
FUEL
LOW C0S¥ TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST CBASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS LAP/t_CO /NaguJr T'IeICS
_" MAN HOURS i RATE NET DOLLARS DLO AT 260/.* G + A AT 14.25% t
--1- T-_o--l-_-- PER.-R z zo 4o J. lo 40 z., zo 4o
4. RAWSTOCK
3,0 . i,,
SAL
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS
6. MACHINING
HRLY
SAL
7. WELDING
HRLY
SAL
0 8. ASSY & FABQE
HRL¥
SAL
HRL'V _.C)
SAL
9. CLEANING
HRLY
SAL
10. Q C PLANNING
HRLY
SAL
11. INSP ECTION ,R'[""
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
12. INSPECTION I C'OUte(_f
HRLY
_13. INSIDE LIAISON SAL
1.0
SAL
14. SHIPPING
H RLY
15. SAL
HRL¥
16. SAL
i TOTAL UNiT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
HRLY
SAL
TOTAL DOLLARS _
1 ].0 40 •
, ._- ,.5-
•/5" , /3-
._? ,&
_ ___ __ _f i <__ / o +,.. _, os- _ ?.._o ,1._o... I 7 _
/z_ I,tJ_ /O_--Z ' /0 "_ /0 °_
/ c'___i _ZE _
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES OP RATE AT $"I2.O0/'HR *
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE) INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/HR (HILLY)*
E Ir ._I/_.LI FA/V" X 78'71b
.o.
O
OPERATION
ITEM NO. Q
PN 112&_/_'
NAME L_SY RIN TH. _#AF T
1. ADVANCE QUOTE,TvCONSULTING
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
3. TOOLING
4. RAWSTOCK
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS
6. MACHINING
7. WELDING
0 8. ASSY & FAB QE
9. CLEANING
10. O C PLANNING
11. INSPECTION REr'
12,. IN SPECTIO N,_'OOR" _-
13. INSIDE LIAISON
14. SHIPPING
15.
16.
TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
1
HRLY
SAL
SAL
HRLY
SAL ......
HRLY --
SAL
HRLY
SAL
I_RLY
SAL 7..O
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY _-¢-
SAL , ,.5'-
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
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HRLY
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LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
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COST ANALYSIS L,_,n3co //V'_$r/P/E_
MANH-0UgS j RAT-E'- NET DOLLARS . DLO AT 260% *
_-I zo I 4o,.LPER_HR_------'---- Z Z0 40 Z Z0
." I0 JO 6q
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OPERATION
ITEM NO. @
PN //.3b 7_? /
0 NA M E CARIdER, BKX_RI/V_ -L _9WKlf
1. ADVANCE QUOTES,CONSULTING
[1
HRLY:
_r._L
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING W _D
SAL
3. TOOLING H RL_SAL
4. RAWSTOCK HRLYSAL
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS HRLYSAL
6. MACHINING
HRLY
SAL /2.D
H RLY
7. WELDING SAL
e-_ 8. ASSY & FAB QE HRLYSAL
HRLY
9. CLEANING SAL
HRLY
10. Q C PLANNING SAL
11. INSPECTION. R_"C"
12. INSPECTION i.sou, t'cE
H RL¥
_1}. INSIDE LIAISON SAL
H RL_
14. SHIPPING SAL
HRLY
15. SAL
HRLY
16. SAL
TOTAL UNIT COST
* _IIOPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
HRLY . ,5-
SAL ,
I/0- _10-_ Gt'
FUEL
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY.
UNIT COST CBASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS LRmCO /,rf_.¢F/P/ES'
MANHOURS j RAT -
zo I 40.--IPERH-R
NET DOLLARS .DLO AT 260/.* G +A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLARS
1 10 40 1 10 40 1 10 40 1 _.0 40
_ _ _-_.._ /.l _I_ l l _f_ //.,_S'_ / /_ _-+ 'F.T'_I_.
,.¢-
,/5-
XD
3..4.. 2._2.. 2Z._- ,_--_
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES OP RATE AT $12.00J_R *
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE) IIMHOUSE RATE AT _1.87/HR (HRLY) *
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ITE M NO.
PN l13d, _'ZZ.
NAME .¢P_CP._P, .T#IM-LTZR#swo APE TRINIAI_-
i. ADVANCE QUOTESICONSULTING HRLY
S_L
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
3. TOOLING HRL_
SAL
4. RAWSTOCK HRLY
SAL
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS
,cUE /
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST _ASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS (.t_,OAGO, O" )
i
LA TIlE
6. MACHINING .Bv'P/L L
INSPZ_ T
7. WELDING HRL_
SAL
MAN HOURS I RATE
z T-[_o-IpER iIR
I
3,0
SAL
HRL_
SAL
HRL_ 2.D
SAL "2.o
4.(3
'--- 8. ASSY & FAB QE HRL¥
SAL
9. CLEANING HRLY
SAL
10. Q C PLANNING HRLY
SAL
4,
11. INSPECTION,,REC HRLY _5--
SAL ,5-
12. INSPECTION SOU,_¢ 11iW_t l /. ,0
SAL
i
13. INSIDE LIAISON HRLY
SAL
14. SHIPPING HRLY
SAL
15. HRLY
SAL
16. HRLY
SAL
TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
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NET DOLLARS I . DLO AT 260% * G + A AT 14.25% * TOTAL DOLLARS
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4. RAWSTOCK
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7. WELDING
in
._ 8. ASSY & FAB QE
9. CLEANING
10. Q C PLANNING
11. IN SPECTION ,#'f'"
j/Z>-] O-6 q
12. INSPECTION ,_O_RCE
.13. INSIDE LIAISON
14. SHIPPING
15.
16.
t ..
I TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
DLO AT 260%* . G+A AT 14.25%*
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H RLY
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SAL ....
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SAL --
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b. MACHINING SAL _'.0
F/_/EL-
LOW COST TURSOPUMP STUDY
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COST ANALYSIS L,q,mCO IN.DO# T',,91E$
"' MAN HOUR, S I RAT-E'"" NET DOLLARS I .DLO AT 260"/,,*
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HRLY
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OPERATION
ITEM NO. (_
P N //..3(o _3(0
NAME ROTOR, TURB//Y'f- _ /
1. ADVANCE QUOTESICONSULTING
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
3. TOOLING
4. I_ ..-'OR_//Y_
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS
LII TH E
6. MACHINING /'rip L L
jZ:) I_'/ L L
P.XPN T b _ RAPN
7, _ CUTTE'RS
f" VCNZ) C/t
--' 8.
INKPEd T/ON
- 9. CLEANING
10. Q C PLANNING
11. INSPECTION, ..,¢ouRr-=-
12. INSPECTION 0_£C
/ I/-_'--6 q
FU_L-
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST _ASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS p,,#RjO (_ Z),/V
M. 1 NETOOLL,,"S DLOAT260,o*
--_--l--_0-'--[--40--IPER HR 1--- ---_--- _ I 10 40
I
5AL
150 2,0
SAL
HRLY
SAL
H RLY
SAL
_ o = _. / / 7. f II q--_ !15"_1/5" qz-'F'_" 2:':':':':':':':':__ _ _
SAL /Z,O 8,_ 7._
/.2'_'T,ZD ¢'7-.,_.-d=' ._'/', /
/ _.0 "/'_' 7, I q IS- 17_#,__.,¢ z,4_IZ._ 127Z -¢5 -- --
SAL /_C',,_ °,L7"3 "ctZ'Z¢ -- ---------"
I.ST,_Z) I'I, iP' 10.7 ll-__.C, i[_9_1.34 3_._o/_ 0 _--_ '-----
SAL
H RLY
SAL
H RLY
SAL
SAL -/.b'T._ Z 5-
_i2,0 ZO
SAL :30 ._-
G + A AT 14.25%* ... TOTAL DOLLARS
1 10 40 1 10 40
__ __ ICZ_,,ZZ .....
/,gL.o 5"3,F_P. 7/-£- ,_'._Z ,l_?y__._o 5-7z_._ ZB(,..__
--- 14"_ _..._ .... _1"/'7 _'__
_1_,. INSIDE LIAISON SAL
14. SHIPPING
HRLY
15. SAL
HRLY
16.. SAL
_ TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT -JAN '71
-- ,(,_,..._._ II3D____z II 7 _ _3_.4_?P_ IO'N_-._._' _'t_ "ze
__ 2q!___ IVL:._ 17__.Z. 19_3 _ IS-.J?'J_ 13_/-._.
.5"00__° aO _-£ .4[a-Z 7L_.. ._'Z£ ,,R'7o .C"7L.Z i4S'7o 45"7_.
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAC.ES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE)
OP RATE AT $12.00/HR *
INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/HR (HRLY) *
OPERATION
ITEM NO.
PN 11:.¢6c7131
©
NAME ROTOR', TU/i'B l ffE ,"2.
1. ADVANCE QUOTES,CONSULTING S.a,L
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING SAL
3. TOOLING HR
SAL
4. RAWSTOCK SAL
5. _FO_C;_r'_ S
L.a7 T'/../E
6. MACHINING /_/L L
D_PI L L
7. i CU T 7Z'R
BEHCH
_ "; ___ _ VE'W_9_R8.
I NSF_I_ r/Dh"
9, CLEANING HRISAL
10. Q C PLANNING HRI
SAL
11. IN SP ECTION rSOUI_'£
12. INSPECTION R'E'r"
!
:. D. o _L7._7
R.5-oO ED./
/2,0 8._
/ D,D
/_o I/,?
_13. INSIDE LIAISON
14. SHIPPING
15. SAL
16. HRI
SAL
TOTAL UNIT COST
SAL /"x"O
HRI 2,_
SAL 2.0
SAL
I_AN HOURS
10 t 40
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
" /ll-5"-Gq
FUE L
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST (BASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS p,,,)A,,,q_9_"
J___R.ATE_ NET DOLLARS .DLO AT 260% *
" --IPERHR- 1 10 40 1 10 40
2,0 1.0 _ SP I_'_ /3£=-_
............... ID _-_ __
G + A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLARS
z _.o 40 z z0 140
7,0-
/O
,,5-
/_ r_ 7c_ js'_r_ .z_J ..<-7.rEzm.z
,5"D°__° ,#0 o.._o,'_'Oo...._- 7/.J
,,i
.5-?_° .E'Z_o S"7_- W ,4&"Z_
i | i
, _ J
NET OP DOLLARS z PERCENTAGES OP I_TE AT $12._/NR •
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS {INHOUSE) NIINOI_E UTE AT _il.|_/tll_ _lll_Y)* ::_
E W ,S'¢K.LIV'A_V' X "F_I;P_
................. --.......................... _ ..... _ -_- -:_ ,,,_.J-C
(uO
oo. ' - OPERATION
c_
ITEM NO. (_
PN /l_/DtT-_ L COST ANALYSIS
C_'_ F '--_'_'_OUR'S f RATE NET DOLLARS
" NA ME 130L 7-, TURB/M,_F RO TO/f ___ _
[_/N/T C_UDIVTll-_Y /_ PO- --_-- " -- -"[ i _t 10 I 40--IPERHR- 1 10
HRLYI-- I_ IAOV^NCEOUOTE ONSUL 'NG ,
_0 /,O ,-_-
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING SAL
'HRLY ..
3. TOOLING SAL
H RLY
4. RAWSTOCK SAL
HRLY
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS SAL
HRLY 15.D I _.S-O 7,D6. MACHINING SAL
H RLY
- 7. WELDING SAL
-_- H RLY
_ 8. ASSY & FAB QE SAL
L
H RLY
9. CLEANING SAL
H RLY
10. Q C PLANNING SAL
HRLY .._4-- .3-
11. INSPECTION,A'fC SAL ,,5- ,/S'-
2,0 /°,5-12. INSPECTION _o/J/t_£" SAL
HRLY
:_15. INSIDE LIAISON SAL
HRLY
14". SHIPPING SAL _ _
H RLY
15. SAL
-- HRLY
16. SAL
-- I TOTAL UNIT COST X _,_
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
FUEL
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST _ASE CASE)
L.,qr'FICO I/V'J21./_TAP/£S
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INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/ttR (HRLY) *
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OPERATION
ITEM NO.(_
PN //3(0 _D=_ '
NA ME R/N/.;, _/PIF/CE-Hfz_# PPEa°SL_E
1. ADVANCE QUOTES,CONSULTING
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
3. TOOLING
4. RAWSTOGK
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS
6. MACHINING
7, WELDING
8. ASSY & FAB QE
L
9. CLEANING
10. Q C PLANNING
11. INSPECTION ,R£C2
12. INSPECTION _OURCE
:_1}. INSIDE LIAISON
HRLY
14. SHIPPING SAL
I_RLY
15. SAL
16. " SAL
TO.TAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
//0 - .T/-_, 9'
G +A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLARS
I
i 10 40 1 10 40
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE)
c" W _ULLIV'AN x "TFtT2
OP RATE AT $12.00/HR*
INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/HR (HRLY) *
(- ,7 ¸ r¸ _ _ "_" :÷: ...... 7:
• /
.... i"
• • OPERATION
ITEM NO.
' " PN //3_c7_5"
© NAME N'(/7;,_gYGO_'FICE-H/[3/I ,P'A_'SJ'#,I_E
1. ADVANCE QUOTES_CONSULTING
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
3. TOOLING
4. RAWSTOCK
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS
6, MACHINING
7. WELDING
-- 8. ASSY & FAB QE
9. CLEANING
10, Q C PLANNING
11. INSPECTION eArlE
"12. INSPECTiON_ .._,PCE
13. INSIDE LIAISON
14. SHIPPING
15.
16.
I TOTAL' UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
O0
FUEL
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST _ASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS z._#Jgq //u/',o_ i"_P/£-_
_N HOuR.S t RAT_- NETDOLLARS DLOAT260%*
1 zo 40 z 10 40
HRL_
.('.AL
SAL
H RLY
SAL "---
HRL¥
SAL
HRL'Y
SAL
H RLY
SAL _O,O
H RL¥
SAL
H RLY
SAL
H RLY
SAL
H RL¥
SAL
HRL_t A O
SAL /,
SA_L Z,O
HRL'/
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
/O - 31-(D q
G +A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLARS
1 10 40 1 10 40
/, 0 ,c.,c- _, _,_.__ 41Z...o /_ e.._ .3 "f-__1#8C._*' 1_2".-£
....... __qD _e ,-- _,_ /'_ _ _'/,p/Z__
IZ, 0
,;Z7.5"a"_;L_3t£o:
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE)
E It'__dLLIVAh_" X 7_7Z
7_,_//_,_r_/"_ 7_'3,__..C]r_,
OP RATE AT $12.00/HR *
INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/HR (HRLY) *
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O_ OPERATION
ITEM NO. @
PN 113(, _'_[,
NAME VR/)'E, DIFFUSER- PU/_ P
1. ADVANCE QUOTES£ONSULTING HRLY
S&L
FTUEL . zo-._/- _-¢
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST ('3ASE CASE)
COST AKALYSIS ,, ,,_/T}C O
MANHOURS j RA'iE''- NETDOLLARS .DLOAT260%*
zo 40 zo 40
I
G + A AT 14..25% * TOTAL .DO.L.L.ARS
1 10 40 1 10 40
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING ml_l I/.5:.oSAL
3. TOOLING HRLY
SAL
4. RAWSTOCK HRLY
SAL
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS HRLYSAL
2.0 1.0
27_ oo IZ'.F oo 1_5-(,.__
6. MACHINING HRLY pSAL IIDOoO 737.0 I,,O.O /Zoo IEDD_ cFDO£-° 7P-D °c --
H RLY
7, WELDING SAL
8. ASSY & FAB QE HRLYSAL
9. CLEANING HRLY
SAL
10. Q C PLANNING HRLY
SAL
11. INSPECTIONgR'EC
HRLY /_O
SAL /. D
SAt_L (_,,o ,12. INSPECTION _O/JRC_"
1],. INSIDE LIAISON HRLY
SAL
14. SHIPPING HRLY
SAL
HRLY
15. SAL
HRLY
16. SAL
I TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
-- 171 °0 I_BZ___s- ID?._..£ _371_°._IDZB= s _I_.Z _°-
-- !30°° /_?o__o /4oo "_ _ 2 _ Z °.-£ __ _. Z O L _ /_ °._°
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUS-'-)
E W.._MLLIVAN" X 7_72
.,4..-,
OP RATE AT $12.00/HR *
INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/HR (HRLY) *
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OPERATION
ITEM NO. @
PN 113(pcZD'2
NA ME INDUCER, P/ill) P
1. ADVANCE QUOTE.SvCONSULTING
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
3,. TOOLING
4. RAWSTOCK
5. _ FORGINGS
TU6W FOle GCIV
F'UE L_
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST _'_ASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS (,°,q/PAGD/Y_
MAN HOURS RATE NET DOLLARS .DLO AT 260%* G + A AT 14.25%* TOTAL ..DOLLARS
1 ---10---V'40"--[P-'ER HR 1 10 40 1 zo 40 1 I 10 40 1 ].0 40
H RLY
5AL
_ IS:.D 2,O 1.0 _ ___ IDf-_ o 12,._ _,e_._ 271,,f.._ __I_ I_L o ,.,c'8_'6 7t---_ 3 s'7 4"?P _-..- ,.t"-7_ar 2._._-
SAL .....
HRLY _-:LR_oSAL "_/_CEL_ ................. -- " 47_J" J_-° ........
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL _ IDDDO_" ?L_o._o _2Eo_ .... /,_2r.. o q=:7.._ _0._._ ll_tZ_'o 79_E.__ 71__£
6. MAC H I NING T6'_ :aN _q,_,WE i_-0.o ,¢7,'_ 42"./
F:,,I/.F,H T_n +COWTO_R _ e,._'.o_OO ;q.T"_"'_ /7._-/4"'D ii o,____ t2.,Eq'7._._ "=I_P/._---.._,_OP_.. _ -- I7,_2._- 1"4_:_E___ I_r._r._r._r._r._r._'_:-£14_ ., -_--- IIR'l q--._7 fDO._-_1"1
tf'DOLPH _,_N /DO, O Tc_,_ 7D-/
CUTTERS /E,O I/.,_ / a.-,_
9. {II3EJ_IM_N_" _T" LIP d, CUT" ?¢:f_4P( tO _._ -- (
SAL _ _
12. INSPECTION _E'C HRLY I Z,D I.D I,O 487 _Z._ 4__._ .41__ _._-_--_ 12_ /2_,¢.,
14. SHIPPING HRL¥
SAL _ _ -- 6-D_ 'q'L_°-.-° 4-c_ °° _ 71}3 __- _o _.R- 7 _o .5"7/.;7_ ,=._- _ "¢_- _.ZP
IS, O U T S l I'_ E '_ TN RE,Q D _'_/RJD _ !IZ £" _-F.:-cf¢=7_1_ B7 IJ"
16. HRLY
.- SAL
I TOTAL UNIT COST 7.b""_ 5"6_. _-7"#Z_ _t _'_Ll,&',g.. _7_'6'.__ _&_o.._l i_i,,_l
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71 NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTACES OP RATE AT $12.00/HR*
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE) INHOUSE RATE AT $4 .B7/HR (HRi.N) *
E" W S'U__LtV_ x 7,_ 7_,
©OPERATION
ITEM NO. @
PN 11_gL_ 9
1. ADVANCE QUOTE._CONSULTING
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
3. TOOLING
4. RAWSTOCK
5, CASTINGS OR FORGINGS
6. MACHINING
7, WELDING
Q 8. ASSY & FAB QE
F-UL-/...
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST ('BASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS L,q'/'F_'O //Y.DZJ..."r,_i'/E.S'
NAMI- IVU/ M)J].///It_LL£/_ I"[t i, O//Y//Y G , MAN HOURS RATE NET DOLLARS
I i 0 PER HR i0 40
,,, ,
HRLY
9. CLEANING
10. Q C PLANNING
11. INSPECTION tPz"C-,
12. INSPECTION (.,¢0O_CA'-
13. INSIDE LIAISON
14. SHIPPING
15.
SAL
SAL
HRLY
SAL °--
HRL_
SAL
HRL_
SAL
H RLY
SAL _ 0
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
H RLY
SAL
HRL_ ,--%_-
SAL
SA_L /.L)
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
16.
I TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT -.JAN '71
/ I O - ] f - I,= ¢F
•DLOAT260%* G+A AT 14.25%*
1 10 40 1 10 40
TOTAL ,DOLLARS
1 10 40
O0
_D
-- 1.5"_ES ..... 21 _ ...... 171__.__
-'_._-- "_-,(:> /2 oo /D,_o3 ,_,_o._o /,.t- J_!_ q _ _ _ .F /?3..]7_ 73"}!. 5-_
._-
,/,5-
/.0
17/_ £79'].¢ (,_ _¢.
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE)
E VV" .._U,'LIt,',cl,_
"-_D/.//v_I7/ _.3 _/$'3'_7/ /17_r
OP RATE AT $12.OO/HR *
INHOUSE RATE AT $4 .II7/NR (HILLY) *
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OPERATION
ITEM NO. _
PN I13(_ ?IO
FUEL
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST (BASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS /.J_I_CD (/7_C._ )
NAME YDLL/7"_ PUITJP/./O/J.q//V_ -- MAN HOUR,S } RAT-E'" NET D_LLARS .DLO AT 260% *
I. ADVANCE QUOTESX::ONSULTING HRLYs_,L 1 T--IO--T--4o--IP_ER-H-R-- -i----'--z-O--_ 1 io 40
_-f-_--...._oi fL'-_ ,':-_'_ZTl'__t3'_;r_' ./2"_
PLANNING ;_L_EC-_=_mr-,,..=,/.b"_,D 2,D l,O /_._,2. PROCUREMENT
/-,_A'Z.=-_#C y _ EAS" r _ .............. _ .'?DZ,6'E - -- --3. TOOLING
L/_mC:O _ ....... { .... &-7___. --
4. RAWSTOCK HRLY
SAL
5. CASTINGS _ HRLY /_z o___oSAL //,'_.'L.)_:_d'_ ['_'_,(_ /_ _LC)°--5/3;_'-£'G-°/2_-_°_'_
PE#F_C ro _ r l l l
SAL _ --
H RLY
7. WELDING SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
0 8. ASSY & FAB QE
9. CLEANING
HRLY
i0. O C PLANNING SAL
P,ex,F[c #-o fmli 8 0 _T.O _,,d)
11. iNSPECTION $O¢_#CE _. _'_
LRmc.o SAL /,__',0 "7,,5- -,%';,0
12..INSPECTIONt ,_-C. (pEAP[£cro_ HRLYI .3- ,3" . S" _'._,.._
SAL ! _,0 /,S- /,0 _' _'---..-_
13. INSIDE LIAISON HRLYSAL
/'_RF-_cr o14. SHIPPING
L,mKO
1,5, /leg "_CFION,P-_C /LL4/_EO ) HRLY /'() /,_ /.0 _;i177
SAL j _.._ 4._- I,O {_'_"
i
16. HRLY!
TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
SAL
/'_'RFECTO C_'T I C#ST/41_ )
G +A AT 14.25°/_ * TOTAL DOLLARS
1 10 40 1 10 40
-f___- 7/-._. !-3 L r 4_-._ " 'J'-7)J! _11_J[
_ /_z__, s-_ _J-__a _ l_z_.] _
_3____o/3(. q_-//__Y._ /f,_?f__ /0_'_ ° _'_
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS {INHOUSE)
oP _'r_ ,'r $1Z.OO/.R*
m.ous_ _T_ A_ $4.B7,',= (.RLY)*
w.
4 ,
OPERATION
C_ .,qS'YEII_BLE 7-UR_E)F:Y_JIF1PITEM NO. v
PN I I_[_ cIDO
NAME TURBO PUIIJP i)I.I'EmBZ Y ___
1. ADVANCE QUOTES,CONSULTING HRLY
5&L
MAN HOURS
10 I 40
11. INSPECTION
FUEL
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST _,ASE CASE)
COST ANAl. YSlS
16.-_/_)P Pi.A_I#I#_. (/I)t'G. EHG. )
i tOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
./I/- ,_-Ko 9"
I RATE- NETDOLLARS I .DLOAT200"/o* G+A AT14.25"_*
--I_R HR- 1__ lO I 4o z zo 40 1 l lO 40 1 10
- -_Do_ "_
4C'D_
.'_C C _ ......
TOTAL DOLLARS
40
Li ,
i •
I, i_!
APPENDIX I
BASE CASE OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP
COST ANALYSiS
t ,
393

OPERATION
ITEM NO. Q
PN 1137L}10
NA ME//OUS/,/)"G,L_E_/_I/'/C-r
1. ADVANCE QUOTES,CONSULTING
PERFE [' TO /'_'FI_T
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
L ARt}," (_
1
HRLY
SAL
SAL /_f,O
PEIPFE(- TO (_,_o S 7"
3. TOOLING HRtYSAL
4. RAWSTOCK HRLYSAL
HRL'Y
SAL5. CASTINGS/:_EA'FE_ TO /',q_ T
6. MACHINING 77.J_/V c_'n,'-zEr,"
.D#//- L #- 7",Q P
7. 'ee_m_- /nl.9C #)l/LING-
LOz
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST CRASECASE)
COST ANALYSIS
8.
I IY£ PE C T
9. CLEANING
 A,,OU S .ET OLL,RS
I0 1 40 PER HR _. 10 40
.- 11-17-(.DR
DLO AT 260% *
1 10 40
G + A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLAR$
1 10 40 1 10 4_
#.q# /,,2._÷ --_ q_ ,_,_,7 1_,2,_'_ ig.,o 12, c._ _?2/-_ 2._-; 2,_o 25-t63 28. 63 20It 3
_.9_, i0,_oo j"Z.zo _,#.._zo 276. _o /_ST. Ta 9d.4-e 5",J,3_- _26.'r_ 17.ws" 4,27.z_'ZI_I,2 o l_,_._
-- ,'/OD.oo -- ....... 15_,,.7_- ........ iP_..Z-S" , ........
S FJ_ ...... 121./_ -- '[71/_ .....
I_L_ 4-L).O 3d."_ 2 L <:t- i/. ,/_ z17__:'° 3_'_ "°_" 2/.-_,_w __
S_ !4-_._ 2D.'d 2(,,"1 - ,,q.7,ooo _1,_,.o® 315-.4_
i1.___ /_//_o /#7.zz /2_,/'r __//,,,0 12,3 ID.G
ZO.O I_q- 13.7__
_1_ /2.0 c?.2 7 -_/'
HRLY
SAL
/2_ °_ /_0._ IZO,_"
135"k.£ I0_.4_ ,_._o
,_/5-
II._o
HRLYI
10. Q C PLANNING SAL
11. INSPECTION. _'oo_c._ SAL _' 0L _JR'_C_
12. INSPECTIOI¢ _;,c _PEmFECTO ) HRLY ,,-$"SAL 2
HRLY
_13. INSIDE LIAISON SAL
pERIrEI " 1"o l
14. SHIPPING qmr --
15. _,_t_,,EC....TI_,II,_Er" L,R_C(3 I_RLY /.D
16.
• J TOTAL UNiT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT " JAN '71
SAL
/.S- l,O Co._,c,
2000 /÷oo /2oo
:_0oo 24-00 1,9 °0
,,/-,_r _..w_' ,4,_t /Z. _'6 12 ,_ /Z. _'_"
IS2z /O._e {_._" 3(,.,v 27.'_" /_yo
L
NET OPDOLLARS x PERCENTAGFS
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE)
EW ¢#LLIV_N X7_72
OP RATE AT $12.00/NR*
INHOUSE RATE AT $4.17/t_t (HRLY) *
(3",
,.j
OPERATION
ITEM NO.Q
PN I137011
NA ME ,-,°HRF- T
1, ADVANCE QUOTES/CONSULTING
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
3. TOOLING
4. RAWSTOCK
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS
TURIY CDIRPLE T E
6. MACHINING
..Z)NI L L
/'rill L _PLINEE
7. ,_m_r,-'
L .... ,
8. " ..... ?. _ _1[
9. CLEANING
10. Q C PLANNING
11. INSPECTION, _c
12. INSPECTION S<:_wE_
_13. INSIDE LIAISON
14. SHIPPING
15.
16.
! TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT- JAN '71
MAN HOURS
z lO
HRLY
SAL
SAL
HRLY
SAL
tTRL_ __
H RLY
SAL
lb. 0 /2.3
40,0 30._"
l_1m_ lb. o 7.7
SW¢._ q.D _.'I
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY /..0 /._
SAL /_ .3
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL -- --
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
4O
/,0
5=Zz:
/O,(p
2(..&
._C. c/
LO?_.
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST (BASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS
.-11-17- (.
I RAT-E" , NET DOLLARS . DLO AT 260°/°*
I_ERHR" I zo 40 1 zo 40
G +A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLARS
1 10 40 1 10 I 4O
_q'd lO.?qo /..,Zq____2 /__,4_.. 2"/I"P_ S_Z._.- 17Z3 o ,.E3's-_ ?sLy j_'-T 4.Zfe,.._ .cyz_- Z___s
-- 4':/5'£.£ 329 °0 8_/;°-.- ° -- 7,0 z_____r44. _'_" 4-2 _ ..,'Fg.,e__...F375-___R _.._.
,,T3 g_L Z(. o..__ ZZ ]z 2712._ : 20_Z_- _; f7 _'¢'-.#-
.... 2 _ °--° 12 O °c# I _ °.-----° 3_z. 2,f._
2 _ 274_& 22 Is" 20arz
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE : NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE)
W .._/./LLIV_IV X'1"_72.
OP RATE AT $12.0O/HR*
INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/HR (HRLY) *
"_/_,.LX .At_,,,'.AITWT,._ _ .._
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OPERATION
ITEM NO.(_
PN 113 701:3
NA ME gERL RSJ'.Y, BZ'L L0 WS-UPPE R
1. ADVANCE QUOTES/_ONSULTING SAL
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
3. _ SAL
4. _ SAL
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS SAL
:/,5"O
SAL
6, MACHINING #ET TS I_FG SAL
HRI
7. WELDING SAL
4, HRI
8" ASSY & FAB QE SAL
HRLY
9. CLEANING SAL
HRLY
10. Q C PLANNING SAL
11. INSPECTION ,se_Jee..E SAL _' 0
HRLY /,0
12. INSPECTION __c. SAL
HRLY
_13. INSIDE LIAISON SAL
HRLY
14. SHIPPING SAL
HRLY
15. SAL
HRLY
16. SAL
TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT- JAN '71
91""It"IIf_-.LIJDrE ._F_REX
MAN HOURS
lO I 40
L 02_ ill-I_r-E°=/
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST CBASE CASE) (P/V 7/2,#.oq-zq) ([I"EF, j)
COST ANAI.YSIS _.E T 7-2 _FG. - :_ .... . -s-_- T'_d,L_,t
tRAT_- NET DOLLARS DLO AT 260% * G + A AT 14.25% * TOTAL DOLLARS
:'ER HR 1 10 40 1 lO 40 1 10 40 1 10 40
J ,i,
Z,O /,0 _.qG Id4_,_o I_.qz _,_ 271d'_" 3/o./? i_? /o 5"3.5"e 7./'_ 2s"/" _._.4.o .5-,7.z_ 2_._
_- _UmVT T/_ s _ ,DEREZ_
Z IZ 4 4-
CO_T _CLd,H
_,'IdO.O_iZOOO.°° t400.O0
4.=odO.oc 2,_Jz_po 13"_OP o __
_Dp'_ 25-,00 20po ,_z* Z._6 Z,a's" _'_.;¢= 2R._ ZZ.es"
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE =NET DOLLARS(INHOUSE)
OP RATE AT $12.00/1"1R *
INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/HR (HRLY) *
0OPERATION
ITE M NO. _(_
PN //3 701'q-
NAME 3"ER L t_I IYG ,,_LIh'/K//Y_ -U PPE R
1. ADVANCE QUOTES_ONSULTING SAL
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
MAN HOU RS
10 I 40
3. TOOLING un',_ A, _/,/,'L_;//_F-
•_.,E ._ ,7
SAL
UH/Ofi EAIR'BIDE
4. limJ_DRn_____
5. "_'=-_- _-Z ?__Z ......
_PCO_T" rZ_mE P¢Ar/N_
b. MACHINING Tutr/Y C01nP_ETt
_IP//_D o_ L A P
BEN/" tV
7.
I N$_C T
•-J 8. ASSY& FABQE
L O _- ./ ll - lJ-g,q
LOW COST TURE'OPUMP STUDY ,_
UNIT COST fBASE CASE) ([eo_rl (_uo T_ r_orn z_ ,_ //-,1. 0-6 q- _/_¢_R PDIrT Ji/i
COST ANLLYSIS (O._iu mF_- ) .-: .., ..... ,( I
,_ _Ar_ _,_,_'!) =_,P'..
RATE NET DOLLARS DLO AT 26(_/. * G + A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLARS
_ER HR 1 10 40 1 10 40 1 10 40 1 10 40
2 /z -_,P j
/_. ¢_ 3/, _z /. .z ,e .'f , _' 7 "_/.,;3 /&.zz. /t.g,(. / g.oz __ 2 o 2,_-o /_._'_- _.._.(. 20. o] ;
ZZ._
9. CLEANING
10. Q C PLANNING
II. INSPECTION, _RF-_
12. INSPECTION _SOURCE
_13. INSIDE LIAISON SAL
14. SHIPPING SAL
15. SAL
HRI
16. SAL
TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
_D
UD
".__.o :Z.Z /,_
SAL iZ3.0 q'. _' !_-_
HRI /. D • 7'
SAL i_._..D 2._
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
//._s- 27_t.e __ qa_.3_ 7/.or
.4- %1.5- ?'. ,_" 5T. fs- J.Of
l._p- //.3o _-/-3-o _.S "-_'-_ l_.'_s"
i
_'._a ,l,.S-t Z.c "P" "7_of _&.t T Zl._r
SAL
5- ..5- ..5--
SAL .5- /5- ,1_-
SAL t. O ,"R .
/Doo 4,,o0 3,_'0 --
q
/.,l_ .a"7 ,,_"0 11.43 _._F ,_.,_o
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCFNTAC:ES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOU_E)
E W_.CL_,/V, mK x ;'_'?.
/
OP RATE AT $12.00/HR *
INHOUSE RATE AT S4.87/Hl (HILLY) *
i"
o
o
OPERATION
ITEM NO.@
PN 113 701-, _-
NA ME _E, OL RINd, RUNffllY[r -L DW ER
1. ADVANCE QUOTES,CONSULTING HRL_
SAL
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING SAL
3. TOOLING UHfJ/'V_,'_,/?_iL-)_
u/v/oN C,_lPBI, oc ,_Jo 2
4
(L WS-mAT. )" /_'-LA_ E
5° - "
7"ZJRN COmP& t'rz_
6. MACHINING
B_rI_PI
7.
/ ,.I_ P_'," T
MAN HOURS
10 l 40
_.D /.0 .5-
COg ) E,#CH
/44.7_ //ST,_ pp.2 s-
__. 8. ASSY&FABQE
/5;0 G. D q. 0 //.q_-
¢Ja_ ,:F. R I, _ I. 3 i11, 3 o
H RLY
SAL
HRLY
9. CLEANING SAL
H RLY
10o Q C PLANNING SAL
HRLY /.D
SAL /,O
11. INSPECTiON, WEC
-2.0
SAL
/.D ZD 4,_I
.___ ,._ _, .q_
/. _- /. D &,.q(,12. INSPECTION _OUR, r'E
_13. INSIDE LIAISON HRLYSAL
HRLY
14. SHIPPING SAL
HRLY
15. SAL
HRLY
16 ." SAL
I TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
,..N_ IA/C*-"//_E¢" .¢,/_¢
LO-
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST CBASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS
RATE NET DJLLARS
PER HR 1 iO 40
* * _URN7 IT/£5 DPD£+f_D
Z iZ 4-@
_.q_ 4-1, 7_ /_._ .3".@3
./ l l -- I _f -- /-. q'
• DLO AT 260% * G + A AT 14.25% * TOTAL DOLLARS
1 10 40 1 10 40 1., 10 40
/8'D.oo 72.00 _.÷z
i_..oo ;: z _ 4-.'3_
.5-@.o e 21.(, o /4. _-a
I7._/ _ -- 14-2._' _
_, ,,_Z z_- IF', 7"* I_._" 330,_ 1,5-_..zr /2%7_
I D.z _ _l.j o E ._(, DZ._,, __._o ZZ.,'s
i_.oc> 7,0 o _.oo 2._-T /,oo ,2i'(_ 2 _.r7 ;R. eo _.r(,
I0+I.O' 4.3(.}0 _//._,_
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOU&E)
EW 9M'LLIYR/Y _' 7.1_7Z
r'_E, LII_ _4.2_J' / t3"/_,._'_ 5-_D. _3 @0%1%
OP PJ_,_'E AT $12.00/HR *
INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/HR (HRLY) *
...... _o__ ....
: 7: ....
OPERATION
ITEM NO.Q
PN 11370/_
NAME ._E'#L_qgg_ _HAFr RID//Y'G.
i. ADVANCE QUOTESA_ONSULTING SAL
c3w
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING SAL
_E.AL OL...
3._ RAW STOCK
4J_ig._ : --
REF : co/nL /_OZ) ,_e r/74.
.¢,_,q£OL SAL
_H_rr A,,,z}£e_t_ n_sj
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS SAL
6. MACHINING TURIV COMPLETE ]Z,O
o_...c -3.0
7.
_r,e / N Z> _/aL. _..O
_ 8. ASSY& FABQE _ _NC W 1,0
iM_'c r _U, 3.0
9. CLEANING HRISAL
10. Q C PLANNING SAL
LD_.
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST (BASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS
MAN HOURS I RATE
1 10 I 40 )ER HR
i
_q/AiL 'L EO_ _IE_2.1RLI ASSb; "*
_.D I.D ,£" 6._._
._' ,7
NE1 DOLLARS
1 10 40
J
•_1,7(. _, ,<Y. ...T.elr I O_
_3/3a. _ :z_- ,q.er ,91.eJ
4D._O _.79 o 2,q..:lo
/ II-/q-K_
•DLO AT 260% *
1 10 40
_OemT WL_ OR, _'erc {3
i
G +A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLARS
1 10 40 1 lO 4Q
5"L',4LDL C,_tQI#tE.R( J4L _J._ O,N :Y
=?.5" 9'D
:-,?./o?'o.s- ZI,4-Z ..Z6-7 I,"/_r 15-'_,_P Z_. _-3' l,f_3_,
I_,._-i l2._ 1_,.o7 _o 2.S'o IgI'.e,z Z.$':*_ 20. o_
6",77 _7..a._s" 3._g, 4_.z? 5_.e_- _7._,
q,,_" _, 5- ii.q _- 1439 ° 112._ IDA/_
Z,°t " 2.1 ii.q5- 13S':_'_ _._." 2_.. zlr
._ .7 _l./s- ,gr.- 7,'7 _._"
2,"!" 2.1 11.3o 33.q o _'_._-_' 23_ °
& /3 .l.,,e: "E 3z '¢.Y,'f 3_,_r_ 3'_.e";
11. INSPECTION_F-C
12. INSPECTION_'_o'aWCF-- SAL /.0
_1}. INSIDE LIAISON HRLYSAL
14. SHIPPING _' P
_'_L DL.
15, HRLYSAL
16. HRLYSAL
TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
4:-
0
pa
I.D / D _._7 ,,I-,_7 .¢-,_7 ,q.:=77 /ZA _" /Z,=_: /2,_ • £s-o 2 _-o
i_../ o ,.T':,_-3 ,._'.'q'3 3.._'-T I P7
i_.,o /_.e_r ID.lr7 ._.6-7 2._"7
z._'o zo,,,a 2o.":, _oP=
/. o7 2 _._ 3 _ _r'_ jR,¢ r
2,,_- Z,I.=J ZZ_ I?,/'f
4.00 3.00 Z,oo ,a-7 4.3 ,e • 4..¢'T .Ir.eJ Z,=f
/./,I _ .F'_ ,a;-x _.,',_ /, ._'_ .,lk_
14..37.:z7&,...'D.qf3"5Z._O
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUStE)
W ¢JM_.LfV_I¥" X 7_7Z.
RO_._a _D'I._
OP RATE AT $12.00/HR *
II_IOUSE RATE AT $4.87/111 (lilLY) *
c) OPERATION
ITEM NO.G
PN / 137D/'7
NAME SE/)L _ZYj BfL/ OW£ - L C>W E R
1. ADVANCE QUOTES/CONSULTING SAL
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING SAL
3. _ SAL
HRI
4. _ SAL
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS SAL
6. MACHINING GE'T7-,__" h/Fig" HRLY __SAL
HRLY
7. WELDING SAL
HRLY
8. ASSY & FAB QE SAL
HRLY
9. CLEANING SAL
HRLY
10. Q C PLANNING SAL
11. INSPECTION. SOURCE
12. INSPECTION, _'E e
_13, INSIDE LIAISON
14. SHIPPING
15.
16.
I TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
MAN HOURS
10 I 40
SAL C,O
/.D
SAL I-0
H RLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRI
SAL
IS D £,0 X 0
L 0 2 J/o-/_r-_.
LOW COST TUR3OPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST (3ASE CAS'E)
COST A_ALYSIS _ET T_ /nFG. _ •
#£F." P/V" 7/z_o q-z'r
I DLOAT G+A AT 14.25%*RATE NET DOLLARS 260%*
_ER HR _1 10 40 1 10 40 1 10 40
TOTAL DOLLARS
1 10 40
_ _U.I_IV 7 ' TIES a ?DER£ D
Z Iz ,e-_
CD_T _(IC.H
:2.zoo._o/.,-,_'z_._o /.z oo_o
,Z.a-7 ,¢.2_r.,_o 3-7,R_ 2_ (,_
4.,_ODpc I,fZS. oo /320. °o
f
1.3- I.D &_,_c. 13,_ ID. ,_4- _ .q;
.3 ,3 _.¢_ i__._z i0._ 6_,_(.
x__ _,7P o _7_._1 I_, _ ° 5"0_._ _lff- _1_ I._-0_!°
3_./_ 27,/'_ i_,/o
I _ ._ _ / 2 f,_ / _._
7dq" S'T.}(, 3,_-7 O"'7._s" _.,s'_ "_It,(.3
Z _-o 2.F° 2.s-o ZOOa ?..o:= 209-1
20.0 o 25-9 ° 20P °
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOI'.SE)
W,._UILIVRN X "_'411 7 ?..
,J
OP RATE AT $12.OO/HR*
INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/HR (HRLY) *
OPERATION
ITEM NO.Q
PN /137018
NAME /Y'(/ _ ..RZ'_L RE 7"Rl/r'/lYd.
1. ADVANCE QUOTE,_vCONSULTING SAL
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING SAL
3. TOOLING SAL
4. RAWSTOCK
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS
6. MACHINING TURM CO,_£TZ
_I_C mlLLIH8
7. 1
/_sPE/" 7-/_ w
MAN _{Ou RS
1 10 l 40
_._¢ ,f ,7
8. ASSY & FAB QE
SAL
HR:
SAL
/..0' '_,_
"_ SO :_.9
2,0 /._
2,0 I.&
HRLY
SAL
9. CLEANING SAL
10. Q C PLANNING
11. INSPECTION ,Jer_.c.
12. INSPECTION S_,._c__
t SAL /.d
_13. INSIDE LIAISON SAL
14. SHIPPING
• SAL ----
15. SAL
16.
TOTAL UNIT COST
•1:- * MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
0
SAL
LOW COST TURBCPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST ('BA3E CASE)
CO_T ANALYSIS
I RATE NET DCLL&RS
_R HR 1 10 40
/II-ZO -&
DLO AT 260'/,* G +A AT 14.25%* TOTAL POJ_LARS
1 10 40 1 10 ,40 _, !0 40
_,q_, 3/,3z ...... _ z_ _P.g7 ,_/,43 I_?q- 12F¢ /Lo7 .t.zc.' Z.r o /Zy._r,z- 2_,c6 20p.11
_4.S- o 2._.o o Z O TO __
I'
,f.1,_, ._zzr _,l,s'- .3',,,,*z. 2'(,._r ZI.6s"
-_ o //._s !7/<_o [£.z, 47,3_- __
/, 9- _. ,r i-_;o i?._ IZ.O=
/. _- 11.3o _73,_o ZZs-_ 24:.or
7,$'e ,b-;_ 4.._ • .._..$"P 4'Z $° 3'g, 'F_'
i
Z.oo i.s'o i.oo .... ZF ,Zl
i
i i
Z&9.._-.¢/__._, Ib'-Z/:'
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOU.CE)
C W J'/,WJ 11_I_/I" X T_I_
ii i ii
OP RATE AT $12.00_1_ *
IIItHOIJS_ I_T[ AT _I,17/HI tNI.Y) *
o OPERATION
ITE M NO./(_
PN 1/370/_
NAME F/L TEA >, _' _/D mmRON )
1. ADVANCE QUOTES/CONSULTING
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
3. TOOLING
.P_PM,415W/t"Ir*_hg_PP.
4. RAWSTOCK • jaWUN_pS/fLr-
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS
6. MACHINING COraL PROJ_
F- ,,_4DIP/
7. WELDING
8. ASSY & FAB QE
9. CLEANING
10. Q C PLANNING
11. INSPECTION RE.C
)
12. INSPECTION SOURCE
13. INSIDE LIAISON
14. SHIPPING
15.
16.
TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
LDz
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST ('BASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS
MAN HOURS
z Zo 140
HRLY _r E___
._D ._ ,_-
SAL
H RLY
SAL -- --
HRLY IN£LLDE.D IA/ C.D/I"_L (ZO£T"
SAL
H RLY
SAL
H RLY '
SAL
H RLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY ..7 ._C
SAL . ,3- , / 5-
l,O ._'SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL -- -- --
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
/ll-ZO-&9'
E'NMI_E R : .,_#.._'N W ¥1UW£
C.IRCLP.- _=E_'4Z. F/L TEN D/V' ._7=TAI, " _RRY R/_IY
RATE- bOLLARS DLO AT 260% * -'".... NET G +A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLARS
:_ER HR 1 10 40 1 10 40 1 10 40 1 10 40
CMJ_N r'l TIEJ" :_¢D_IFE£.
2 IZ _
f_.9_ 20,'37 4,/'It .._.4._7 ,.a_",qL,_" /OIP7 _,0_" Id,?¢ _r¢- 1,7_" _'_,_I_ 17Jr !i_,_I,
_(eGe4- /Zb'._ o IOdo 77
IZ.OO _ oo 7,00
J
i,=/ i,/,_- /,oo 13,7t ,_ s_ _. o
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGLS
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE)
I_WSULLIYR/Y X -/_72
OP RATE AT $12.00/HR *
INHOUSE RATE AT $4 .B7/HR (HRLY) *
©OPERATION
ITEM NO. _
PN 11__7OgLD
NA ME -S_P,'QCER J._E_R/A/G
1. ADVANCE QUOTE,_ONSULTING HR
SAL
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
SAL
3. TOOLING SAL
4. RAWSTOCK
3.0
SAL
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS HRI
SAL
6. MACHINING r u R',N L"OMPLZ' T¢r"
I_1._ [" IlqlLLIN@
7.
8, ASSY & FAB QE HRLY
SAL
9. CLEANING HRLY
SAL
10. Q C PLANNING HRLY
SAL
Z.O
Z.D
11. INSPECTION _REC..
SAL .3-"
12. INSPECTION _SO_RCF.. /,5"SAL
_13. INSIDE LIAISON SAL
14. SHIPPING
15.
SAL
HRLY
SAL
16. HRLY
SAL
TOTA L UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
O
L,n
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST (BASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS
MAN HOURS I RATE
zo 1 40 iPER HR
13.1
"7, T
.l_,C-
I.D
./l l - 2 l --ab ct
NET DOLLARS
1 10 40
.DLOAT260%* G+A AT 14.25%*
1 10 40 1 10 40
TOTAL DOLLARS
1 10 40
',, ,
._'-'4_.__ /(_, a"7 c? os- i D,Tf _,,,÷ /,Tit _Tar fT,"Y /_)z.
H,'Z.
7.1
_1,#-
--, 7D.oo ,_ 7,o o ,,I-3,oo
II.qS"
c/./5-
I/JO
?_D3.15- /._'-3.¢z t3,_- o7
/g,._o _ ,p+_, 12,¢(,
3-,Ir3 .,p. _,z 4-, _' _.f_ JXo_ _3/o
,5-
15-
._'
4-76.'m' 3#_'.m-o _07.7.T
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTACES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE)
E ws_..uv, e_v _ _a,'t_.
OP RATE AT 112.00/141 *
INHOUSE RATE AT S4.87,44R (HRLY) * i
(
• . (A_IH) tlI.VLg" I_$ J.¥ 3,I.V_ 3SAOHNI
•_ _IH/OO'Z'[$1V 3,I.V'tl dO
¢lj_,&. "¢._"/// -b.,,'?Ja
_Z_L X ,,VWA/77nSM 3
(3SflOHNI) S_V_qO(]£3N = 3AOgV
S39V£N3O_3d x S_V_O0 dO £3N
_'2_ ?_.Z'QZ _01
_F/'
_'_I mo',k,/ .*"siC/ L-¢"/ ._/'I _z"Z
_.o'_,,, c" I.._.'2'._,- /,_W,,..,_" ..s,'"_ _,'z:._ /,#?
deC'l- z,, "_ o,c'll o c "11 Z."
z./"Z" _r_.s'.." z__ _s/'_ _"
-- o¢'E'_-: z/ZE _m'Ll_" jm'// _'2,
-- ..sz.o7 o.S'Z. _F_'II
3" 0"),
O_ OI I Ok OI I O_ O_ I
$_VqqO0 'qVlOL _ _'_I IV V + O _ _09_ IV O_O
6 "_-- I'_- II/
O_ OT
SUV_Od 13N
 H 3cl O' I
SISA7VNV J.SOD
(3SVO 3SV9.) ISOO/.INN
JkO_.l.S d_NdOg_N.L 1SO0 M07
"CO-/
IL, NVF - .LHO3-q3.4,0 INlOdOl_
|
iS03 1INn 3VIOl [
7VS
7_H
__ 7_S
"IUH
7VS
A.-I_ H
"lVS
_." _'/
-51' _' 7VS
_q" _S'" 7aH
7VS
A7_I H
7VS
A7_IH
"WS
A7_l H
_." _'/
_' -5-"
/'_- C7 "-._-
7VS "9I
:ST
9NIddlHS "hi
NOSIVI7301SNI "£I_
3_oo_' NOIIO3dSNI "_I
D_ ,u, _NOI£D3dSNI "'['[
DNINNV'TId 3 0 "OZ
9NINV3-1O "6
3b gVd 'l' XSSV "8
H _/V.7,E7
9NINIHOV1N "9
7VS $9N19_0-'I )40 SDNIISVO "C_
"IVS
"IVS
0"_
7VS
NOOISMVU "_
9N1"1001 "£
9NINNV'ld 1N31_I3_ADO_d "_
9NI17ASNO_310no 33NVN3V "T.
_WIWILI1.7_ _/tll_lY_7_7_ JTA/ 3IN VN
/ _..¢7/. ,c'/i Nd
'ON IN311
NOI/Vl:13dO
f-- .
_o
o
©OPERATION
ITEM NO. _
PN //.fTO0/
NA ME __E,OZ _ ,' ,_ BY, P//Y T#- l DWE R
1. ADVANCE QUOTE_ONSULTING
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
3. TOOLING
4. RAWSTOCK /'rE',' - F
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS
6. MACHINING
7. WELDING
;_ 8. ASSY&FABQE
9. CLEANING
10. Q C PLANNING
11. INSPECTION )RE.C.
12. INSPECTION) SO_CK
13. INSIDE LIAISON
14. SHIPPING
15.
16.
TOTAL UNIT COS'I_
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT " JAN '71
- MAN _OURS
1 10 I 40
HRLY U/Y  T C:gtJFt/_ r'/ r :l
SAL P- /2 4-_
_'_ :_o ._
SAL
HRLY
SAL
H RLY
SAL
H RLY
SAL
H RLY _, 5" ID, f
SAL
H RLY
SAL
H RLY
SAL
H RLY
SAL
H RLY
SAL
HRLY -5" ..b--"
SAL , .5-" ./.._'-
SAL
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL -- --
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
LOW COST TURE'OPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST (B._,SE CASE)
COST AN_Z.LYSIS
RATE
:_ER HR
J
Q
,..3 _,';' _,
VEI_DOR'.FLMOPt<::_L'R,'PB_,V'CO.(,R_.f_. W_IE.I_.t"°UOT_"D_/.,IZ-'P"_ )
NET DOLLARS DLO AT 260%* G +A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLARS
1 10 40 1 10 40 1 10 40 1 10 40
_'Og'T" £,,'_C# !
I_'Z.7O I/o:. _ b_ <_o
20,_e',_ J,_.',7 Z.o_ ,5"_F,=_ cl oS- 7,_'o Id,'/'/ I,_' I,_/ _3_,'rt i_z. 11,.Io
( YEffDZ R F-I.#r/YSHE.D )
£'_ 7":.
"7"_Z i,_.oo ._GS"?_ IZ/.S-o 5_3,:]9' -- -- -- .5"Z.O7 1"7._/ i.¢.j_, _kl7,,_7 i._]pw l_,_e
• IS" _,_ _.,F g /. o_- / ,o_. 9,,o3- "Z .7 o Z .7 o 7, 79' ,5-.3 ,5-3
/ _.Y'_ _._g /,3'_ .70 /_i'. "o 3,(,( /,'R/ 3".s'7 _71 ,&l
I
o
-- -- _07 ° 14.oo II.OO __ -- -- 4._._f 2.0o /._?'
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE)
E W ._ULL I YAN X 71rpL
p_.=tIT It, So AX,e'P'
_L
OP RATE AT $1_.O0/HR *
iilIHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/IW UlilLY) *
i
c:)
oo
OPERATION
ITEM NO.G
PN 113700_-
NA ME RE T'AI#EgL! _B_JRI#7"#-LDWER
H RL_
1. ADVANCE QUOTES,CONSULTING SAL
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING SAL
H RLY
3. TOOLING SAL
H RL¥
4. RAWSTOCK SAL
H RL'Y
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS SAL
T_N _t" TE
6. MACHINING
.Z31APIL 2 _ HOZ-_£
B Z_"" N WRE_
7._
I /K-_P[-_ 7-
H RLY
8. ASSY & FAB QE SAL
HRLY
9. CLEANING SAL
H RLY
10. Q C PLANNING SAL
HRLY
11. INSPECTION., _F,... C. SAL
12. INSPECTION ,=¢_ C_ _ C_ SAL
HRL¥
:_13. INSIDE LIAISON
HRLY
14. SHIPPING SAL
HRLY
15.
E_
_0
1,0
I._
10
SAL
SAL
HRLY
SAL16.
TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
MAN HOURS
I I0 I
7.7
7.7
/.g
40 '
7
,7
t.O
..S- .--<-
• 15- ,I.5-
,;P ,6
L_P_
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST _ASE CASE)
COSTIANALYSIS
•/11- Z *1.-£, 9'
NET OP
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUS'=')
I
_OLLARS x PERCENTAGES OP RATE AT $12.00/1"1R *
INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87AtR (HRLY) *
£ W._ULLIV,,@IY" X "7 4'7Z
7::: :: _::_:i•! i:_::_:::_ !_::77:_
J
OPERATION
ITEM NO. Q
PN 11370D2
NAME VOLUFE, PUmP
1. ADVANCE QUOTE_CONSULTING
p.R'LrCI.._O ,/Y
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
pAA_AC DM
F'_zCZ.Ij'IOII)C/.) _ T'IN[_
3. TOOLING
4. RAWSTOCK SAL
5. CASTINGS _PRLr_ I_1 ON C/l_rl/Y Cr
TURH CLT/TqP'I..CTE
6. MACHINING /_11_. ITIILLIH_
7. _ Z_R/LL ALL M_LEC
_f/VC N
8. _
9. CLEANING SAL
10. Q C PLANNING SAL
MAN HOURS
1 I 40
SAL
/37.O Z, 0 I,0
SAL ZO, L_ .._,0 /.._-
SAL
/__L) z_
LOW COST TURE, OPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST (13ASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS
/II-ZS--_9
PER HR
l/_.q6
NET::)OLLARS
1 10 40
• DLO AT 260"/° *
1 10 40
G'+ A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLARS
z zo 40 z _o 49
-- Zq2P ° ZZ_.'F_ i?£,,_r £Sgg.e_ 1_3_:"*- _"_,_f
IEO 7,_-
11, INSPECTION, c_OU_¢E- 5AL 3D,O I_._
.5- ..-_"
12. INSPECTION,,_-C (IP__c_oY'_ SAL '_.0 I.
HRLY
_13. INSIDE LIAISON SAL
14. SHIPPING _ --
P, RJPR_ OM
HRLY /. 0
SAL ?,
16. :
TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - dAN '71
SAL
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7,Z_
,.5- 4._7
/. L) 4o, _'_;
lad ,_._z
/.0 &,_
..3"Z,OO _T_.oo ; Z 7P °
__Z, oo 41,.oo ,q,_.O¢_
4-._7 <% R'7 _. _7 IZ._(.
_.,_ / o 5" "73"_ 7_ .+,_T. .._
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE)
W _ULL/V_,V x 7_,7z.
:t
-q-
-- /3._o II.,_ IO._ o l_X_ _ _'
2Z"f" /li'- _° 7./,p ,_,3_ 3,s'?" S'7,J_S" ,,l_,?e Zir, e,J
OP RATE AT $12.00/HR*
INHOUSE RATE AT _.87/NIt (NRLY)*
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OPERATION
ITE M NO.
PN /13700 7
NAME rrU T R.X_ZTtX_ Y , I_LZ _R R_ Z'#/NXN _,
1. ADVANCE QUOTES'CONSULTING HRISAL
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING SAL
3, TOOLING
4. RAwsTocK
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS
6. MACHINING "TURN _ Th, R'__/3D
7. m Z_Z'#C H
l#SP£'r 7-
B. ASSY & FAB QE
MAN HOURS
z0 140
/ O _.._
LOW COST• TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST ('BASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS
RATE NET bOLLARS
_ER HR 1 10 40
9. CLEANING
10. Q C PLANNING
11. INSPECTION : _e..c.
12. INSPECTION ,c:0_1_cF-
"13. INSIDE LIAISON
14. SHIPPING
_,0 I.LP ..5-" _.?<
SAL
SAL
HRI
SAL
_L_LP
SAL
H RL_
SAL
H RLY
SAL
H RLY •.i"
SAL .j-
SAL lO
HRLY
SAL
15.
SAL --- --
16.
I TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
SAL
HRLY
SAL
.DLO AT 260% * G + A AT 14.25% * TOTAL DOLLARS
1 10 40 1 10 40 1 10 40
_:z.oo 22.o_ /q,g'o --
Z3 .¢" 2D,_ I1:/_" _-',7. ¢;c_ ZTC/X "_ 2 _t_,e=
I._-- I-_ o/,/s.. I_,,.._o I,_-.m" IZ.O$
/. _-- /.3 //,3(> 22_ ° /;,,_' /4.._z
.5"_,B"3r +.'f"T ..R, zr_r" ,_1.6,73 ._,,PI¢ Z ?.oo
__ __ 4_,oo E._-o 2 oO --
,F_'/,o'P _.._p,.1. ]/1.70
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE)
_W _IJ'LI.IV'_@N" X "7 _'7 Z-
't
7/OYr, ,,6_,oZ _lg'Jl_
OP RATE AT $12.00/HR*
llgtOUSE RATE AT $4.87/HR (HRLY) *
I--L
OPERATION
ITEM NO._
PN//3700'_c'
NAME _Z'R L LR_gYRIIYTH - U/PER
1. ADVANCE QUOTES_ONSULTING
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
3. TOOLING
4. RAWSTOCK IrEL--F
F)/'_ R - .3"£,,5"Z)
5. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS
6. MACHINING
7. WEL.D!NG
_ 8, ASSY & FAB QE
=,,
9. CLEANING
10. Q C PLANNING
11. INSPECTION ; _EC-
12. INSPECTION _ out_C_"
il}. INSIDE LIAISON
14. SHIPPING
15. SAL
HRLY
16. SAL
OTAL UNIT COST
MAN HOURS
z io 40
HRLY U/Y/T" QURNTITY
SAL Z /2 -e"/,4
I_ 5.0 .5- ,3
SAL
HRLY
SAL
H RL_
SAL
"HRL_
SAL
H RLY
SAL S0.-5" IL),I 7. C_
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
I,,
HRLY
SAL
H RLY
SAL
HRL¥ . _ .5"- "_'-
SAL ,._.h'- .I b" ",I_"
SAL .,K,O .Z ,/
HRLY
SAL
HRLY
SAL
L 0 z
-- LOW COST TURROPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST {FASE CASE)
COST AN._LYSIS
i RATE
{PER HR
/_-_R--Eo q
NET DOLLARS
1 10 40
IpZ,7O ICl._S- 8#,qo
_ .q_ :Z_9._ ;3._"Z 2.o9' _-,q.2'P _,os- Z a'o /0, 7/
VE,,_V'Z_QR : FLUD_POCAVP_O,'V GO, ("ROf/3 G_UOT£" /z-*P-/-_
.DLO AT 260%* G +A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLARS _
i
1 10 40 1 10 40 1 10 40
1,,7,/" /,4./ ,jR.Cz_f /_..e_. //pro
V _,J ' ¢1¢11¢
S'2p7 17oS/ /..¢_/
_.._"-," Z._-4 2'_'P 2._'P g._¢¢- _.3¢-
p-
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71 NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOtlSE)
OP RATE AT $12.00/HR*
INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/HR (HRLY) *
"7 ....
©
OPERATION
ITEM NO. 0
PN /13700 c/
NAME .._._ER, S'E, gZ -I /_SY._h' )"H
1. ADVANCE QUOTES£ONSULTING
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
3. TOOLING
4, RAWSTOCK
S. CASTINGS OR FORGINGS
6. MACHINING 7"U_N CO/_PLErE
aO4PILL 2 q- ,¢_£ E $
7. ,. aCMCH
-' 8. ASSY&FABQE
9, CLEANING
10. O C PLANNING
11. INSPECTION ,_I_'£.C
12. INSPECTION _JoulrcE
13. INSIDE LIAISON
14. SHIPPING
15.
1
-4 16,
TOTAL UNIT COST
MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
.k"
l--i
L D a. //2 -/-c,f
LOW COST TUPBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST _BASE CASE)
COST MdALYSlS
! ..t<Al£ NET DOLLARS .DLO AT 260%*
PER HR 1 10 40 1 10 40
G +A AT 14.g5% ,w TOTAL DOLLARS
z zo 40 z zO 4_
Z 73_ _- / _'_7/ ll& '7.o3
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHCUSE)
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OPERATION
ITEM NO. @
PN 1/370ZG
NAMERZ3z2PT-ERJ Pb'ml°//YZE T
1. ADVANCE QUOTES,CONSULTING SAL
MAN HOURS
1 I0 140
PRECIEI ON t",_l l"Fl/V d. "_:. _- /.D ,'7"2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
P#R_)Ga# SAL y,_ /.D -7
P,_I:.-C #._'l_,,t_ L'Rg r/_/J HRI ---3. I"OOLING
4. RAWST_K SAL
S. CASTINGS _i 4Z.Y
/-0__
LOW COST TURROPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST _':_ASECASE)
COST AN_,LYSIS
t RATE NET DOLLARS
/2-f-I-T
•DLO AT 260"/° * G+A AT 14.25%* TOTAL __LA_
PER HR 1 10 40 1 10 i 40 1 10 40 1 lO 40
b. MACHINING
m/.vr /_,,,,,_/Na S-leE _.D __. / 2,6.
i/. _ _r,
_IENC_ _ 3,C>8.
9. CLEANING HRSAL
HRLY10. Q C PLANNING
11. INSPECTION, SOU_tcF-
SAL
Z.O A_-
.5- ,_-
5- /_-12. INSPECTION ,_[r, (_i_(ZtSic_'f_')
_ll. INSIDE LIAISON SAL
HRL_ /,C) t L>
SAL i,D .
14. SHIPPING P/rEc/_/o_ cxaJ; _-/_J¢
15. i_ec_on_c_ _ i'_.e_r_n')
HRI
SAL16.
TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
,qZaZO _6._'( 21, s-_-
//.(15- 17_.z_r 13_.oz 11_7,3/ __
_./S- ZZ.,#_ 2/,/¢ i_,lz
//,30 45".zo 2;_#'o _.a'3
i+
I0,._" 7.q # _JrJ _oo &3._f ,J"._tjie
/.D b.fa i._.qz /l)..e _,.9(, _.#_" ZZ/_- /._./o
2.7 .._/.az 20,,7"e i_,;'r _1.$3 ,..,c_.zT ,#_,._7_- /_p_, 1#2_
• i>-- _,,,q_ _R,<F_ ,..o.F 1.0,_ _o_" 2. 2o 2.70 1,7¥ .5"-_
i_,oo _.oo {,.oo __ __ 3.@_" :I.#e
17,0 o I_,0o l_po
•@-z7 ,e._7 _."77 IZ._c 12.(, _ IZ,gc Z.ro Z.,¢'o
13, _'2 /6f m bf m _lg.## ?.T'_P i_.,o 7./# S'7,_;
r'_bLi4,'i f34Z.,_4
Jr:-
7./+ ,ST'.J'¢3.s-7 _7.z._" ,k,Z,_"l'Z#,i_
)z _- ibpa lOP2 /O._)
,._"3 i*l..aa _. p. • ,¢._
"i
t ,= 1 .
.d
OP RATE AT $12.00/HR *
IN_OUSE RATE AT $4.17/1¢t (lillY) *
• ,,.. _
.- :_ i¸
132f_./ TSO,'_o RZ_.,Js
NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENT_._S
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (IN_SE)
_W_J_LtV_ x ?WTZ..
.¢,,
co
OPERATION
ITEM NO.@
PN //320Z Z
NAME R _7"OR, 7"ZJRL]/N_F
HRLY
1. ADVANCE QUOTES,£ONSULTING SAL
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING SAL
HRLY
3. TOOLING SAL
4. 'Rd,4ff_==]N_KFDROIN8
L ,_7-#K
5. __ mILL
DR/L L-
PAN TD_C/_ PH
6. _ ,"UrTCR_; .S_
4_r£/YCZH
VE#DOR
7. _ /,v_,,o_T/o_
HRL¥
8. ASSY & FAB QE SAL
HRL_t
9. CLEANING SAL
HRLY
10. Q C PLANNING SAL
1¢1i¢=_
11. INSPECTION_QURCE SAL
12. INSPECTION 11=_'E C_
_13. INSIDE LIAISON
14. SHIPPING
15.
16-.
=O=TALUNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT- JAN '71
T-"
LOa.
LOW COST TURBOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST _'BASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS
v" 1"2 -1- £_RP
MAN HOURS R'AT_] NET DOLLARS .DLO AT 2607o* G +A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLARS
1 10 14o i ERHR 1 10 40 1 . 10 40 1 10 .. 40 1 10 I 40 .
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i |
I
t , I -
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OPERATION
ITEM NO. @
PN I1_ 7_Z,:/-
NAME/T)/4/V/Ft_)L D, 77JJY'BIHE  HIE 2- •MAN HOURS
1 10 1 40
LC)__
LOW COST TURbOPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST (BASE CASE)
COST ANALYSIS PP.R AGO_ (_ _C_')
iRATE NET DOLLARS DLO AT 260% *
)ER HR 1 10 40 1 10 40
( .=.,)
PlC C.Q _ _t'lT'_-_T_ _E _'_ (C l_e'T _ N C'''_
G +A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLARS
1 10 40 1 10 I 40
1. ADVANCE QUOTESA_ONSULTING
P/E.C 0
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING
P_ RA dg_/'v
3, TOOLING r'/c'L& /HP,/.'_F/_/E._
Z _ -x"_/'A'/J_/--'iV
4. RAWSTOCK p,@,PA_.ON
5. CASTINGS
"TL/IPM r O IT_PL ETE
6. MACHINING
i_1.¢ C.-* ITJI& L IIV S.-
SAL
SAL
_D,O _, D 3.0
FZS-7.1 5"_'7 _,"_ 1,4.oo _o00.o_ /L'DD.°o =IZ_). o°
,p_.o (,,_.o _o _.Fi;.D _7K,.75" 717.0
SAL
.5"/.2.o< 17/,°° I_ °° ,4.//3, °° /37/.°o J/OZ_, _
_y,/. _ _ ffl3.33 E T_oZ 7 2/eD./_ _'/_J-_ _-Z39'-°"
14, SHIPPING p/c. o
.,_AgAP,4C.__/V
HRLY__, 0 2,0 Z,O ,:/.._'7
SAL ,'_-_O ._, 0 2,0 ;BY _
16.
I TOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71
HRLY
SAL
NET OPDOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS(INHOUSE)
E W_MLLI_
,=
OP RATE AT $12.00/HR *
INHOUSE RATE AT $4.87/HR (HRLY) *
OPERATION
ITEM NO. (_ -EEc_//)ZTIy T/J/i'L_PIQ/'/')P
PN 11_TDL_D
NAME L 0 2 7Z/PBOPZ/mf" /'_£[fl'/_- Y
/D_-
LOW COST TUR3OPUMP STUDY
UNIT COST _3ASE CASE)
COST AKALYSIS
RATE NET DOLLARS
)ER HR 1 lO 40
f,/IZ - Z-f- ¢P
.DLO AT 260%* G +A AT 14.25%* TOTAL DOLLARS|
1 10 40 1 10 40 1 10 40
-.1. ADVANCE QUOTES/CONSULTING SAL
2. PROCUREMENT PLANNING SAL
t£'OFOR /- L_K',"
3. TOOLING_ ;-_'=
L,,-/_/-r E/,'Z:'C,'_F /r/F )
4.
Z'tZ,'/Z-J3 Z) P
5. " -= = " . ...... "=S._r,.x_)_vz)
_D 1.0 I,D
/......._
._7-_/)po _.-----
/
jJ
f
_._ • Z_'.¢_
6. MACHINING SAL
7. WELDING SAL
:_" S. ASSY&FABQE
9. CLEANING
T_O0 Boo_')
10. teeiB=_eNmm;
_ Dc3CL//1rlE/V/- E'_/V 7-/'!"0/.-
11. INSPECTION
12. INSPECTION_ '_Xl
HRLY
SAL
_1_. INSIDE LIAISON
-a
14.
FW_D/JC F/_ ,C_'V'r_'OL
lS.,___EmBL Y Z_Z_D R
SAL
•_ LTOTAL UNIT COST
* MIDPOINT OF EFFORT - JAN '71 NET OP DOLLARS x PERCENTAGES
ABOVE = NET DOLLARS (INHOUSE)
C W .¢!,ULLIVA_N" X 7P72
oP _TE AT SZZ.( _lr;
INHOUSERATEAT$4.87/HR(HRLY)_q,¢. I. .¢ e'/,

i_
q
" I
APPENDIX J
OXIDIZER AND FUEL TURBOPUMP WEIGHT ANALYSES
423

!WEIGHT ANALYSIS
LOW COST TURBOPUMP (OXID)
P/N 1137000 (NPSH = 25 FT)
Item No.
-- i
2
3& 13
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
12
14
15
16
17
17
18
19
19
20
20
21
22
23
24
25
26 :
26
28
28
28
.p-
Ln
Part Name
Housing, Bearing
Shaft
Bearing, Ball-Upper & Lower
Seal Assy, Bellows-Upper
Seal Ring, Running-Upper
Seal Ring, Running-Lower
Seal Assy, Shaft Riding
Seal Assy, Bellows-Lower
Nut, Seal Retaining
Filter, SS (i0 Micron)
Spacer, Bearing
Nut, Bearing Retaining
Seal, Labyrinth-Lower
Retainer, Labyrinth-Lower
Volute, Pump
Strut Area
Nut, Volute-Pump Ret.
Impeller
Blade Area x .20%
Inducer
Blade Area x .20%
Nut Assy, Impeller Ret.
Seal, Labyrinth-Upper
Spacer, Seal Labyrinth
Retainer, Labyrinth-Upper
Adapter, Pump Inlet
Rotor, Turbine
Blade Area
Manifold, Turbine Inlet
Manifold, Flange
Manifold, Blade Area
Material Density
347 .290
Inco-X .296
440 C .280
SS .290
347 .290
347 .290
SS .290
SS .290
Inco-X .296
SS .290
Inco-X .296
A-286 .286
KeI-F .79
Alum .i0
Alum .i0
Alum .i0
Inco-X .296
Alum .i00
Alum .i00
Alum .i00
Alum .i00
K-Monel .290
KeI-F .79
Alum .i00
Alum .100
Alum .100
718 .296
718 .296
718 .296
718 .296
718 .296
Area Diameter Weight Part No.
9.90
10.36
.88
1.28
.24
1.24
.94
.96
.26
.3
1.7
.22
.52
.80
32.56
Est.
.30
6.00
5.92
1.91
8.66
2.50
.36
.60
I. 00
8.12
5.32
Est.
8.52
Est.
Est.
5.74 52.0 1137010
1.8 17.3 1137011
3.4 5.4 1137012
4.38 5.1 1137013
2.8 .6 1137014
3.54 4.0 1137015
5.60 4.8 1137016
5.00 4.4 1137017
6.4 1.6 1137018
5.2 1.5 1137019
2.6 4.1 1137020
2.82 .6 1137021
10.3 1.4 1137001
6.0 1.5 1137002
14.3 146.0 1137003
Est. 4.0 1137003
5.4 1.5 1137004
6.24 11.7 1137005
8.65 3.2 1137005
2.27 1.4 1137006
5.35 2.9 1137006
.62 1.4 1137007
9.6 .9 1137008
10.0 1.9 1137009
10.8 3.4 1137027
10.92 28.0 1137026
5.96 29.4 1137022
Est. 3.0 1137022
18.60 i47.0 1137024
Est. 15.5 1137024
Est. 5.0 1137024
TOTAL WEIGHT 511.5#
Qty
I•
1
2
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
1
1
1
I
I
I
I
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
_o
WEIGHT ANALYSIS
LOW COST TURBOPUMP (OXID)
P/N 1137050 (NPSH = 25 FT)
Item No.
i
2
3 &13
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
12
14
15
16
17
17
18
19
19
2O
20
21
22
23
24
25
26:
26
28
28
28
Par t Name Material Density
Housing, Bearing 347 .290
Shaft Inco-X .296
Bearing, Ball-Upper & Lower 440 C .280
Seal Assy, Bellows-Upper SS .290
Seal Ring, Running-Upper 347 .290
Seal Ring, Running-Lower 347 .290
Seal Assy, Shaft Riding SS .290
Seal Assy, Bellows-Lower SS .290
Nut, Seal Retaining Inco-X .296
Filter, SS (i0 Micron) SS .290
Spacer, Bearing Inco-X .296
Nut, Bearing Retaining A-286 .286
Seal, Labyrinth-Lower KeI-F .97
Retainer, Labyrinth-Lower Alum. .i0
Volute, Pump Alum. .I0
Volu_e, Strut Area Alum. .i0
Nut, Volute-Pump Ret. Inco-X .296
Impeller Alum. .i00
Blade Area x .20% Alum. .i00
Inducer Alum. .i00
Blade Area x .20% Alum. .i00
Nut Assy, Impeller Ret. K-Monel .290
Seal, Labyrinth-Upper KeI-F .79
Spacer, Seal Labyrinth Alum. .i00
Retainer, Labyrinth-Upper Alum. .i00
Adapter, Pump Inlet Alum. .i00
Rotor, Turbine 718 .296
Blade Area 718 .296
Manifold, Turbine Inlet 718 .296
Flange 718 .296
Blade Area 718 .296
Area Diameter
9.62 5.08
10.24 1.45
.56 2.72
Est. Est.
Est. Est.
Est. Est.
Est. Est.
Est. Est.
Est. Est.
Est. Est.
Est. Est.
Est. Est.
Est. Est.
Est. Est.
31.44 12.52
Est. Est.
Est. Est.
5.66 5.66
4.68 7.42
2.06 1.82
9.06 4.98
Est. Est.
Est. Est.
Est. Est.
Est. Est.
6.4 9.7
4.84 4.82
Est. Est.
8.44 18.16
1.94 9.52
Est. Est.
TOTAL WEIGHT
Weisht Part No.
44.5
13.8
2.7
4.5
.5
3.5
4.0
3.9
1.3
i.i
3.5
.5
i.i
I.i
123.6
4.0
1.3
i0.i
2.2
1.2
2.8
i.i
..7
1.3
3.0
19.5
21.7
2.8
142.5
17.2
4.5
445.5#
qty
.I
I
2
1
"i
1
'I
1
1
1
1
1
i
1
i
i
I
i
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
i
1
1
i
1
1
[- i 7__ _i _ 7f_ _
x_-7----!
WEIGHT ANALYSIS
LOW COST TURBOPUMP (OXID)
P/N 1137040 (NPSH = 15 FT)
Item No. Part Name Material Density Area Diameter Weight Part No. qty
1
2
3& 13
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
12
14
15
16
17
17
18
19
19
20
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
26
28
28
28
-4
Housing, Bearing
Shaft
Bearing, Ball-Upper & Lower
Seal Assy, Bellows-Upper
Seal Ring, Running-Upper
Seal Ring, Running-Lower
Seal Assy, Shaft Riding
Seal Assy, Bellows-Lower
Nut, Seal Retaining
Filter SS (i0 Micron)
Spacer, Bearing
Nut, Bearing Retaining
Seal, Labyrinth-Lower
Retainer, Labyrinth-Lower
Volute, Pump
Volute, Strut Area
Nut, Volute-Pump Ret.
Impeller
Blade Area x .20%
Inducer
Blade Area x .20%
Nut Assy, Impeller Ret.
Seal Labyrinth-Upper
Spacer, Seal Labyrinth
Retainer, Labyrinth-Upper
Adapter, Pump Inlet
Rotor, Turbine
Blade Area
Manifold, Turbine Inlet
Manifold Flange
Manifold Blade Area
347 .290 10.18 7.80 7.2
Inco-X .296 10.92 2.84 28.8
440 C .280 1.32 5.02 11.6
SS .290 1.58 5.96 8.6
347 .290 .24 4.32 1.0
347 .290 1.46 5.30 7.1
SS .290 1.08 7.48 8.3
SS .290 1.20 7.07 7.7
Inco-X .296 .26 7.68 1.9
SS .290 .34 7.52 2.3
Inco-X .296 1.6 3.8 5.7
A-286 .286 Est. Est. .8
KeI-F .79 Est. Est. 2.0
Alum .i0 Est. Est. 2._
Alum .i0 36.8 18.66 215.6
Alum .I0 Est. Est. 8.0
Inco-X .296 Est. Est. 2.1
Alum .i00 8.24 8.70 22.5
Alum .i00 8.16 11.68 6.0
Alum .100 2.00 3.2 2.1
Alum .I00 9.44 6.66 3.9
K-Monel .290 Est. Est. 1.9
KeI-F .79 Est. Est. 1.3
Alum .100 Est. Est. 2.5
Alum .i00 Est. Est. 6.0
Alum .i00 14.48 14.36 64.8
718 .296 11.48 8.92 95.2
718 .296 Est. Est. 4.0
718 .296 9.68 26.72 240.4
718 .296 Est. Est. 14.0
_18 .296 1.92 12.00 7.0
TOTAL WEIGHT 792.4#
1
1
2
i
1
i
I
I
i
I
i
i
I
1
I
i
1
i
1
i
i
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
i
1
i
_o
oo
WEIGHT ANALYSIS
LOW COST TURBOPUMP (OXID)
P/N 1137040 (NPSH = 130 FT
Item No. Part Name Material Density Area Diameter Weight Part No. qty
i
i
2
5
3.5 & 6.5
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
18
19
19
21
21
22
23
27
28
29
29
30
30
31:
31
32
33
33
34
34
3,4,6,7
Housing, Bearing/Backplate
Ribs (6" thick)
Shaft
Spacer, Bearing
Spacer, Bearing-Upper & Lower
Coupling, Turbine
Bolt, Shaft-Coupling
Nut, Coupling
Labyrinth, Shaft
Carrier, Bearing-Upper
Carrier, Bearing-Lower
Spacer, Shim-Brg. Ret.
Spacer, Bearing Ret.
Labyrinth, Coupling
Seal Assy, Turbine Coupling
Rotor, Turbine #i
Blade Area
Rotor, Turbine #2
Blade Area
Vane, Stator
Blade Area
Ring, Orifice, Low Pressure
Nut, Ring Orifice - L.P.
Ring, Orifice-High Pressure
Nut, Ring Orifice - H.P.
Vane, Diffuser-Pump
Blade Area
Impeller, Pump
Blade Area x 20%
Inducer, Pump
Blade Area x 20%
Nut Assy, Impeller Ret.
Manifold Assy, Turbine Inlet
Blade Area
Volute, Pump Housing
Strut Area
Bearing, Ball (4 ea)
347 .290 19.92 11.50 209.0
347 .290 16.92 - 35.4
Inco-X .296 5.08 2.10 9.9
Inco-X .296 .86 2.60 2.1
Inco-X .296 .06 2.50 .3
Inco-X .269 2.92 2.30 6.3
Inco-X .296 2.30 .40 .9
A-286 .286 .24 1.00 .2
Phos. Bronze .320 .20 5.00 i.i
Inco-X .296 .50 4.0 1.9
Inco-X .296 .39 3.86 1.4
Inco-X .296 .04 4.70 .2
Inco-X .296 .i0 4.70 .4
Phos. Bronze .320 .40 4.00 1.6
347 .280 1.28 6.00 6.7
718 .296 4.80 3.86 16.6
718 .296 Est. Est. 1.5
718 .296 4.64 3.86 16.5
718 .296 Est. Est. 1.5
718 .296 1.08 11.26 11.7
718 .296 Est. Est. 1.5
ZI8 .296 .16 6.3 .9
347 .290 .08 6.8 .5
718 .296 .06 15.4 .9
347 .290 .21 15.7 3.0
347 .290 1.14 16.4 17.0
347 .290 Est. Est. 2.0
Titanium .160 11.62 5.54 32.3
Titanium .160 5.36 9.15 4.9
Titanium .160 " 2,86 3.16 4.5
Titanium .160 5.34 5.95 3.2
Alum. .i00 .60 2.20 .4
718 .296 8.36 13.50 110.4
718 .296 Est. Est. 2.0
347 .290 25.88 16.47 388.0
347 .290 Est. Est. 2.0
440 C .280 .42 3.0 4.4
TOTAL WEIGHT 903.1#
1136912 1
1136912 12
1136913 i
1136915 i
1136926 2
1136916 1
1136917 1
1136918 I
1136919 i
1136920 1
1136921 1
1136922 1
1136923 1
1136924 1
1136925 1
1136930 1
1136930 !
1136931 i
1136931 1
1136933 i
1136933 1
1136901 1
1136902 i
1136904 1
1136905 1
1136906 1
1136906 1
1136907 1
1136907 1
1136908 1
1136908 1
1136909 i
1136934 1
1136934 1
1136910 1
1136910
1136914 4
L ........ i-r---- i .
Item No.
i
i
2
5
3.5 & 6.5
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
18
19
19
21
21
22
23
27
28
29
-29
30
30 _
31
31
32
33
33
34
34
3,4,6,7
Part Name
Housing, Bearing/Back Plate
Ribs (.6" Thick)
Shaft
Spacer, Bearing
Spacer, Brg-Upper-Lower
Coupling, Turbine
Bolt, ShaftCoupling
Nut, Coupling
Labyrinth, Shaft
Carrier, Brg-Upper
Carrier, Brg-Lower
Spacer, Shim-Brg. Ret.
Spacer, Brg. Ret.
Labyrinth, Coupling
Seal Assy, Turbine Coupling
Rotor, Turbine #i
Blade Area
Rotor, Turbine #2
Blade Area
Vane, Stator
Blade Area
Ring, Orifice-Low Pressure
Nut, Ring Orifice-L.P.
Ring, Orifice-High Pressure
Nut, Ring Orifice-H.P.
Vane, Diffuser-Pump
Blade Area
Impeller, Pump
Blade Area x .20%
Inducer, Pump
Blade Area x .20%
Nut Assy, Impeller Ret.
Manifold Assy, Turbine Inlet
Blade Area
Volute, Pump Housing
Strut Area
Bearing Ball (4 ea)
WEIGHT ANALYSIS
LOW COST TURBOPUMP (FUEL)
P/N 1136950 (NPSH - 75 FT)
Material Density Area
347 .290 26.92
347 .290 29.90
Inco-X .296 7.80
Inco-X .296 1.12
Inco-X .296 Est.
Inco-X .296 3.26
Inco-X .296 3.48
A-286 .286 .27
Phds. Bronze .320 .28
Inco-X .296 .84
Inco-X .296 .84
Inco-X .296 Est.
Inco-X .296 Est.
Phds. Bronze .320 .70
.347 .280 .94
718 .296 7.4
718 .296 7.4
718 .296 7.4
718 .296 7.4
718 .296 1.16
718 .296 1.16
718 .296 Est.
347 .290 Est.
718 .296 Est.
347 .290 .16
347 .290 1.24
347 .290 1.24
Titanium .160 14.92
Titanium .160 8.32
Titanium .160 3.16
Titanium .160 6.16
Alum .i00 .66
718 .296 11.08
718 .296 .72
347 .290 28.20
347 .290 Est.
440 C .280 1.34
Diameter
14.96
3.12
3.34
Est.
4.12
1.26
2.22
7.72
6.58
6.58
Est.
Est.
5.24
6.64
6.18
6.18
6.18
6.18
15.44
15.44
Est.
Est.
Est.
24.0
20.2
20.2
7.30
12.08
3.64
6.96
2.90
19.32
.12
21.62
Est.
5.08
Weight
366.7
62.4
22.6
3.8
.6
12.5
4.1
.5
2.2
4.5
4.5
.3
.8
3.7
5.5
42.5
4.00
42.5
4.0
16.7
3.0
1.3
.8
1.3
3.5
22.8
3.0
54.7
i0.i
5.8
4.3
.6
175.4
.8
555.2
3.0
24.0
Part No. Qt7
1
12
i
i
2
1
i
1
i
1
1
1
i
1
1
i
1
1
1
1
1
i
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
I
1
1
1
I
1
4
OItem No.
i
i
2
5
3.5&6.5
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
18
19
19
21
21
22
23
27
28
29
29
30
30 _
31
31
32
33
33
34
34
3,4,6,Z
Part Name
Housing, Bearing/Back Plate
Ribs (.6" Thick)
Shaft
Spacer, Bearing
Spacer, Brg-Upper-Lower
Coupling, Turbine
•Bolt, Shaft-Coupling
Nut, Coupling
Labyrinth, Shaft
Carrier, Bearing-Upper
Carrier, Bearing-Lower
Spacer, Shim-Brg. Pet.
Spacer, Bearing Ret.
Labyrinth, Coupling
Seal Assy, Turbine Coupling
Rotor, Turbine #i
Blade Area
Rotor, Turbine #2
Blade Area
Vane, Stator
Blade Area
Ring, Orifice-Low Pressure
NUt, Ring Orifice - L.P.
Ring, Orifice-High Pressure
Nut, Ring Orifice-H.P.
Vane, Diffuser-Pump
Blade Area
Impeller, Pump
Blade Area x 20%
Inducer, Pump
Blade Area x 20%
Nut Assy, Impeller Ret.
Manifold Assy, Turbine Inlet
Blade Area
Yolute, Pump_ousing
Strut Area
Bearing, Ball (4 ea)
WEIGHT ANALYSIS
LOW COST TURBOPUMP (FUEL)
P/N 1136960 (NPSH - 160 FT)
Material Density Area Diameter Weight
347 .290 17.04 12.76 198.0
347 .290 14.28 - 29.8
Inco-X .296 3.78 1.51 5.3
Inco-X .296 1.09 2.36 2.4
Inco-X .296 Est. Est. .2
Inco-X .296 2.68 2.13 5.3
Inco-X .296 1.56 .35 .6
A-286 .286 Est. Est. .2
Phos Bronze .320 .44 3.73 • 1.6
Inco-X .296 .41 3.80 1.5
Inco-X .296 .41 3.80 1.5
Inco-X .296 Est. Est. .i
Inco-X .296 Est. Est. .3
Phos. Bronze .320 .26 5.24 1.4
347 .280 .78 5.64 3.9
718 .296 4.38 3.52 14.3
718 .296 Est. Est. 1.3
718 .296 4.38 3.52 14.3
718 .296 Est. Est. 1.3
718 .296 .94 10.74 9.4
718 .296 Est. Est. .9
718 .296 Est. Est. .8
347 .290 Est. Est. .4
718 °296 Est. Est. .6
347 .290 .16 14.0 2.0
347 .290 1.24 14.7 16.6
347 .290 Est. Est. 1.7
Titanium .160 11.08 4.86 27.1
Titanium .160 4.60 8.55 3.9
Titanium .160 2.92 2.74 4.3
Titanium .160 5.36 5.79 3.1
Alum. .i00 .58 1.90 .3
718 .296 9.77 12.50 102.0
718 .296 Est. Est. 1.5
347 .290 24.04 15.43 337.8
347 .290 Est. Est. 1.5
440 C .280 °53 2.17 4.0
Part No. Qty
i
12
I
1
2
I
i
i
I
1
1
i
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
TOTAL WEIGHT 800.3#
II
APPENDIX K
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS,
TURBOPUMPFUNCTIONALALTERNATIVES
i'
! •
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DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
TURBOPUMP FUNCTIONAL ALTERNATIVES
Subcomponent/Requirement
Bearing Housing/Backplate,
Size (OD)
Material
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Pilot Diameters
Bearing Diameters
Axial Dimensions
Quality Control
Fuel (i)
Base Value
25.0 in.
Cast 347
63
+0.001
+0. 0005
+0.001
Current Aerospace*
Alternative No. 1
25.0 in.
Cast 347
125
+0.003
+0.0005
+0. 003
Current Aerospace
Alternative No. 2
25.0 in.
Cast 347
250
+0.005
+0.0005
+0.005
Minimum**
.D-
tm
LO
Shaft, Fuel (2)
Size (Bearing Diameter)
Material
Tolerance
Diameters
Axial Dimensions
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Dynamic Balance
2.25 in.
Inconel X
+0.0005
+0. 001
16/63
Current Aerospace
Required
No Change
* 100% Dimensional, Material Certification and Traceability
** Critical Dimensions only, Material Certification and Traceability
No Change
>I'•
_o
Subcomponent/Requirement
Bearings, Fuel (3) (4) (6) (7)
Size
Number/Type
Material
Class
Quality Control
Spacer, Bearing-Upper and Lower
(3.5) (6.5)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter
Surface Finished
Quality Control
Turbine Shaft Coupling, Fuel (8)
Size (OD)
Material
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Diameters
Axial Dimensions
Quality Control
Dynamic Balance
Base Value
60 mm
4/Preloaded Ball
440C/Armalon
5
Current Aerospace
2.750
Inconel X
+0.0005
16/63
Current Aerospace
5.5 in.
Inconel X
16/63
+0.0005
+0.001
Current Aerospace
Required
Alternative No. i Alternative No. 2
No Change No Change
No Change No Change
No Change No Change
___ 7 _. j •J
4>
t_
tn
Subcomponent/Requirement
Bolt, Shaft Coupling (9)
Size (Thread Diameter)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter
Thread
Concentricity
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Nut, Coupling (i0)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Thread
Squareness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Labyrinth, Shaft (ii)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter
Base Value
1.125 in.
Inconel X
+0.0005
0.010
Class A
0.001
32/63
Current Aerospace
1.5 in.
A 286
0.625 Class A
0.001
63
Current Aerospace
4.5 in.
Phosphor Bronze
+9.OOl/-O.OOO
Alternative No. i
No Change
No Change
No Change
Alternative No. 2
No Change
No Change
No Change
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Subcomponent/Requirement
Material
Tolerance
Diameter
Parallelism
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Spacer, Bearing Retaining (15)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter
Parallelism
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Labyrinth, Coupling (16)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter
Flatness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Base Value
Inconel X
0.001
0.001
63
Current Aerospace
5.0 in.
Inconel X
0.001
0.001 (or less)
63
Current Aerospace
5.0 in.
Phosphor Bronze
+0.0005
0.0005
63
Current Aerospace
Alternative No. i
No Change
No Change
No Change
Alternative No. 2
No Change
No Change
No Change
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Subcomponent/Requirement
Quality Control
Dynamic Balance
Bolt, Turbine Rotor (20)
Size (shank)
Material
Tolerance
Diameters
Tir
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Stator Vane, Fuel Turbine (21)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Vane Profile
Diameters
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Low Pressure Orifice, Fuel (22)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Diameters
Base Value
Current Aerospace
Required
0.375
718
+0.0005
0.001
32
Current Aerospace
12.6 in.
Forged 718
+0.003
+0.003
63
Current Aerospace
7.0 in.
718
+0.003
Alternative No. 1
Current Aerospace
Required
No Change
12.6 in.
Cast and Machined 718
+0.005
+0.003
125
Current Aerospace
No Change
Alternative No. 2
Minimum
Required
No Change
12.6 in.
Cast 718
+0.010
+0.010
250
Minimum
No Change
4>
O Subcomponent/Requirement
Flatness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Nut, Ring Orifice - Low Pressure (23)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Diameters
Squareness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Ring, Orifice-High Pressure (27)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Diameters
Flatness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Nut, Ring Orifice-High Pressure (28)
Size (OD)
Material
Base Value
+0.001
32
Current Aerospace
6.75 in.
347
+0.0005
0.001
63
Current Aerospace
16.0 in.
Inconel 718
+0. 003
+0. 001
32
Current Aerospace
16.0 in.
347
Alternative No. i
No Change
No Change
No Change
Alternative No. 2
No Change
No Change
No Change
Subcomponent/Requirement
Tolerance
Diameter (OD)
(ID)
Squareness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Pump Diffuser, Fuel (29)
Size (Base Circle Diameter)
Material
Surface Finish
Vane Tolerance
Diameter Tolerance
Quality Control
Impeller, Fuel (30)
Size (OD)
Material
Surface Finish
Vane Tolerance
Diameter Tolerance
Quality Control
Dynamic Balance
Inducer, Fuel (31)
Size (OD)
Base Value
Class A Thread
0.001
0.001
63
Current Aerospace
15.5 in.
347
63
+0.003
+0. 003
Current Aerospace
14.6 in.
Forged Titanium
63
+0.003
+0.003
Current Aerospace
Required
8.4 in.
Alternative No. i Alternative No. 2
15.5 in. 15.5 in.
Cast Aluminum (machined) Cast Aluminum
125 250
+0.003 +0.010
+0.003 +0.010
Current Aerospace Minimum
14.6 in.
Forged Titanium
125
+0.005
+0.005
Current Aerospace
Required
14.6 in.
Forged Titanium
250
+0.010
+0.010
Minimum
Required
8.4 in. 8.4 in.
_o Subcomponent/Requirement Base Value Alternative No. 1 Alternative No. 2
Material Forged Titanium Forged Titanium Forged Titanium
Surface Finish 63 125 250
Vane Tolerance +__0.003 +--0.005 +-0.010
Diameter Tolerance +-0.003 +-0.005 +__0.010
Quality Control Current Aerospace Current Aerospace Minimum
Dynamic Balance Required Required Required
Nut Assembly, Impeller Retaining (32)
Size (OD) 3.1 in. No Change No Change
Material Aluminum
Tolerance
Diameter (Thread) Class A
(ID) +-0.OO1
Contour Thickness +0.002
Surface Finish 63
Quality Control Current Aerospace
Pump Housing, Fuel (34)
Size (OD - 180 °Sec) 24.0 in. 24.0 in. 24.0 in.
Material Cast 347 Cast 347 Cast 347
Surface Finish 63/125 125/125 125/250
Tolerance
Volute +0.03 +_0.03 +__0.i0
Contour +0.003 +-0.005 +_0.i00
Pilots +0.001 +-0.003 +-0.005
uo
Subcomponent/Requirement
Quality Control
Housing, Bearing Oxidizer (i)
Size (OD)
Material
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Pilot Diameters
BearingDiameters
Axial Dimensions
Quality Control
Shaft, Oxidizer (2)
Size (Bearing Diameter)
Material
Tolerance
Diameters
Axial Dimensions
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Dynamic Balance
Bearings, Oxidizer (3) (13)
Size
Number/Type
* Bearing Surface ID
Base Value
Current Aerospace
5.9 in.
347
32/63*
+0.001
+0.0005
+0.001
Current Aerospace
2.4 in.
Inconel X
+0.0005
+0.001
16/63
Current Aerospace
Required
60mm
2/Preloaded Ball
Alternative No. i
Current Aerospace
No Change
No Change
Alternative No. 2
No Change
No Change
Subcomponent/Requirement
Material
Class
Quality Control
Base Value
440C/Armalon
5
Current Aerospace
Seal Assembly, Bellows-Upper Oxidizer (4)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Diameters
Flatness (Seal Surface)
Type
Quality Control
Axial Tolerance
Surface Finish (347 Material)
Seal Ring, Running-Upper Oxidizer (5)
Size (OD)
Material
Surface Finish
Seal Face (Flame Plated)
Diameters OD
Diameters ID
Axial Dimensions Tolerance
Quality Control
6.2 in.
347
+0.001
i Helium Light Band
Purged and Vented
Dual Seal
Current Aerospace
+0.001
63
3.4 in.
347
63
Ground and Lapped
+0.001
+0.0005
+0. 001
Current Aerospace
Alternative No. i
No Change
No Change
No Change
Alternative No. 2
No Change
No Change
No Change
L_
Subcomponent/Requirement
Seal Ring, Running-Lower Oxidizer (6)
Size (OD)
Material
Surface Finish
Seal Faces (2) (Flame Plated)
Tolerance
Diameter ID
Axial Dimension
Squareness
Quality Control
Base Value
5.0 in.
347
63
Ground and Lapped
+0.0005
+0. 001
O. 0005
Current Aerospace
Seal Assembly, Shaft Riding Oxidizer (7)
Size (OD)
Material
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Diameter (OD)
Axial Dimensions
Squareness
Quality Control
6.6 in.
347
63
+0.001
+0.001
+0.0005
Current Aerospace
Seal Assembly, Bellows-Lower Oxidizer (8)
Size (OD) 6.6 in.
Material 347
Alternative No. i
No Change
No Change
Alternative No. 2
No Change
No Change
.D-
4>
Subcomponent/Requirement
Tolerance
Diameters
Axial Dimensions
Flatness (Seal Surface)
Type
Quality Control
Surface Finish (347 Material)
Nut, Seal Retaining, Oxidizer (9)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Diameters (OD Thread)
(ID)
Squareness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Filter, Oxidizer (i0)
Size (OD)
Rating
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (OD)
Base Value
+0.001
+0.001
i Helium Light Band
Purged and Vented
Dual Seal
Current Aerospace
6.8 in.
Inconel X
Class A
0.003
0.001
63
Current Aerospace
5.3 in.
i0 Micron
CRES 300
0.030
Alternative No. i
No Change
No Change
No Change
Alternative No. 2
No Change
No Change
No Change
"4
Subcomponent/Requirement
Diameter (ID)
Axial Dimensions
Surface Finish (Machined Ends)
Quality Control
Spacer, Bearing, Oxidizer (12)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (OD)
Diameter (ID) (Pilot)
Squareness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Nut, Bearing Retaining, Oxidizer (14)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (OD)
(ID) Thread
Flatness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Base Value
0.001
0.010
63
Current Aerospace
3.0 in.
Inconel X
+0.005
+0.0005
0.001
32 ID and Ends Only
Current Aerospace
3.3 in.
A286
+0.010
Class A
0.001
63
Current Aerospace
Alternative No. i
No Change
No Change
No Change
Alternative No. 2
No Change
No Change
No Change
4_
OO
Sub component/Requirement
Seal, Labyrinth-Lower, Oxidizer (15)
Size (OD)
Material
To ler an ce
Diameter (OD)
(ID)
(Pilot)
Concentricity
Quality Control
Base Value
12.0
KEL -F
+0.010
+0.002
+0. 002
0.002
Current Aerospace
Retainer, Labyrinth-Lower, Oxidizer (16)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (OD)
(ID Pilot)
Squareness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Volute, Pump, Oxidizer (17)
Size (OD) (360 = Section)
Material
Surface Finish
12.8 in.
Aluminum
+0. 003
+0.002
0.002
63
Current Aerospace
23 in.
Cast Aluminum
63/126
Alternative No. i Alternative No. 2
No Change No Change
No Change No Change
23 in. 23 in.
Cast Aluminum Cast Aluminum
63/250 125/250
i'¸ ....i
.... -i
SubcomponentlRequirement
Tolerances
Flow Passage
Pilot Diameters
Axial Stack Up Dimensions
Quality Control
Base Value
+0. 030
+0. 001
+0.003
Current Aerospace
Nut, Volute Pump Retaining, Oxidizer (18)
Size (OD)
Material
Diameters (OD)
(ID Thread)
Squareness
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Impeller, Oxidizer
Size (OD)
Material
(19)
Vane Tolerance
Tip Tolerance
Sealing Surface Tolerance
Pilot Diameter Tolerance
Axial Stackup Tolerance
Squareness
5.8 in.
Inconel X
+0.010
Class A
+0.001
63
Current Aerospace
13 in.
Shell Mold-Cast
Aluminum
+0.025
+0.010
+0.002
+0.0005
+0.010
0.001
Alternative No. i
+0. i0
+0. 001
+0. 003
Current Aerospace
No Change
13 in.
Shell Mold-Cast
Aluminum
+0. 025
+0. 010
+0.002
+0.0005
+0. 010
0. 001
Alternative No. 2
+0.i0
+0.003
+0.010
Minimum
No Change
13 in.
Investment Cast
Aluminum
+0.010
+0.010
+0.005
+0.0005
+0. 010
0. 001
kn
O Subcomponent/Requirement
Dynamic Balance
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Inducer, Oxidizer (20)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Vane
Daimeters (OD)
Pilots
Axial Stack Up
Squareness
Dynamic Balance
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Base Value
Required
63
Current Aerospace
8.1 in.
Forged Aluminum
+0.005
+0.005
+0.0005
+0. 010
0. 001
Required
63
Current Aerospace
Bolt, Impeller Retaining, Oxidizer (21)
Size (OD) 0.8 in.
Material K-Monel
Tolerance
Diameters - Pilot +_0.001
Thread Class A
Other +0.010
+0.001Squareness
Alternative No. i
Required
125
Current Aerospace
8.1 in.
Forged Aluminum
Alternative No. 2
Required
125
Minimum
8.1 in.
Die Cast Aluminum
+0.015 +0.015
+0.005 +0.010
+0.0005 +0.0005
+0.010 +0.010
0. 001 0. 001
Required Required
125 125
Current Aerospace Minimum
No Change No Change
Subcomponent/Requirement
Quality Control
Surface Finish
Seal, Labyrinth-Upper, Oxidizer (22)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (OD)
(ID)
(Pilot)
Concentricity
Quality Control
Spacer, Seal-Labyrinth, Oxidizer (23)
Size (OD)
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (OD)
(Pilot)
(ID)
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Base Value
Current Aerospace
63
10.6 in.
KEL-F
+0.010
+0.002
+0.002
0.002
Current Aerospace
11.7 in.
Aluminum
+0. 010
+0.002
+0.005
63
Current Aerospace
Alternative No. i
No Change
No Change
Alternative No. 2
No Change
No Change
Ln
Sub component /Requirement Base Value
Retainer, Labyrinth-Upper, Oxidizer (24)
Alternative No. 1 Alternative No. 2
Size (OD) 11.72 in. No Change No Change
Material Aluminum
Tolerance
Diameter (OD) +--0.003
(Pilots) +-0.002
(ID) +-0.003
+0.001Squareness
Surface Finish 63
Quality Control Current Aerospace
Adapter, Pump Inlet, Oxidizer (25)
Size (OD) 14.5 in. No Change No Change
Material Cast Aluminum
Tolerance
Diameter (OD Pilots) +-0.002
(OD) +-0.03O
(ID Bore) +__0.002
(ID at Labyrinth) +-0.001
Squareness (at Labyrinth) 0.001
Surface Finish 63
Quality Control Current Aerospace
Rotor, Turbine, Oxidizer (26)
Size (OD) 19.5 in. 19.5 in. 19.5 in.
tO
Subcomponent/Requirement
Material (Forging)
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Blades
Diameters
Quality Control
Dynamic Balance
Bolt, Rotor, Oxidizer (27)
Quantity
Size
Material
Tolerance
Diameter (OD)
Surface Finish
Quality Control
Manifold, Turbine Inlet, Oxidizer (28)
Size (Torus OD)
Material (Cast. Formed and Welded)
Tolerance
Diameters
Vane Profiles
Surface Finish, Vanes
Quality Control
Base Value
Inconel 718
63
+0.003
+0.001
Current Aerospace
Required
6 ca.
3/8 dia x 1.85 long
A-286
Class A Thread
+0.001
32
Current Aerospace
24.7 in.
Inconel 718
+0.003
+0. 003
63
Current Aerospace
Alternative No. i
Inconel 718
125
+0.010
+0.001
Current Aerospace
Required
No Change
24.7 in.
Inconel 718
+0. 003
+0. 003
125
Current Aerospace
Alternative No. 2
Cast 718
125
+0.010
+0.005
Minimum i
Required
No Change
24.7 in.
CRES 347
+0.010
+0.010
250
Minimum
'I
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Appendix L
Subcomponent/Requirement
Bearing Housing/Backplate, Fuel (i)
Size (O.D.)
Material
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Pilot Diameters
Bearing Diameters
Axial Dimensions
ist Stage Turbine Rotor, Fuel (18)
Size (O.D.)
Material
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Blade
Diameters and Axial Dimensions
Dynamic Balance
2nd Stage Turbine Rotor, Fuel (19)
Size (O.D.)
Material
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Blade
Diameters
Dynamic Balance
Stator Vane, Fuel Turbine (21)
Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Vane Profile
Diameters
Surface Finish
Optimum Value
25.0 in.
Cast 347
125
+ 0.003
+ 0.005
+ 0.003
10.8 in.
Forged 718
125
÷ 0.010
+ 0.005
Require
10.8 in.
Forged 718
250
+ 0.010
N
+ 0. 010
Required
12.6 in.
Inconel 718
+ 0.005
+ 0.003
125
457
SubcomponentlRequirement
Pump Diffuser, Fuel (29)
Size (Base Circle Dia.)
Material
Surface Finish
Vane Tolerance
Diameter Tolerance
Impeller, Fuel (30)
Size (O.D.)
Material
Surface Finish
Vane Tolerance
Diameter Tolerance
Dynamic Balance
Inducer, Fuel (31)
Size (O.D.)
Material
Surface Finish
Vane Tolerance
Diameter Tolerance
Dynamic Balance
Pump Housing, Fuel (34)
Size (O.D. -180 ° Sect)
Material
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Volute
Contour
Pilots
458
Appendix L
Optimum Value
15.5
Cast Aluminum (Machined)
125
+ O. 003
+ 0.003
14.6 in.
Forged Tungsten
125
+ 0. 005
+ 0. 005
Required
8.4 in.
Forged Tungsten
125
+ 0. 005
+ O. 005
Required
24.0 in.
Cast 347
125/125
+ 0.03
+ 0. 005
+ O. 003
E
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Appendix L
Subcomponent/Requirement
Volute, Pump. Oxid. (17)
Size (O.D.) (360 ° Section)
Material
Surface Finish
Tolerances
Flow Passage
Pilot Diameters
Axial Stack Up Dimensions
Impeller, Oxid (19)
Size (O.D.
Material
Vane Tolerance
Tip Tolerance
Sealing Surface Tolerance
Pilot Diameter Tolerance
Axial Stackup Tolerance
Squareness
Dynamic Balance
Surface Finish
Inducer, Oxid (20)
Size (O.D.)
Material
Tolerance
Vane
Diameters (O.D.)
Pilots
Axial Stack Up
Squareness
Dynamic Balance
Surface Finish
Optimum Value
23 in.
Cast Aluminum
63/250
+ 0.i0
+ 0.001
+ 0.003
13.0 in.
Shell Mold Cast Aluminum
+ 0.025
+ 0.010
+ 0.002
+ 0.0005
+ 0.010
+ 0.001
Required
125
8.1 in.
Forged Aluminum
+ 0.005
+ 0. 005
+ 0.0005
+ 0.010
0.001
Required
63
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Appendix L
Subcomponent/Requirement
Rotor, Turbine, Oxid (26)
Size (O.D.)
Material (Forging)
Surface Finish
Tolerance
Blades
Diameters
Dynamic Balance
Manifold, Turbine Inlet, Oxid (28)
Size (Torus O.D.)
Material (Cast. Formed & Welded)
Tolerance
Diameters
Vane Profiles
Surface Finish, Vanes
OptlmumValue
19.5 in.
Inconel 718
125
+ 0.010
+ 0.001
Required
24.7 in.
Inconel 718
+ 0.003
N
+ 0.O03
125
All Other Fuel and Oxidizer Turb0pump Component Requirements Constant at Base
Case Values
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